
 

Department of Energy 
Richland Operations Office 

P.O. Box 550 
Richland, Washington  99352 

 
CERTIFIED MAIL       March 8, 2017 
 
Mr. John C. Person 
Person & Craver, LLP 
1776 K Street, N.W. 
  Suite 200 
Washington, D.C.  20006 
 
Dear Mr. Person: 
 
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUEST (FOI 2016-00676) 
 
This letter is our final response to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request you submitted 
to this office for the following information: 
 
1. “All documents that relate or pertain to the issuance of the DOE I BNI Consent Order dated 

June 1, 2015 (copy of Consent Order attached hereto).” 
 
2. “All documents that relate or pertain to any meetings or negotiations between DOE and BNI 

leading up to the issuance of the June 1, 2015 Consent Order.” 
 
3. “All documents that relate or pertain to the implementation of Consent Order QA policy 

changes on the WTP vendor population.” 
 
4. “All documents that relate or pertain to any relationship between the issuance of the June 1, 

2015 Consent Order and the computation of any BNI profit or fee.” 
 
5. “All Supplier Corrective Action Reports (SCARs) issued by BNI for the period January 1, 

2014 through June 1, 2015.” 
 
6. “All SCARs issued by BNI for the period June 1, 2015 to present.” 
 
7. “All documents that pertain or relate to any increased supplier quality expectations from 

June 1, 2015 to present.” 
 
8. “All documents that pertain or relate to any increased or enhanced supplier quality assurance 

(QA) review standards from June 1, 2015 to present.” 
 
9. “All claims, REAs, or similar demands for additional money submitted by any vendor or 

subcontractor to BNI and all BNI responses thereto.” 
 
10. “All documents that relate or pertain to any communications between BNI and DOE 

concerning vendor or subcontractor claims on the Project.” 
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11. “All documents that relate or pertain to any communications between BNI and any person 

other than DOE concerning vendor or subcontractor claims on the Project.” 
 
12. “All documents that relate or pertain to any directive or policy document from DOE 

regarding the allowance or disallowance of vendor or subcontractor claims on the Project.” 
 
In a series of multiple emails, voice mail messages and telephone conversations with me from 
April 22, 2016, through September 6, 2016, we discussed the scope of your request and provided 
multiple estimates of costs associated with those items of your request.  In a telephone 
conversation on August 11, 2016, you requested this office provide you with an estimate of costs 
for Items 1, 5 and 6 of your request.  This estimate was provided to you electronically on 
August 23, 2016.  You responded on September 6, 2016, and agreed to pay estimated costs of 
130 to 150 hours of search time at the average rate of $45.00/hour plus 16%.  This estimate did 
not include review or reproduction costs.  This office has considered the remaining items of your 
request withdrawn.   
 
Your request was assigned to the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Office of River Protection 
(ORP) and Bechtel National, Inc. (BNI) to conduct a search of records responsive to Items 1, 5 
and 6.  We provided you with a response to Item No. 1 on December 13, 2016.  In response to 
Items 5 and 6, according to the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) contract with BNI, records 
relating to any procurement action by the Contractor are the property of the Contractor, with the 
exception of records that under 48 CFR 970.5232-3, Accounts, Records, and Inspections, are 
described as the property of the Government.  The documents you have requested relate to 
procurement actions made by BNI, accordingly, the documents do not fall under  
48 CFR 970.5232-3 and are not subject to the provisions of the FOIA.  However, a search was 
conducted for any records in the possession of the Government and the enclosed documents were 
located.  Certain deletions have been made in the documents pursuant to Exemptions 4 and 6 of 
the FOIA.   
 
Exemption 4 protects “trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a 
person and privileged or confidential.”  Information that is required to be submitted by a person 
is “confidential” for purposes of Exemption 4 if disclosure is likely to either (1) impair the 
Government’s ability to obtain reliable and high quality necessary information in the future; or 
(2) cause substantial harm to the competitive position of the person from whom the information 
is obtained.  Certain supplier names, purchase order numbers and/or related particular 
information has been redacted from the documents as this information could be used by a 
competitor to malign a competitor’s product or otherwise could be used to damage a competitor 
or to gain a competitive advantage.   
 
Exemption 6 provides that an agency may protect from disclosure all personal information if its 
disclosure would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of privacy by subjecting the 
individuals to unwanted communications, harassment, intimidation, retaliation, or other 
substantial privacy invasions by interested parties. 
 
In invoking Exemption 6 we considered 1) whether a significant privacy interest would be 
invaded by disclosure of information, 2) whether release of the information would further the 
public interest by shedding light on the operations or activities of the government, and 3) 
whether in balancing the private interest against the public interest, disclosure would constitute a 
clearly unwarranted invasion of privacy.  
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We have determined that the public interest in the identity of the individuals whose names 
appear in the documents does not outweigh the individuals’ privacy interests.  Therefore,  
within the documents we have redacted the names of the employees belonging to BNI pursuant 
to Exemption 6 and its suppliers’ pursuant to Exemptions 4 and 6.   
 
This satisfies the standard set forth by the Attorney General by Memorandum on March 19, 
2009, that the agency is justified in not releasing material if it reasonably foresees that disclosure 
would harm an interest protected by one of the statutory exemptions or disclosure is prohibited 
by law.  This also satisfies DOE’s regulation at Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), 
Section 1004.1, to make records available which it is authorized to withhold under  
5 U.S.C. 552 when it determines that such disclosure is in the public interest.  Accordingly, we 
will not make discretionary disclosure of this information. 
 
All releasable information in the documents has been segregated and is being provided to you. 
The undersigned individual is responsible for this determination.  You have the right to appeal to 
the Office of Hearings and Appeals, as provided in 10 CFR 1004.8, for our determination.    
Your appeal shall be filed within 90 days after receipt of this letter.  You may submit your appeal 
by e-mail to OHA.filings@hq.doe.gov, including the phrase "Freedom of Information Appeal" in 
the subject line.  Alternatively, any such appeal may be made in writing to the following address:  
Director, Office of Hearings and Appeals (HG-1), U.S. Department of Energy, L'Enfant Plaza 
Building, 1000 Independence Avenue SW, Washington, D.C. 20585-1615.  Should you choose 
to appeal, please provide this office with a copy of your e-mail or letter. 
 
You may contact DOE RL’s FOIA Public Liaison, Richard Buel, at (509) 376-3375, or by mail 
at P.O. Box 550, Richland, Washington, 99352 for any further assistance and to discuss any 
aspect of your request.  Additionally, you may contact the Office of Government Information 
Services (OGIS) at the National Archives and Records Administration to inquire about the FOIA 
mediation services they offer. The contact information for OGIS is as follows: Office of 
Government Information Services, National Archives and Records Administration, 8601 Adelphi 
Road-OGIS, College Park, Maryland 20740-6001, e-mail at ogis@nara.gov; telephone at  
202-741-5770; toll free at 1-877-684-6448; or facsimile at 202-741-5769. 
 
This letter completes our response to your request.  Costs associated with your request are as 
follows: 
 
 Reproduction – 103 pages @ $.05/page (Items 5 and 6 only) $ 5.15 
 Search time – 10 hours @ $41.04/hour            410.40  
 Search time – 12 hours @ $110.74/hour                    1,328.88 
 Search time -  25 hours @ $88.72/hour         2,218.00 
 Review time – 20 hours @ $54.70/hour    $   1,094.00 
 
         Total $   5,056.43 
 
Your check should be made payable to the U.S. Department of Energy and forwarded to my 
attention at:  DOE-RL, P.O. Box 550, Richland, Washington 99352. 
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If you have any questions regarding your request please contact me at (509) 376-6288. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
-Original Signed By- 

       
Dorothy Riehle 
Freedom of Information Act Officer 

OCE:DCR Office of Communications 
         and External Affairs 
 
Enclosures 
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Supplier Corrective Action Report

Date: -Apt 2, 2016 et No.- 24590-WTP-SCAR-OA-15-021 ReV:. 0

TRWe b)4 -1
IDesclpdon of Adverse Conditlon

(bj(4) sty A urarce Manual, Bechtel Hanford Suppemeut, Sctow 2.S1, reqwre the mappler to perfon
NUZ 'in i Vnce h SNT-TC-I A, Juine 1980 Editon-. This is contrary to WTP Specificatio 24590WW-3P$.MACS-

(TOOK4Revsion 6, Section 2 2 paragraph 2 21 Mhuch requires SNT TC- IA 2001 Edzboo. Note The specifiationi is
included in BM 1PO(b)(4)

(b)(6)
Identiflod b Title: NDEi SM Date 4/1201 5

Validated byl Tide: Sr QA Engineer Datti 412/715

I RequiremeutdRfereseed Dctet I
I Requlreaiant(s)z WTP Specfiatom 24590-WTP-3PS-MACS-T0004 Single Stage H1igh Intgty Centrifugal Blower$
( AG1), Revision 6, dated 6=2210. Section 2 2, patagraph 2 2 1

WI wPsourcie Document Number: 24590-WTP-AR-A- 15-002

Adverse Couditlou. Evaluation

Claaalflcatiou: Is the advers cociditor determined to be significant? 0 Ye0 No

Step werk- Is a stop work restncton required at this time to prevent the odition from recurring
in the production line? 0QYes 0NoI

Stop stipment; Is a stop shipmnt restnction required to prevent the condition frow affecting
uadehivered items or servces? 0Yes 9 No

Items/aervces reeved: Does the adverse condition umpact items/services already received by the WTP Projeci')
0 Yes - Addressed in PIF"tJCR/CDR number
0 No -,No impact (Jurk~Afon required) No NDE has beci performed and no fans have been shipped on the applicable
POEb)4) - I

Supplier ~Awponse Guidance .1
The Supplier is requested to respond to WTP no later than Me) 13, 2015 The initial response must includesa correcte
wactio plan and the planned completon daft of correcvc actons or docmenitation to' suppout completed corrective actions
The suipplier torrective action musl include the following

03 Supplier s corrective action document number
C Extent of condition (for significant conditions only)

OCause Aradysis (for significant conditions only)

0Cormetive Actionas

24590-A-FO0034 Rrs 0 (Revised 7/25/2014) Page I of 2 RaT- 24590-WTP.GPP-M~t-067



Supplier Corrective Action Report A*M4""ftw_2_
(b)(6) I rI1CV116-rilJ

Dow~ Apuil 2 2015 Neiumait No.. 24650.WTP-SCAR-OA-15.021 Rev: 0

Tide: b)4 IL
Upon resolution of die advcrs condition, the supplier is requestaid to provid a copy of their closed corective achesn

doc~wnietmd owetive edenceto wbstanuze clsure Reqpones shoul be sit to jjcibdxlsmwith

vi i a6u brhteLcim on copy Note: All attachmnts should be PDF files

fCorrective Action Verification (For WTP use) I.,.,,.,,,., I... ..__ __ I
IThe following documents were reviewed and found atceptable to close this SCAR

CCN 279694 email from (b)(4) (b)(6) ItoIL "BI PP253 Bechtel Aidt CAR It PA "
(b)(4) dAzedJuly 14, 105 Much cud PAR No 8,closed July 1321 )PaiyAsrneMnil

Dediel Huard Supplement,* revision 2. uly 13 201 5, section 2 S 2 snJJrcedreE2 I G. OQAIQC Personnel (b)(4)
Qushficaton Irevision 9,iuMY 13 2015

Supplier Corrective Actio. Report Clop Aproval ~~~1~~
- (b)(6) ~46 I

NDE SME
IContirrence by.I

Title 7- ,p& -i
Sr Q4 Egsgineer 7 12-01

IVerified by: Title Dte

IApproved bY- I S-Qo-Title / Vate

Revision History-

I Date Reason for Re&lsio I'll
Rt~4mon July 23 2015 IIn3'itil1 III

2J5%O.QA-FOIDD54 Rev 0) M2512014) Page 2 of' 2 Rcf 24590-WrTP-GPP-MG%-067
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Supplier Corrective Action Report (b~)~T/2c~bS

law,: AprlI2 2015 Document No. 245g0-WTP-SCAR-QA-15-20 Rev- 0

7Tfie.1b)4

I D44 a of Adverse Condition

(b)(4) (b)(6) Conditon1 1ch Record of Lead Audi-tor Quaificatwo feifc~~ was evaluated and certifie4by te EJPraulet, (b)(4)
rather than the QA Maager

Condition #2 Purchas orders to service supphens do not flow down Suspect/Counterfeit item (IOC) reqirements to sub-
tier suppliers

Condition #3 The following M~ required a Certificate of Conformance (C of C) from the supplier for services rendered;
(b)(4) however, the sevices were accepted by without a C of C

-POb)4 ]1
-PO )4

- P0 (b-)(4) ]
Identified b (b)(6) Title: QA Engineer Date: 4,/=01 5

IValidated bA 1Ti: ST QA Engineer Date.* 4/2=21 5II
[RequirtezntsReferenced Documents

Requirement(s):

Requirement # 1 18 2 G, Auditor Qualification, Rev 0 dated 1/18/20 13, Section C 2 g

Requtiet #2 4 2 G Control of Suspect & Counterfeit Items Rev 0 dated I21512007, Section IV A 2 c and IV B 2

Requirement #3 10 1 G Receiving Inspection, Re% 9, dated 8/18/2014, Section Cka and b

WTP Source Document Number 24590-WTP-AR-QA-1 5-002

Adverse Condition Evaluation

ClaUsslfication: Is the adverse condition determined to be significant? E] Yes 0No I

IStop work: Is a stop wonrk restriction required at this time to prevent t condition from recurrng
in the production line? o Yes 0 No I

Stop shipment: Is a stop shipment restriction required to prevent the condition from affecting
undzlivered items or services? C)Yes 0No i

I
Iliegns/aervices received: D:oes the adverse Condition impact items/services already received by the WIT Project?

I [ Yes - Addresised in PIERiNCR/CDR number:
0 No - No impact (Justification required): No fans have been shipped on the applicable POIjt4 "Iz

1(b)(4)

245"OfA-FOOU54 Rev 0 (Revised 7125120 14) Page I of 2 Ref~ 24S90-WTP-GPP-MGt-067



Supplier Corrective Action Report
EE7rW's

NI I

Datt.- Apull 2. 2015 Document No.: 245W0WTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-020 Rev: 0

Title: I(b)(4)

I Spier Response Guidance Ii
The Supplier is requested to respond to WTP no later than May 13,201$ The nutualresponse u nchiea c~oct
action plan and the planned completion date of corretive actions gr documentation to support completed corective actions.
The suppier o w. action must include the foWowing

0Supplier's conwacve action document number

o Exen of conditowi (for significant conditions only)
0 Cause Analysts (for significant conditions only)
0 Conetive Actions

Upon resolution of the adverse condition, the supplier is requested to provide a copy of thei closed corrective actioni
Sdocument and obpmectv evidence t0 substantiate closure Respones should be sent to v% tP~dc~abchtLe~oii with
"M ri--O 9hef -on on copy Note: All attachments should be PDF files -j

I
Corrective Action Verification (For WI? use)

The Wolowing documents were reviweod and found acceptable to close this SCAR

CCN 279694, emnail, & =c4b)( 4 ) ( b)(6)b6 1, ETP25"P 2 3 Bechtel Audit CAR Rcs~ouse
(b)(4) dated July 14.2015 which inles . CAR No 7 1 uy 1.205 rcdr #1&2 G, -AudiTor I(b)(4)

Qualifcationis revision I July 13, 2015, sections 2 ftl) and 2 g = Procedure4 1 G, "Procurement Document (b)(4)IGeneration rekisio 1S. July 13. 2015 Exhibt 1, and corrected purchase ordm I(b)(4) Ijda ted July I
22, 2015

ISupplier Corrective Action Report Cosure Approval
j(b)(6)

IConcurrence by -j 1 2- Qf E r ZO' 16
Titde I Date

Sr QAEnglneer -2/1 -14-2 js-IVerified by A4
Titde Date 7

I,SgnMangger _ 7? IAI
I prvdby -7-Title

Revison History:

Revision Date Rleason for Revlsloii
0 July 23, 2015 IniaI issue.

243"-F005 Rev 0 (7M2/2014) Page 2 of 2 Ref- 24590-WTP-GPP-MG-M7f
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1(b)(6) I /1 -Supplier Corrective Action ReportUi1

Date: -September 2 2015 Documniut No.: 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-1 4-0 3 -Rev: 0

Title: ()4 j}NT-TC-1AEdition and NDE Certiication Timeframes (Rev 7 1OVI/14)

Requirements/Referenced Documents
-IIRequirement(s): I gSpecification For Pressure Vessel Design and Fabrication I

2 0 Codes and Industry Standards
2 1 The Seller shall apply the latest issue, including addenda at the time of request for Quote for the following codes and
industry standards (
2 2 1 3 ASME Section V Nondestructive Examination, American Society of Mechanical Engineer
2 2 23 SNT-TC- IA, Recommended Practice No SNT-TC-lIA, American Society for Nondestructive Thsting, Inc

Date of request for Quote 2003

ICorresponding NQA-l Requirement: 2

IWTP Source Document Number: 24590-WTP-3P-MVOO-TOOOI, Rev 1

-.. I-

IDescription of Adverse Condition

I(b)(4) J_/ritten Practice for Qualification and Certification of NDT Personnel, TFP-2 7, Rev 7, references
ANN I Reconmelowe Practice SNT-TC-1 A, 2006 Edtion. This is contrary to the requirements in the code year of record,
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section VIII, 2004 Edilon. Because that is the code of record, ASME BPV Code
Section V Article 1, 2004 also applies That code references SNT-TC-lI A, 2001 Edition. SNT-TC- I A, 2001 Edition
require recertification of Level I and U personnel a maximum of every 3 years, while SNT-TC-lA, 2006 Edition changed
this to a mxmum of every 5 years

In addition, the certification/recertification timeframes of several NDE personnel are or have been greater than the 5 years
maximum required in TP-2 7, paragraph 13 1 "All certified Level I and 11 personnel shall be recertified a intervals not to

(b)(4) exced ive(5 yers " pecficll, te ii~vel 11(L) certification for shows an inztial certfication date q-()(b)(6)
3/9/09, a recertification of 1/ 10/ 13, and a practical reexamination (not a recertifistion) on 10/2/14 (which is beyond the
maximum 5 years from the inital certification date of 3/9/09) The current recertification due date is 10/?19, which is 5
years from the practical reexamination but is greater than 5 ers from the 1/ 10/13 recertification Anoh4 example is the

(b)(4) certification for b)4) (b)(6 hinch shows an initial LIJ:vel I1(L) certication date of 3/9/2009, a recertification of
10/1/20 14, (which is beyond the maximum 5 years from the initial certification date of 3/9/2009), and a 'practical
reexamination on 1/16/13 (which is not listed as a recertification as 4(b)(4) (b)(6)

For both of these people, the recertification on I/ 10/ 13 was not with a flawed sample but the ones on 10/ 1 and 10/2/14 were
Flawed samples are required per TP-2 7, paragraphs 11 2 and 9 4 2

I This gualification discrmmacy was also identified upon review of the records o (b)(4) (b)(6)
(b)(4) (b)(6) 1

1(b)(6) NDE Level III/Welding
Identified by: Title: Date: December 11 2014Technical Speialist

Title: Sr. QA Engineer/AlL Date: December 11, 2014IValidated by:

Adverse Condition Evaluation IiIClassification: X Non-significant? [] Significant

Impact evaluation:

Does the adverse condition impact items / services already received by the WTP Project?
El Yes - Addressed in WTP-CR / NCR / CDR:

24590-QA-FOO054 Rev I (Revised 7/1/2015) Page 1 of 5 Ref 24S5c1A.WTP GPP-MGT-067



Supplier Corrective Action Report -AHO&Mut

E (b(6

I !L,

Date. September 2 2015 Document No. 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-14-033 Rev- 0

Title' ,(b) (4) -- JSNT-TC-1A Edition and NDE Certification rimeframes (Rev 7 10/1/14)

X No - No impact (Justification required) Does not directly affect hardware -I

Is a stop work required prevent the condition from recurring in the supplier s production line? 0l Yes X No

is8 a stop shipment required to prevent the condition from affecting undelivered items/I services? X Yes 0 No

IRestriction(s)

Supplier Response Direction

Supplier shall 1) document the adverse condition in their corrective action program, 2) detail the planned corrective actions
and expected completion date of the corrective actions in the corrective action document, and 3) forward the corrective action
document to ytppa"@behtcl.coM by February 23, 2015 In addition to immediate, compensatory and remedial actions to
resolve the adverse condition, the corrective action document must address the following selected items

ElCause analysis

X Extent of condition

E] Action to correct the cause and preclude recurrence

Upon resolution of the adverse condition the supplier &hall provide a copy of the closed corrective action document and all
applicable objective evidence to substantiate resolution of the adverse condition to wtrnau~)bechteLcom

24590-QA-F00054 Rev 1 (711/2015) Page 2 of 5 Ref. 24590-WTP-GPP-MGT-067
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Date: -September 2 2015 Document No.: 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-1 4-003 Rev: 0

Title. ()4 Tl]SNT-TC-1 A Edition and NDE Certification Timeframes (Rev 7 1 d/1 /1 4)

ICorrective Action Verification
-L

1Supplier corrective action plan received (See CCN) N/A

1Supplier corrective action plan verified acceptable (See CCN) N/A

Supplier corrective actions completed CCN 276491 - Email response received froml(b)(4) (b)(6) d4tod February 18,
2015, CAR 14-42 was recreated to address the deficiencies Supplier stated that Exhibit 2 in TP-2 7, ReV 8 has been revised
to change Performance Evaluation to Performance Evaluation/3 yr Recertification, meeting the requirem~ents of SNT-T)C- IlA,
2001
The Certifications for all Level I and fl NDE inspectors have been reviewed and revised if needed to correct the

rcriiaindue date to comply with the 5 year requirement of SNT..TC- IA 2006 Additionally te~etfcnn o b)4
I(b)(4) (b)(6) Lnd 1(b)(4) (b)(6) ~jacbeen performed again using flawed samples to comply with ;he requirements
identified by the BNI Level III inspector present for the triennial audit

CCN 277172 Supplier response (CCN 27649 1) rejected by BNI on March 4, 2015 because the Supplierldid not provide the
information and objective evidence requird by the SCAR form, ie , the extent of condition is not addressed or present in the
Supplier's CAR 14-42 The CAR does not discuss actions taken regarding ideterminate nondestructive evaluation (NDE)
results for items from NDE Examiners whose certification periods were exceeded and before recertification was
accomplished

CCN 276504 Email response received from 1(b)(4) (b)(6) "ated March 12 2015 Supplier stated that the extent of
condition was performed and corrections were made to all certification identified in the evaluation No action was taken
related to the inispectors whose certification periods were exceeded.

CCN 277293 Email, response received frornljb(4 ()()dated April 2, 2015 Exhibit 2 in TP-2 7, Rev 8 has been revised
to change Performance Evaluation to Performance Evaluation/3 yr Recertification, meeting the requu-eiments of SNT-TC-
IlA, 2001 as identfied by the BNI level III
An extent of condition evaluation was performed This evaluation found that none of (b() inspectors had exceeded the 3
year or 5 year re-certification requirements
All of b4 inspectors have been re-certified using a flawed sample, and the certifications have been recorded on the
revised certification form, which meets the 3 year re-certification requirement of SNT-TC-1A, 2001 and the 5 year re-

(b)(4) cercification requiremenit of SNT-TC-l1A, 2006 The[Jertificatons for I(b) (4) (b)(6 1(b)(4) (b)(6) ]have been
attached as a sample of thc re-certificatious performed

CCN 277892 Supplier response (CNN 277293) rejected by BNI on April 14, 2015, because the supplier did not provide the
information and objective evidence required by the SCAR form, ie-, evidence of the extent of condition is not present in the
Supplier's CAR 14-42, Rev. 1. The CAR further states that "an extent of condition evaluation was performed. This
evaluation found that none of (b() inspectors had exceeded the 3 year or 5 year re-certification reqirements." The
extent of condition documentation was not supplied as evidence of this activity.
The Supplier further states in the CAR that "Exhibit 2 in TP-2.7, Rev 8 has been revised to change Performnance Evaluation to
Performance Evaluation/3 yr. Recertification, meeting the requirements of SNT-TC-KA 2001 as identifiecl by the BNI level
III." No evidence was provided to substantiate this statement, i.e., a signed, approved copy of TP-2.7, Revision 8. The CAR
does not discuss actions taken regarding indeterminate nondestructive evaluation (NDE) results for items from NDE

IExaminer whose certification periods were exceeded and before recertification was accomplished. I

24590-QA-FOO054 Rev 1 (7/1/201 5) Page 3 of 5 Ref- 2459fLWTP-GPP-MGT.06



Supplier Corrective Action Report AA8Wffft"4-a
Date: September 2 2015 Document No 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-14-033 Rev: 0

Title ()4 mJ--3SNTC-AEdition and NOE Certification Timeframes (Rev 7 10/1/14)

The CAR states that all o b4 inspectors have been re-certified using a flawed sample and the certifications have
been recorded on the revised certification formi1 which meets the 3 year re-ceitification requiirem~ent of SNT-TC-lA, 2001 and
the 5 year recertification requirement of SNT-TC-IA, 2006 The[ rtifications, fur lad(b)(4) (b)(56") (-)i)((b4(6
have been attached as a sample of the re-certifications performed The requirement was that the Supplier provide theE:ZJ )(4)
certifications for all of the inspectors who were re-certified using a flawed sample and recorded on the revised certification
form

I CCN 277304 Email ironj(b)(4) (b)(6) ]dated April 30 2015 Supplier stated No change tf(b)(4) initial response to
24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-14-033wi1 be made

CCN 278533 The SCAR response (CCN 277304) rejected by BNI on May 14 2015, because the Supplier did not provide all
of the information arid objective evidence required by the SCAR form The SCAR response must include a copy of Supplier
CAR#I 14-42 Rev 2, the nondestruction examination certification records for the[Zertifications, for all of the inspectors L~ (4)
who were re-certified using a flawed sample and recorded on the revised certification form the extent of condition on te )4
certification for all of the inspectors who were recertified, an approved and issued copy of TP-2 7 Revision 8 and an answer
to the question related to the time from date of practical without flawed part to date of practical with flawed part Were any
checks of work done during these dates97 Objective evidence that the Supplier did all this is required

CCN 278815 Email fromI~)() (b)(6)E1 dated June 30 2015 No change tof ,esponse, except certification records (p)(4)
provided

CCN 278733 The SCAR response (CCN 278815) rejected by BNI on July 7, 2015 because the Supplier did not provide all
of the information and objective evidence required by the SCAR form ie the extent of conditon is not addre-sed or present
in the Supplier s CAR 14-42 As an extent of condition assessment the Supplier was required to verify that no Inspectors
who were administered a second Practical Exam due to the first one not having a flawed specimen did inspections during the
time between the two Practical Exams If any inspections were identified as having been performned by the subject Inspectors
were the inspections re-performed and documented 9 Evidence of such must be provided in addition to the complete SCAR
response documentation package

CCN 280885 Email from Jb)(4) (b)(6)J ated August 21 2015 Irovided complete corrective action documentation ( )(4)
including review of the extent ofcondition Objective evidence was provided

ISupplier corrective actions verified complete and SCAR closed (See CCN 280885)

I

Supplier Corrective Action Report Closure Approval
111.

I(b)(6)
IConcurrence by:

-------1
NDE Level III Date

01.$49 IZIVerified by: Sr, QA EngineerA TL Date

24590-QA-FO0054 Rev 1(711/2015) Page 4 of 5 Rcf:- 24590-WTP-GPP-MGT-o067



Supplier Corrective Action Report
(b)(6) 9/v/is-

Mite September 2 2015 Document No.: 24590-WVTP-SCAR-OA-1,4-030 Rev: 0

Title- ()4 IIJ-SNT-TC-IA Edition and NDE Certification Timeframnes (Rev 7 10/1/14)

I(b)(6) Quality Assessments
ManageTIApproved by.

Title q 2.q -/ - --OwV~ -7-

Revision History:

Revision Reason for Revision -I
0 inal issue

24590-QA-FOO054 Rev 1 (7/1/2015) Page 5 of 5 Ref: 245904YTP.GPP.MGT.067



R 11711471

Aftehn=rt-r, / .Supplier Corrective Action Report (b) (6) 1 < '/W/WI PP

Date- March 2 2015 Document No. 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-14-027 Rev 0

Title: I(b)(4) Idid not provide sub-contractor CGD procedure

I-

IDescription of Adverse ConditionLdid not provide sub-contractor'sF,~ (b)(4 GD procedure on the Caustic Scrubber contract
b 4(4) to WTP for review as require byv ectionTechnical Specification 2 5 26 "Commercial

Grd edication Documentation
-- A

Identified by:j(b)(6) Tile- Senior Procurement Engmeeer Date: Dec 11, 2014

Validated by]1 Title: Sr QA Engineer - ATL Date: March 2, 2015II
I R,1equirementsilkeferenced Documents

Requirement(s):()4) ] section 2 Technical Specification 2 5-26 Commercial Grade
Dedication D~ocumentation"

WTP Source Document Number: 24590-WTP-AR-QA- 14-034

Adverse Condition Evaluation i
Classification: Is the adverse condition determined to be significant? El Yes ED No

Stop work Is a stop work restriction required at this time to prevent the condition firom recurring
in the production line) El Yes 0 NoI

Stop shipment: Is a stop shipment restriction required to prevent the condition from affecting
undelivered items or services? EDi Yes Z NoI

Items/services received: Does the adverse condition impact items/services already received by the WTP Project')

[3Yes - Addressed in PIER1NCR/CDR number
SNo - No impact (Justification required) Affected CGD plans are ,urrently Code Status 3

ISupplier Response Guidance

The Supplier is requested to respond to WTP no later than February 23, 2015 The initial response must include a
corrective action plan and the planned completion date of corrective actions or documentation to support completed
corrective actions The supplier corrective action must include the following

Supplier s corrective action document number

ElExtent of condition (for significant conditions only)

ElCause Analysis (for significant conditions only)

Z Corrective Actions

Upon resolution of the adverse condition, the supplier is requested to provide a copy of their closed corrective action
document and objective evidence to substantiate closure. Responses should be sent to wtndr(abechtel.com with
wtpsgu*,ibechtel-com on copy. Note: All attachments should be PDF files.

24 590-QA-F00054 Rev 0 (Rcvised 7/1-5/1014) Page I of 2 Ref- 24590-NkTP-6PP-MG1-l67



-it-G"A 2462;&-Supplier Corrective Action Report Att--h

I P.

Date: March 2 2015 Document No.. 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-14-027 -Rev. 0

Title: ()4 ]ddnot provide sub-contractor CGD procedure

I Cor e Action Verification (For WTP one)

Response received 02 18 2015, CCN 276489 regarding CCN 275267 Supplier Corrective Action Report 1* 24590-WTP-
SCAR-QA-14-027 Supplier responded with a clear statement of the cause of the adverse condition, identification of actions
taken to correct the cause of the adverse condition and the internal corrective action repoit number initiated for the SCAR
The Supplier revised the P0 issued to the subtler supplier requesting submittal of the CGI) procedure This procedure was
forwarded to BNI WTP for code status which was received as code status 1 The Supplier also placed a restriction on its
ASL requiring any CGD plans/procedures to be submitted and approved prior to shipment of a material on furture BNI
projects This restriction was entered to prevent reoccurence of the adverse condition The Supplier's related corrective
action was CAR 14-40 Revision 0 The actions are complete as described anrd substantiated by the evidence provided

Supplier Corrective Action Report Closure Approval

__A_

I(b)(6) Sr _QA Engee 4-,02"7, -t-
IConcurrence by: Title Date

Sr QA Engineer a 7. 0 a-. 2u4t(hIVerified by: Title Date

SQn Manager -3fApproved by:
Title I Dake

Revision History:

Revision Date -F Reason for Revision
0 March 2 2015 IInitial issue

24590-QA-F01J054 Rev 0 t125,2 0 14) Page 2 of 2 Ref 24590-TP-GPP-MGt-067



CCN 27-7998

Supplier Corrective Action ReportIII~

R1 17'13350
Date: April 3 2015 Dlocumnent No.: 24590-WT7P-SCAR-QA-1 4-026 Rev: 0

Title ()4 III] mplementing procedures referenced incorrect document names or numbers

IDescription of Adveti Condition

1(b)(4) 111 Aimplementing procedures and technical procedures referenced incorrect or obsolete
titles for applicable procedures For example TP- I I I Temporary Weld Attachments." Revision 2, dated 7 10 20 10,
Section 2 0 references TP. 1 9, Weld Repair," the actual title is Weld Defect Removal and Restoration Procedure

TP-2 3 Engineering Software Management, Revision 2 dated 1 25 2013 Section 2 references QA 17 1 Quality
Assurance Records, actual title is QA 17 1 Records and QA 6 0, Document Control - actual document number is QA-
6 1, "Document Control TP-8 0, Vdhdation and Verification of Engineering Design Software Revision 3, dated
1 25 2013 Sections 2, 4 2, 8 2 reference QA 6 0 Document Control, actual document number should be QA-6 I section
9 0 refencers QA 17 1 Quality Assurance Records - title should be QA- 17 1 Records QA- 18 1 Audits,' Revision 2
dated July 29 2014 Section 1 2 referemices TP- 19 2 Internal Audits, actual document number should be AP-3 1, Internal
Audit, Revision 3 July 14, 2014

TP-2 2 Engineering Design Revision 8 dated July 10 2014 Section 2 et seq references the procedure numbers as ~b (4)
QA-X X whereas QA-5 I Section 3 2 states the company QA sections are nunberd as QA-X X This is also true in
Revision 9 dated 12 4 2014

](b)(6)
Identified by: I ~Title Sr QA Engineer D)ate. December 11, 2014

IValidated by. Name of WTP Validator Title. Date:

I Requirements/Referenced Documents

Requirement(s): QA-S 1, Preparation Review and Approval of Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings. Revision 0
Idated January 31 2013 Section3 2

IWTP Source Document Number 24590-WTP-AR-QA-14-034

IAdverse Condition Evaluation II
IClassification: Is the adverse condition determined to be significant9 E] Yes 0 NoI

Stop work. Is a stop work restriction required at this time to prevent the condition from recurring
in the production line? El Yes E No 1

Stop shiipment. Is a stop shipment restriction required to prevent the condition trom affecting
uAdelivered items or services' [El Yes 0 NoI

I tems/serv ices received Does the adverse condition impact items/scrvices already received by the W7 P Poect

ElYes - Addressed in PIERINCR/CDR number:
SNo - No impact (Justification required): Internal procedural reference issues have no impact on deliverable to BN I

WTP.

ISupplier Response Guidance

The Supplier is requested to respond to WTP rno later than February 23, 2015. The initial response must include a

24519G-QA-F00054 Re- 0 (Revised 712512014) Page I of 2 Ref- 245QO-Vv1'P-(PP-N1Gi-f067



GCN 277995Supplier Corrective Action Report Attacbnte"tpW
Date: -April 3 2015 Document No.: 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-1 4-026 Rev: 0

Title: ()4 Jmplementing procedures referenced incorrect document names or numbers

corrective action plan and the planned completion date of corrective actions or documentation to support completed
corrective actions The supplier corrective action must include the following

Supplier's corrective action document number
[]Extent of condition (for significant conditions only)

E] Cause Analysis (for significant conditions only)
13 Corrective Actions

Upon resolution of the adverse condition the supplier is requested to provide a copy of their closed corrective action
document and objective evidence to substantiate closure Responses should be sent to to dc~ia,bechiel corn with
ItDspu(ibechtel.com on copy Note- All attachments should be PDF flies

I- Crrectie Action Verification (For 'AT? use) - -I
Initial corrective actions received from Supplier were deemed inadequate for SCAR closure (CCN 276499) Supplier was
formally notified of the response rejection (CCN 277880) Subsequent response with additional objective evidence received
from the Supplier (CCN 277294) was determined to be adequate to addrt-ss the issues identified in the SCAR Objective
evidence included revisions TP-l 11. Temporary Weld Attachments, Rcvision 3, dated February 25, 2015, TP-2 2,
Engineering Design, Revision 11, dated March 31, 2015 TP-2 3, Engineenng Software Management," Revision 3 dated

February 25,.'62015, TP-8 0 "Validation and Verificat ion of Engineering Design Software, Revision 5, and TP-1 8 2,
"Internal Audit, Re~ision 0, dated July 28.,2014

ISupplier Corrective Action Rr-port Closure Approval

[(b)(6)
ILSr QA Engtneer1ATL 0 Y. ax" 14IConcurrence by: F Title Date

Software Qualification .1
Lead V, 3 -1Verified by:
Title Date

SQn ManagerApproved by: Title T Daite

Revision History:

eisoniI Daute Reason for Revlila ~1
0 IApril 3, 3015 IInitial issue.

24190-QA-F00054 Rev 0 (71252014) Page 2 of 2 ReP 24590-WTP-GPP'-MGt-067
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Supplier Corrective Action Report
U1j

Number: 24590-WTP-SCA.R-QA-14-0l 5 Rev: 0 Date: June 4, 2015
Title: [(b)(4) Ii]QAM's organization chart (Fig 1) did not accurately depict Supplier's
Organizational Structure

ISSUED BY
~flfr x
":PA Y 4

R~quIrem.ntu dDociuments I

Requirement(s):

NQA-l -2000, Requirement I Organization Paragraph 100, Basic The organizational structure, functional responsibilities
Ilevels of authority and Imes of communications for activities affecting quality shall be d mnted,

and,

(b)(4) TheEIZQuahty Assurance Manual (QAM), Revision 15, dated March, 3, 2014, paragraph 1 0, states in panl, 'The
(b)(4) organizationalf Cof[::] is shown in Figure 1. (QAM Section 10 0- Organ izaon)"

IWTP Source Document Number. ORP Supplier Audit U- 14-QAD-RPPWTP-002

Desr~t~zsof Adverse Condition I ,I. ~ I
This condition was identified during OR? Supplier Audit U-14-QAD-RPPWT-002, by the Department of Energy Auditors

Contrary to the above, the organization chart (F 1), in theI__PAM, Section 1.0, Organizaton. did not accurately (b)(4)
Il(b)(4) reflect the lines for reporting mnd authority ofl~Jorganizationa structure

Identified by (b)(6) Title: SQAE - ATL Date. 9/11/141 ____

Tie: SQAE Date: 9/29/14IValidated by 'I ii
IAdverse Condition Evaluation II

I Classification: Is the adverse condition determined to be significant? 0 Yes 0 No
I
I Stop work: Is a stop work restriction required at this time to prevent the condition flram reoccurrig in the production line?

CYes 03 No

Stop shipment: Is a stop shipment restriction required to prevent the condition from affecting undelivered items or
services9 [) Yes 0 No

I tems/services already shipped/provided: Does the adverse condition have a potential impact on items or services
/previously shipped or provided to the WTP Project?

CYes - Addressed in PIERJNCR/CDR number
(b)(4)

No .- No-impact (Justification require47]organizationai structure has no impact on items previously shipped to the

I

Revision 27 (6/26/2014) Page I of 3
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4'I-.i
I Fr, Supplier Corrective Action Report

Number: 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-14-Ol 5 Rev: 0 Date: June 4, 2015
Title: j(b)(4) PAM's organization chart (Fig. 1) did not aceiurately depict
Supplier's Organizational Structure

The Supplier is requested to respond to WrP no later than October 29,2014 The initial response must include, a corrective
action plan and the planned completion date of corrctive actions Q1 do< ition to support completed corrective actions
The supplier corective, action must include the following:

(D Supplie's corrective acton document number
[J Extent of condition (for significant conditions only)
o Caus Analysis (for significant c, litiotis only)
0 Corrective Actions

Upon resolution of the adverse condition, the supplier is requested to provide, a copy of their closed correctve action
document and objective evidence to substantiate closure Responses should be sent to wtppdc~bechtel corn aad cc:
wtpsqu~bechteLoom, Note: All attachnments should be PDF files

Corrective Action Verification (For WTP mse)

(b)(4) NOTE: this SCAR was issued t{1v1h the "significant" blocks inadvertently checked "yes." The SCAR was
issued as a result of an "potl or Improvement" #OFT U-14-QAD-RPPWTP-002-O01 in the Source
Document. Thet finding is not "significant" per BNI WTP procedure and the response provided by[__sddrssts k(b)(4)
the cause and Corrective Actions necessary to explain and correct the Identified issue.

The following iocuineat were reviewed to verify the corrective action response and close this SCAR:
I(b)(4) CCN 254897, [j31esponse to SCAR-QA-14-015

(b)(4) .7 1rctivc Action ReportfjcAR-22, revised December 3,201$, closed December 4,2015
j(b)(4) Quality Program Organization Chart, revion 0, December 4,2015

The documents are aceptable to clos the WCAR.

Follow-up required: N/A

Supplier Corrective Action Report Cosure Approval

1(b)(6)
Sr 2A Engineer / 2~-

IConcurrence by:I
Title Date

Sr QA EngineerI Verified by: Title Date

f-\

IApproved by: Thk
I

Revision 27 (6/26t2014) Page 2 of 3
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-#dtaJ. ko Supplier Corrective Action Report

Number: 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-1 4-015 Rev 0 Date: June 4, 2015

Titde:()4 ] QAM's organization chart (Fig 1) did not accurately depict Supplier's
Organizational Structure

Revision History:
-IRevision Date Reasou for Revision

0 Initial issue

Revision 27 (6/26,12014) Page 3 of 3



ISSUED BY I Ii411I1i711t911i 111 UIII
R-PP-W'I? PDC

Supplier Corrective Action Reportr-01

Number: 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-.14-010 Rev: 0 Date: August 29, 2016
Title: I(b)(4) I~] Inaccurate Calcuilations for Caustic Scrubbers

To: From:
I(b)(4) (b)(6) Supplier Qualification Manager---I-
Itb)(4) Bechtel National, Inc

2435 Stevens Center Place

Richland, WA 99354

I REQUIRMENTS/ REFERENCED DOCUMENTS
QA Program/Procedure Requirement: QA-31., 6.1 : The design analysis shall be sufficiently detailed and
organized to allow a person technically qualified in the subject to review and understand the analyses to the
extent of verifying the adequacy of the results meeting the design requirements without recourse to the
originator.

NQA-1 Requirement: Criterion 3, Design ControlISupplier CAR Number: CAR- 14-26

WTP Source Document Number: S- I 2-WCD-RPPWTP-031I (CCN 258298)

SDESCRIPTION OF DEFICIENCY

Contrary to the requirement above, the inlet process boundary conditions for the caustic scrubbers are not stated
so that a person technically qualified in the subject can review and understand the analyses and verify the
adequacy of the results without recourse to the originator

The inlet process conditions, (normal and maximum) in the calculation were consistent with the referenced data
sheet, 24 590-LA W-MlKD-LVP-0001 1, Rev 2 However, the inlet process conditions in Revision 3 of this data
sheet, dated September 26, 2012, were changed to be more challenging than in the basis for the calculation

IRev 3 of the data sheet referred to vendor calculationb4 ] as an
input, but the vendor calculation did not use the updated inlet concentrations firom the data sheet Instead, this
calculation referred to an older process mass balance, 24590-LA W-M4C-LOP-0000 1, Rev 2A Revision 3 of
the data sheet refers to Rev 3 of 24590-LA W-M4C-LOP-0000 I.

Also, contrary to the requirements, the vendor spreadsheets were not documented in a manner that an individual
who is technically competent in the subject can review and understand the analysis and verify the adequacy of
the results without recourse to the originator. No text or method was provided with the spreadsheet. In addition,
this spreadsheet did not take into account the effect of caustic concentration. The minimum required PH for the
scrubber fluid was 9, yet no C02 was removed, according to the spreadsheet. The email attachment to the
calculation provided removal efficiencies that were based on PH ranges that did not accommodate the entire
range of application of the Scrubber.

Revision 26 (10/23/2013) Page I of 4



r1#1 Supplier Corrective Action Report I(b)(6) Vi114

Number: 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA- 14-010 Rev: 0 Date: August 29, 2016

Title: ()4 J1 Inaccurate Calculations for Caustic Scrubbers

Does this discrepancy have a potential impact on material previously shipped to the WTP Project?

Yes - Addressed in PIER and/or NCR Number PIER-MGT-] 3-0587-B

No []I No Impact (Justification required)

RESTRICTONS II
1Work Restriction: Is a stop work restriction required to prevent the condition from reoccurring in the
production line9 YesELINo E

Stop Shipment Restriction: Is a stop shipment restriction required to prevent the condition from affecting
undelivered items or services? Yes [] No N

New Restriction(s) to be added to the BNI WTP Evaluated Suppliers List (ESL):

Not applicable

Reported by: (b) (6) Title: Senior QA Engineer Date: May 1, 2014iiJ
ISUPPLIER RESPONSE (Guidance for Supplier)

In order to resolve the identified deficiency, please respond to BNI WVTP with your proposed corrective actioi

and the planned completion date of your corrective actions by September 4, 2014 Your response must
address the following

Required Actions
__J

I Cause Analysis

[ 2 Corrective Actions (Preventive)

13 Submittal of Internal Corrective Action Report to BNI WrT

IResponses should be sent to one of the following addresses

Attn: Supplier Qualification Admin.
MS13-A

wtpsqu~bechtel.com or 243 5 Stevens Center Place
Richland, WA 99354

Revision 26 (10/23/2013) Page 2 of 4



Supplier Corrective Action Reportrli 9A-1116

Number. 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA- 14-010 Rev: 0 Date: August 29, 2016

Title: 1(b)(4) IInaccurate Calculations for Caustic Scrubbers

CORRECTIVE ACTION VEMATO (For BN1 WTrP use only)

Supplier's corrective action plan received. (CCN 269206)
Supplier corrective action plan is incomplete. The plan does not address how the supplier will document the
analysis so a technically competent individual in the subject can review and understand the analysis and Verify
the adequacy of the results without recourse to the originator Supplier is directed to respond by September 4,
2014

ISupplier's corrective action plan is acceptable. (CCN )
CNN 269200, Email from 1(b)(4) (b)(6) to ()6 BNI, "Extension for SCAR 14-010," dated July 8
2014 Requested extension to September 1, 2J 14 Acpted

ICCN 269206, Email froml(b)(4) (b)(6) ~~to WTP Supplier Qualification, BNI, "24590-WTP-SCAR-QA- 14-
(b)(4) 010IOD1esponse," dated August 4,201

ICCN 270021, Memo from 1(b)(6) NI1, to (b) (6) NI Procurement, "Evaluation ofl(b)(4)

F~b)4)J R sponse to Supl ier Cre ctim eport - #24590-WTP-SCAR-QA- 14-010,"1 dated__
August 4, 2014 Proposed corrective actions are inadequate to close this SCAR, thus the SCAR will remain
open pending additional information to be provided by 1(b)(4) ]J by September 4 2014

ICCN 268311, Letter from 1(b)(6) I33NL tol(b)(4) (b)(6) fBe c h t e l National, Inc,
IHanford Tank Waste Treatment tand Immobilization Plant - Revision to Supplier Corrective Action Report -
0 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA- 14-0 10 tob)4 -] for Purchase Order No I(b)(4)

I(b)(4) I]dated October 21, 2014. SCAR_ iI
Irv1 to better define the deficiencies in response to the return of cakculatiorIb)4)
Vto supplier by WTP Engineering as a Code Status 2 submittal ]

CGN 273157 Email froiz4(b)(4 ) (b)(6) j40 WTP Supplier Qualification, BNI , "FW Scanned image from

1MX-M850," dated November 19, 2014 (Supplier Corrective Action Report #24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-14-0 10.)

ICCN 290918, Email from (b)(4) (b)(6) o WTP Supplier Qualification, BNI, f(b)(4) -- ] Response
to SCAR 14-0 10," dated August 25, 2016 Response accepted by ()6 I1
Supplier's corrective actions completed. (CCN 290918)

Response accepted by ]
Supplier's completed corrective actions verified complete and closed. (CCN 290944)

(b)(6) n August 29, 2016

IFacility follow-up? Required: L Not Required: M

IFollow-up Date: not applicable.

Revision 26 (10/23/2013) Page 3 of 4
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C A-L-- a 16= a _aas_Supplier Corrective Action Report

lot~

Number: 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-l 4-010 Rev: 0 Date: August 29, 2016

Title: ()4 -]Inaccurate Calculations for Caustic Scrubbers

CORRECTIVE ACTION VERIFICATION (For BMl WTP use only)

Attachment(s): not applicable ]
(b)(6)

Sn Supervisor
Verified byl Title Date

uaiyAssessment Manager 91/LL_
Closed by:I Title D t-e

Revision 26 (10/23/2013) Page 4 of 4



(b)(4)

imit ii
AAT -4Supplier Corrective Action Report

I,'

Number! .2,1SQO(1- Iev 0 Date.
Title:1()4

fkZW ~/Th

To: f rom:
1(b)(4) ()6 1
I(b)(4) Is hv

R ~ ji.

REQU1REMNENTS/ REFERENCED DOCI MEN frS

QA ProgranifProcedure Requirement Jib)(4)
A-fzscellant'ouv Rc\ isior~ 12 diiied August 26, 2~ 's~eTh'~ 2 >~hn ~a, a> a~ 14
-Seample Stze for a, IA hCn cet-11MuiiM l te~unpr u~ her

I lnpi RP ' 1k ,'21 I ~ 41 -~1tr~.zCX

.IT:\M
ampV%4 Nil1~.

NQA-1 Requirement-k c~ uit

Supplier CAR Number: 11'-i',

W1TI' Sorre Docuv~iw Number- p.

DESCRIPTON OF DEF+ICIENCY

NO;*
Thle r'rtiZA .3 u 's~.~i. ~ - ,~ '~.i 7 4
t I Tsj;t-, nit, -o. xzic ~: ' j- r ~-. . . . -~

r, J . I -A,, zi et e A tll tv ,l 111, (1

f) :'OA 'I ~ b4'~ 2IU3CtUCJ x rf sin;k.
ev * top Xt.

Ie~ r*.4

.Iin-~J~-x~ 4s.>~ri 'ii.'~ >sC i 2/ : r r~ hr ~L~ .e~m x ~dw

Does this discrepauc) Its. t a potcntiai fipa io a inserh pr v iusl slapped to the NvTP Project"

CLI? .:J

"RIT (-I"

i,-)f1 20 1 I -a



J'~1k.

Supplier Corrective Action Report
IdL 1(b)(6) I
Number-,4#AV ~'A~A> Rc i DaU: Augtis~ IL, J'~

Title: (b)(4) aa SweIJ

Work Restriction:!,~ 1r 4 i~tci,~i&auri~ eA~l

hrdclnlne 9 Yc N*

Stop Shipment Restriction. Is-~ -~' A itX st ur~er ow~ot I)~la 1r~t tx t

andeIrs cred item, or scer, Ye> I~

Nem, RestInction(s) to be added to the BNI WTP E~aluated Suppliers I ist (ESLIP

Reported b,%: Ilitle. .- i D~ate %vtI
SUPPLIER RESPONSE, (Guldauce for Supplier)

order~~~~~~~ ~~~~ tox t e-Lt 'ar .\Iii_4eIkC L

Required Actions

I

A A "Y 3'

I-
co! 'ACTION VERIFICATION (For BNI WTP use oW

Supplier's corrective action plan received.

(::,'N 271 1 tTfl7a VY!, ~()6) e' N ()4
I' ~'

. . ,.- .~.



L4.~

Ii~ Supplier Corrective Action Report [(b) (6)

Numiber: 24"* -A 7

1lte(b)(4) I ~ Siic

cot FIVE ACTION VERIFICATION (For BNJ I P use only)

2) CC'N 273 1(b)(6) (b) (6) it (" (b) (4)
1( b)(4)' tR ii'

9 1 ~'. ~.~ I-~ Rspon'ie ~as Insufficicnt to, close the
SCAIPS.

OCN, C ~.J~ ~ ,(b)(6 ~ i'1(b)(4)~Q

rk ff71 'PON, IK 1PS \ 'u '~ ~) L'1IV~~ 7 CIT 4 ~1~

-I
4):y Y 1(b)(6 1______ (b)(6) I ~'1 F15i~)(4) -j1(b)(4)~' A) ))e WTjP-C AK.

dXA: 24, L. J k P it".11sponsv iias insufficient to clww
t he S CARs

Supplier's corrective action plan is acceptable. i CCN 277 74)

b'au 6 we S .T'Cf . iiiA,1Ili . "t NI (~)(4)(b)(6)
~'r~ ~{O~A ~-~&7 ~'Y ( ~ ¶ I P -ii ~J'L Qt~ 2¾

~ I~ ~i~~ ~.~ ~ .\Ii zS. -' Y icim 1! ri pocx

'Inve -. .311i ?t' o' "i. *EP'

Supplier'b correciihe actions comnpleted, I.C'79698-
1(b)(4) (b)(6) Z - "C , I c ~ 1'fL. "('MR ~24' I ~7 iT

-upp~ier, completed cot ectik e atctions N erifted coniplete and closed. t( (N 280880)
- P la I I t, t 'I I',

EN t I

"i1b(4) 3:~j(b) ](4) 3i rh.iI( ~'IAC - ~ 1((

C j . ~' 7''
U -

7

`C't



1(b)(6)Supplier Corrective Action Report
fill

Number. 49V - ReN 0 Date' t 21

Title: ()4 Sevplc Sin

CORRI ACTION VERIFICATION (For SNI WIP use only)

Pcr BNL-\MT rV-,ffr-v, ~ tit p - i (h 1r4 op i AbIO 2 J22R
JAC S ~rnk ize L Of tcv' 1-iJ i, , 1'Jt Ii zeaC e

L 1SJf' : .;&Mpl F -

('.

t4 24

(b)(4)
(b)(4) r~ (husat 7d f1c heU (T- io ilo -w
(b)(4) ~4 it ~.A iJj~ Wi. t! Lr-~~~ii rtI"r~et ~ e

MIS PIXI'ka Ytt d 0 1(' " A It k I I V 11. f

(b (4 P C ~ ~. ~iu ~ ~ ..2L 2.,~ .1 V " 1- -, , -

'Ii
: (b)(4) j('t \A%2 K T, 1, .A 8 . ill 41, 10 %'
PF S'k STII B~~jr 1 4 ft-4I,)U4` I '2

b) ( ) . *fjI f i t I 7,x , le C &' ' ' \ l 4i '-lf~ .~

1, It ~
4 itewl rufwe f. Z ik III

(b)(4) f ''2 Li. I ~ ~ xm { -
1(b)(4)

k A e*,p 11 iN 1 t:,I 'l 1 -1 A" o ht t-i ,

I'acifih) follosi-up"., It :; r. L.

I 4low-up Da)- i lie IV,, 4'tL I.,v1 Iuv' -1!14

Atchmeat~s); -I
[(b)(6)

27 IA

Verified L1)y, I '*-"- Ak~J ii

HuV4, .)"-.tt 20 W, L 4~



e - S I I -
At H.cfr-- -t!4Su pplier Corrective Action Report (b)(6)S

N umber. 24590-WT'P-SCAR-QA- 14-008 ReN - 1 D~ate August 12 2015

Title. b)4 ]CGD Sarnpki SIic

I(b)(6)
Suplir uification Manage

Closed bN. I
r- Title 'ate

Revision 26 (10,231"2013) Page: 5 (,f 5



A"VW

rJ Supplier Corrective Action Report 1(b)(6)

Number.24-9)-ta1-, R-QA- 14-009 Re- 0 J~~ate: CiE ;

Title: 1(b)(4) -1 Mtril denbilcatiori Pr-ocedu."ralNnc1rac

To-, From-:

I(b)(4) (b)(6)
(D)(4)

cf.,- Srwn ( ter Place
RJLdi- ',WA 99W1S4

f 1-0 QU s/1 It2lENCED I

QA Program/Procedure Requirement: (b(4) 1 ,i . I tv r n Af4myjgj .1 , ReLviso 1 . 8,
dated Decem~ber 15 20' Section V ' Mate-ial Reervingir, i ~<3t INnncno
Code and Safety Related Material

>Jon-invenrory Code ind saeyrelated -nnatrial sha he OeC'!%c t:.e or QP2u\arellous pernel '1haU G

o a rece iv ing" re 1 1 lsingI mae Cr 1il rece-i vedJ an d shallI af-fi ai n tbo un i folId" iag e xh ib i ) lsti-ng wh
(b)(4) -,ndor and theJJ P .irer i d.mraia eh&fo h 'i thspmu fwa-

tfe QA depa-MIrlt

NQA- 1 Requirement, ~t&L;u'iW? i ~r.

Supplier CARINumber:, CAR I

WTP Source Document Number- :9t k IN k I ti-I~

I DE JHflON OFPDEFICIENCY
I 
j

Agroup of 13N1 WI' P1 s-als ste-lne a ~ ~~srM i ~ep ft~~th the recip tasirp
Cii top or under the flaiip- ie fln s -'crc ~ eifu rmoeha n i 6 rom th

odwrU The mraterial wrse migei ,~ othcr j)-0iect: ruerasren on the tag and heat nmb11ers tO
Ilan~intraeanlt~Because the tagv waN not, afixed to the "Mtna and ar wer co ind the:re v'as

-Xteutal of mixing material wNith other projectls 111C tags erc not Pik"nal aftached to tile 1w~snr we re
tie : %x~ #i; one or more cowaiers opeetm ,re i a or mixing ol 01Ciem ficceause the QS\4l

5- i siyrgLq. sta i i t:e aifllxed to the: iteml a '1

I dei,flr i s anoncrcnance to pr eual ortp(i[ws ;

D~oes this discrepancy have a potential timpact on material pru-,iouslsy shijped to theVVWTP Project?

De L - A".Ie ed L in i:p t /r NQR Nun ber:

Imac {usil~aioi v nz~:1idn rot at~c hadae eved by Wk ITi.

I~-~~r ~ ~,1tf~>,,A 4 V~44A I 0:



1(b)(6) / I,r!4 Supplier Corrective Action Report

Number. V~'*~t S( 4 hJtI Rev 0 P~ate: -if

Title- 1(b)(4) ]~~~~~~~~~i fh~ AIcitii~r r~tua

W'ork Rest riction: is a stop N r$ ,re tv iwri r-xu ti~n~~ r~irix

r '1(htitl 11ne0 YesD Nt

Stop Shipment Restriction; 11i t~nn ts ~~i~ ~ itu
~indeii~ cred items r rx: ~' Ye. I

Nfe" Rest riction(s) ito be added to the 13NI WIT E~afutd Supplivrs li% 1, 1.I)

Reported by,-Fb 6 l"itle- T, Quall'(1. Daic. \pril 2014

E (Gidmefor pp~e
1 7s ii

-ill rd v r to ol thc d i ii;lpeaertpn t , " oth Not r t ~ c orciciiw
~id the Ia cdcor iu~~ i ~ 15, 2014 'Vr ~ i iJ r h

Required Actions

) ~'

I---. -~

I -~

.X~tm, tl ~ . c~t~4xc A I (~pf t~ W ill i
Ii

Spf fiidbe seit ll 7 0t, 1'-OvO 1'.,

\nm'

A
~u~bechP~js~n Or kX1.

L.RR ACTION VEREFICATION (For BN1 WTP use only)

Supplier's correcti-, action plan received. ((CCN Vi15

Commernts (NeI t' tU~i-r rnlrie -A iI-



S3upplier Corrective Action Report 1(b)(6)
I OIL

J3PP~W~Number- 24590.-V1TP-SCAi(-Qfl 14-0C9 Rev: 0 Onate. ijld 15, '401 1b)(6)
Title T4) ] 'i'e i id dntificaiewon -o!oujra; N-rconko-macc

~2- I
CCN' 273195, Memno from()6 _P.N I tol( b)(6) BNI, SuiAbc. Mm oPoueTn
Eva'uation of .hei b 4 .Res-zrse ic Si-pphier Corzecir.- Actoon Reports W?A1590-
WTP-SCAR-Qi -1 4-008 arid 24590-a VTP-3oCAR-(,A- 14-009," &-et I 'ovemx.)r 2, 2G!4' Res-)opsc was
tiwsi'lictect to close trip SCA_-1s

k-CN 273166, £niail fro, 1(b)(4) (b)(6) Jb)(4)_ I 'r it wilt

( uaificatii n 1311 i V Subject '1-W S- rv-U-ic 24_590-Wl 'J I 'QA~I-QI ollk-i 'Ii; dCte44

I L)ecem,)er It' 2014

CCN 275249 Miefio f ruli (b)(6) I iNi to 1(b)(6) SINT, Suoiet "Memo to Procuren-c it -
ELatior of dihe (4 1rFloHov-tp Respoi se to Supplier Corroctivc Action eportS -

924 '0-T?-SC 4R -Q/A-lId 0Go a:iJ 24 5'WTI- O" cd D-ct't~1r 2 3, 26 14 Rsc~
was insufiicieni to c 1 o-'e Vie

(YC'N' 279474 Eanil frm~))()6 1J(b)(4) Wt VT1 SL~pher
Qualificattor, l3NI WTP. Subject (b)(4) - flz-spornse to SC AR-Q)A- It4-039- Procezs as Emr~ail,"
dated July 14, 2015 Resnonse evalwat-T ov L TrQA Eng.ncr, AT-- zSupph'_r ptov.:dd cause
analy:,-s ccrecivepreenti% e iactcr, copy 0?- Supolie" C.-.R 14-12 arc oh ,,ective evidence of tht writzcr

mrunctions to QC and, war,'ootse rersorlotI to erisure 1hai &1-! itemns rece~vec UY eITJre
adequately tagged upon receipt

CCN 280357, Memo from 6) p N , to b(6) 1WN. Si b~eci R x)w;_. rAptar.CM&
Closure of Su;)Pl er tCorece ct'on. c.'r, - if2,45)0.WTP-SCAR-C A-)4-00' iPevision 0 for1()4

~(b)(4) I dattd July 15 2015S Res ,ons . was evas, aied l b)(6 SIQ A£rwH T
Response vtas sufficient to ciose the SCAP

Svpplier's corrective sntion plani is a-etplable. (CCN 27)474)
Email from (b)(4) (b)(6) _1(b)(4) 111111to W :P Suppi e

Qdasification 13NI WT; Subje4.t- I(b) (4) Resp. isZ to SC!RQ I 1. -0 O* - ')rocess as SmaI
d ted July 14 2015 Respon~se e'ut o byl(b)(6) kSr QA -Engaee; Av. t S.,2phie, ,ro- id-d cavs,,
ai alysis, correct ;.eI reve itive action co",1 of Supplt , CAC, iq-12, P-i( eoeviceac, of thkwrut-

insrutios o Q o ~ ~aho s' ~cronn1 c e~. m t errci.,vi b 1()4) 1were

adlequatel.y tagged Upon rece,At

Su~irscorxectvcfeiw comp leted (CCN 2-79474)
Email fro,, (b)(4) (b)(6) ](b)(4) oJ~ Tr I uP FIi e r

IQualification, D-i N VTP1, Sottjc 1(b)(4) I TRespoiise to SCMA QA- 1 4-0(,' - Proce-ss as Erli,
dated Ju !y 14, 2C 15. 7,1spoiise evF,'u2z;eJ, by~b)(6JSr. QA. Engineer, '-TL). ~pc ve as
analysis, wte~v/~vt cicr, ccpy o . pIie" C'A 14 -12, Z.Ida o'j~1 v - a & e written
instructi ons to QC v'jd wv -%fiousc pi~isorn-IAo tc --nre tl il thi it' mws r. ceied b(4 Itii
adw~uately tagged 'up7on receipt.

Supplier's completed c-r'cicr tu eiid oipeaiud closed. (CC'N 2"11 4)-;

Revision 26 (10/1-3/20 13) Fig;3 of 4i



Supplier Corrective Action Report j(b)(6)
lp,

Numbcr: 24590)-V -1 ; ~ A10 . 009 Rev, f

Title-()4 ~V ~j ~ r ii d il i V di O))I~1Id1 .

t L
CORI FICAION ForBNI TP ue o)
Stzatus of the SCA R c orrect ive ac t ions ve r iFet-d d uri ng vi t r nIM A udit (24590-WTP-AR-QA--l 5-01' 4b)(4)

.f~E'3(6 (A I'l) During, d111 Audii thc Aud it ITam o rd that1 1V11)I c unor I inN und hold 1:t werv
Tilv sc- 11 attted (IfIxC'd) usin red du 41p to fiun ItN III wr~ Ia id eulIIt 1; pcrsal or mixrn),-
th 111 tjh ; Y' A'4aImQ r indicntced tis wv i -p4ta.ciav 71r aa n pr oi

)V~¾ AX~ -54 C I P Qk 4

~8 Meo Iria IE36F (b) (6) R p ~c 4 incc and
osI N~t A on- (1WP-I R~j~ R1 (2 1 &rb 4l

I(b)(4) 1' '~ '~ 1<Si OA
wu.~uFfkkifi~ ~'~t SAR

Pucifity follow-up? ,-qv*rkfi r -P 7
D k-pIatc i

Attachment(s): NIA

l(b)(6)
\i -~i.r,\~Ve ri fied by:

Tt

f

.1Closed bN: 
,F

i rh"te

? i a> 7l 4 o -



11f I1
R1 1787339

F1i Supplier Corrective Action Report
9 /#/,b

Date: September 17 2015 Document No.: 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-15-055 Rev: 0

(b)(4) Title: (b)4 jPO numbeFlls missing

RequirementsReferenced Documients ISSUED BYFRequirement(s): R.PP-WTP PDC

I Quality Pr( e 08 Identification and Control of Items sections 4 1 and 4 1 1 states "Materials purchased for use I
in NDE or inspection services shall be controlled from receipt ispection through final use and Material specified
by the Client/Buyer shall have a posted storage area or be identified by signage or tagging identify'ing the contract
orvchase order number'

(b)(4) 2- LJ:;]PPWTP Quality Program Manual Section 17 Quality Assurance Records states "T~he records will be
legible, identified/retrievable by use of the Records Index and maintained in secure, controlled locked storage in
accordance with the tune period specified on the Index "

ITrend Code: 8, 17

IWTP Source Document Number: 24590-WTP-AR-QA- 15-01 8

IDescription of Adverse Condition ~~1
Contrary to requirement I The auditor was deternng traceability of material stored at ()4 Iby obtainingI
the Purchase Order (P0) Number marked on the material and then reviewing the P0 to ensure traceability was mnaintained.

(b)(4) iPOIDwas used for traceability for several items P0 [jwa unable to be located Traceability of the material purchased
under this P0 is not able to be determined

(Contrary to the requirement 2 On 9/14/15 the auditor asked the Businss Manager for PoFIland she was unable, to locate 1(b)(4)
(b)(4) Iit On 9/17/15 POE[wa still missing and this SCAR was initiated to document the missing P0

-4

Identified by: (b)(6) Title: Sr. QA Specialist Date: 9/17/15L
(Validated by: Title: Sr QA Specialist/ATL Date: 9/17/15JI_-
[Adverse Condition Evaluation
[Classification: 0 Non-significant? 0 Significant

Impact Evaluation:
Does the adverse condition impact items / services already received by the WTP Project9

[0 Yes -Addressed in WTP-CRI/NCR /CDR
0 No - No impact (Justification required) Material was purchased Trz a

Is a stop work required prevent the condition from recurrng in the supplier's production line? D JYes IDNo

Is a stop shipment required to prevent the condition from affecting undelivered items / services? D Yes 0 No

[Restriction(s):

ISupplier Response Direction
Supplier shall- 1) documnent the adverse condition in their corrective action program, 2) detail the planned corrective actions
and expected completion date of the corrective actions in the corrective action document, and 3) forward the corrective I
action document to &Wtsau -Mi by November 30, 2015. In addition to immediate, compensatory, and remedial
actions to resolve the adverse condition, the corrective action document must address the following selected items:

24590-RAQA-FOOD02 Rev 0 (Revised 8/31/2015) Page I of 2 Ref~ 24590-WTP-GPP-RAQA-



Supplier Corrective Action Report
UiM

Date: September 17 2015 Document No.. 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA- 15-055 Rev: 0

(b)(4) Title: 1(b)(4) III122.number Is missing

0Cause analysis
0Extent of condition ISSUED BY
0Action to correct the cause and preclude recurrence RPP-.W'P PDC

I Upon resolution of the adverse condition, the supplier shall provide a copy of the closed corrective action document and all
applicable objective evidence to substantiate resolution of the adverse condition to wxsu)ehecm

[ Corrective Action Verification

Supplier corrPWjvactlon plan received Response recived via ermil fromnb)4) (b)(6 F to WT? Supplier I(b)(4)
(b)(4) Qualification, LJ-Audit Response," dated January 14, 2016 (See CCN 7,8410)~-

IResponse was dete di to be inadequate to close the SCAR- The response [I]AR 15-011) did not address the I (b) (4)
deficiencies identified in the SCAR (See CCN

Isupplier corrective action plan verified acceptable (See CCN

Supplier corrective actions completed (See CCN

Supplier corrective actions verified complete and SCAR closed (See CCN 279724)

Reviewed completed CAR 15-011, closure approval dated 5/30116 including cause extent of condition, remedial action,
actions to prevent recurrence Reviewed objective evidence for closure including Root cause analysis checklist, dated
5/26116, Training record venfying training of requirements associated with the application of quality clause use when
issuing POs and Maintenance in receipt inspection files dated 1/20/16, classroom training related to procedures QP 04
Procurement Document Control Revision 0 QP 08, Identification & Traceability, Revision 0, and QP 17 0, Quality
Assurance Records Training for the procedure documented dated 5/26/16

The above actions address the adverse conditions identified in this SCAR and were verified to be corrected and documented
in surveillance 24590-WTP-SUV-QA416-019I

-ji

Supplier Corrective Action Report Closure I(b)(6)
(b)(6)Concurrence by:I( SQn Supervsor

lltk tei6
IVerified by: SQn Supervisor

ndfe le
Quality Assessment

IApproved by: Manager
flue tel

-I

Revision History:

Revision Reason for Revision
0 Intial issue. "'Ii

24590-RAQA-F00002 Rev 0 (Revised 8/31/2015) Page 2 of 2 Ref. 245W0WTP-GPP-RAQA-



111111111111111IlhI1
R1 1787327

111j Supplier Corrective Action Report --.AAfth=M1
(b)(6) 91411eo

Date: December10 2015 Document No.: 24590-WVTP-SCAR-QA-I 5"59 Rev: 0

Title: ()4 ] Material Test Standards (Chemistry) Issues

UU. -
ISSUEDIRequiremenits/Referenced Documents -I

RFP-WT irrutp"-
IRequirement(s):

II(b)(4) ality Assurance Manual, revision 5, dated 10/10/2013, Section 12 1 states in part, "It
shall be the responsibility of QA Management to have all measuring and test equipment that is used for the purpose of
IQA/QC final product acceptance is calibrated ' Section 12 2 states in part, 'M&TE shal be checked and calibrated
against standards traceable to National Institute of Standards and Technology (NJST)

(b)(4) ____ Quality Control Procedure QCP 4-2, Audit Procedure, revision 15, dated 11/21/2014
requires in general that suppliers bequalified throughi audit. survey, review of accreditation, etc

I Trend Codes: 12

I WTPSource Document Number: 24590-WTP-AR-QA-l 5-028

[Description of Adverse Condition I1
The Optical Emission Spectroscopy machine used to perform material analysis for final acceptance of material chemistry
specifications is "checked" (standardized) using material standards (e g Brammer Standard #BS3951 for 304L, #BS841 for
3 16L stainless steel), purchased from commercial suppliers such as Brammer Standards and Analytical Reference
Materials International (ARMI) without verification of the chemistry (i e documented traceability to NIST) of the standard
through a qualified testing lab or documented qualification of the standards supplier

Identified by: 1(b)(6) Title. Sr QA Engineer Date: 12/10/W015 i~
Validated by: Title. Sr QA Engineer Date: 12/10/2015II
IAdverse Condition Evaluation
IClassification: 0 Non-significant? [E] Significant

Impact Evaluation:
Does the adverse condition impact items / services already received by the WTP Project?

0 Yes - Addressed in WTP-CR / NCR / CDR
SNo - No impact (Justification required) Tis will have to be evaluated upon receipt of the response and

documentation confirming the standards used for chemistry testing of RNI materials meet the specification for the
standard

" *The response to this SCAR shall include: identification of each chemistry standard used for BNI work and certification
from a qualified material testing lab of the chemistry for each standard used.

Is a stop work required prevent the condition from recurring in the supplier's production line? 0DYes 0 No
Is a stop shipment required to prevent the condition from affecting undelivered items / services? C]Yes 0 No

Restriction(s):
N/A

24590-RAQA-FW002 Rev 0 (Revised 8/3112015) Page I of 2 Ref~ 24590-WTP-GPP-RAQA-



ELIJ Supplier Corrective Action Report
6)

Date. December 10 2015 Document No.- 24590-WIP-SCAR-QA-l 5-059 Rev: 0

Title: 1(b)(4) ]Material Test Standards_(Chemistry) Issues

Supplier Response Direction

Supplier shall 1) document the adverse condition in their corrective action program, 2) detail the planned correctve actions
and expected completion date of the corrective actions in the corrective action document, and 3) forward the corrective
action document to -wtsau~)behte1,cow by July14, 2016 In addition to immediate, compensatory, and remedia actions
to resolve the adverse condition, the corrective action document must address the following selected items

0Cause analysis
0Extent of condition
0Action to correct the cause and preclude recurrence

Upon resolution of the adverse condition, the supplier shall provide a copy of the closed corrective action document and all
app icabe objective evidence to substantiate resolution of the adverse condition toy~ 17, ac Tchtel-com

[Corrective Action Verification -1
This SCAR is being administratively closed per 24590-W;TP-GPP-RAQA-QA-2005, Supplier Corrective Action, Paragaph6 10

To the Audit Team it appeared that the Optical Emission Spectroscopy machine used to perform material analysis for final
acceptance of material chemistry specifications was calibrated using standards (e g Brammer Standard #BS395 1 for 304L,
#BS84J for 316L. stainless steel), purchased from commercial suppliers without confirming, the chemis~try

Brammer Standards #BS3951 for 304L. and #BS84J for 316L. stainless steel were no ue for calibration. They are used for
Standard zzaion-Following the manufacturer's recommendations and ASTM E41 5 Standard Test Method for Analvssof

,4ew-Alloi. S&ml by Yark Atomic Emi ;Dectroty Standardization is done on a daily basis to correct for
instrument drift which meets ~4A. aibraton. S5n: 4 i.inatig criteria
There is no discrepancy in the procurement and use Bramer Standards #BS395 I for 3041., #BS841 for 31 6L stainless

steel as long as they are being used as Optical Emission Spectroscopy verification materials

See CCN 289195

Supplier Corrective Action Report Closure (b)(6)
(b)(6)

[Concurrence 1by: [. Senior Quality Engineer 17/25/2016
1thk 1Date

IVerified by Senior Quality Engineer 7/252016
Mle Date

Quality Assessment
IApproved by: Manager

Tile --. -- JqT9"Ur- J '?/4t'-

Revision History:

I R evlon Reason for Revision

0 I Initial issue.

24590RAQA-FOO002 Rev 0 (Revised 8/31t201 5) Page 2 of 2 Ref~ 24590-WTP-GPP-RAQA-
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Supplier Corrective Action Report
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1(b)(6) 1-1-.11

Date: May 9 2016 Document No.: 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-061 Rev: 0

Title:- I~b)E12"uality Assurance & Control Manual Fails to Meet Full Requirements of NOA-1 -2000

IRequirements/Referenced Documents I
(b)(4) IRequiremeat(s): LE ]1 ThermocouplelRTDf7hermowell (17)(JTJ), Revision 7, dated

September 12, 2013, Section 2 (Incorporates Q Datasheet of ANSJIASME NQA -1 (2000) Quality Assurance Program
Requirements, Revision 14, dated January 31, 2013 - fill1 requirements, no Basic only ) Q datasheet category-
Manufacturing (Design/Build) Includig Manufacture or Design by Sub-tier Suppliers

I Trend Code: 2

IWTP Source Document Number:

[tescription of Adverse Condition I

IContrary to requirement I above, the(b)(4) !uality Assurance & Control Manual
Revision 12, dated October 1, 2014, was found to be deficient in establishing the requirements contained in the NQA- I
2000 subsections as required by the Q datasheet category - Manufacruring (Design/Build) Including Manufacture or
IDesign by Sub-tier Suppliers

Requirements from the following subsections of NQA-l 2000 either have not been established or have no been sufficiently
addressed in the QA manual or implementing procedures

* Requirement 1, Sections 202 and 203 The Supplier s Quality Assurance & Control Manual (QACM 100-1), Revision
12, did not establish the requirements for delegation of any or all of the work the idividual(s) or organization(s)

I responsible for establishing and executing a QA program and that they shall rtain responsibility therefore The
I program also did not address interface control where more than one organization is involved in the execution of

activities T1he responsibiles, interfaces, and authority of each c ration were clearly not defined and documented
The external interfaces between organizations and the internal interfaces between organizational units, and changes
thereto, were not documented

* Requirement 3, Section 401 Neither the QACM nor the implementing procedures addressed use of computer
programs to the extent required in paras 401 a) and b) of this requirement, computer program acceptability shall be
preveried or the results verified with the design analysis for each application Preverified computer programs shall bejcontrolled in accordance with the requirements of this standard

a) The computer program shall be verified to show that it produces correct solutions for the encoded mathematical
model within defined limits for each parameter employedI

b) The encoded mathematical model shall be shown to produce a valid solution to the physical problem associated
with the particular applicationI

Requirement 3, Section 402 Neither the QACM nor implementing procedures addressed d) Assumptions and
1 0 indication of those assumptions that must be verified as the design proceeds; e) Identification of any computer

calculation, including identification of the computer type, computer program name, and revision, inputs, outputs,
evidence of or reference to computer program verification, and the bases (or reference thereto) s ig application
of the computer program to the specific physical problem; or f) Review and approval.

* Requirement 3, Section 501.1 Neither the QACM nor implementing procedures addressed final design reviews as
follows:

d) Were the design inputs correctly incorporated into the design?
e) Is the design output reasonable compared to design inputs?
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Date: May 9 2016 Document No.: 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-061 Rev: 0

Title: I(b)(4) uality Assurance & Control Manual Fails to Meet Full Requirements of NQA-1-2000

f) Are the necessary design inputs for interfacing orgaizations specified in the design documen nts or in supporting
procedures or intructions9

g) Have suitable materials, parts processes and inspection and testing criteria been specified?

* Requirement 3, Section 800 Software design control was not defined in the QACM or implementing procedures

* Requirement 3 Section 801 The requirements for software design process were not established or implemented in the
QACM or implementing procedures

*Requirement 3, Section 801 1 The process for the identification aixd documentation of the software design
requirements and their selection and approval were not established or implemented in the QACM or implementing
procedures This included the identification of the operating system, function, interfaces, performance requirements
installation considerations- design inputs and any design constraints of the computer program

* Requirement 3, Section 801 2 The requirements for software design were not established in the QACM or
implementing procedures Tis includes the requirements that the software design be documented and define the
computational sequence necessary to meet the software requirements The QACM and implementing procedures did
not require that the documentation include as applicable numerical methods, mathematical models, physical models,
control flow, control logic, data flow process flow, data structures, process structures and the applicable relationships
between data structures and process structures The option to combine this documentation with the documentation of
the software design requirements, or the computer program listings rekulting from implementation of the software
design was not addressed

* Requirement 3 Section 801 3 The requirements that the implementation of the software design translated into
computer program(s) using the programmng organization s or design organization s programiminig standards and
conventions were not established in the QACM or implementing procedures

* Requirement 3, Section 801 4 The requirements that software design verification be performed by competent
individual(s) or group(s) other than those who developed and documented the original design but who may be from
the same organization were not established in the QACM or implementing procedures The requirements for the
resulth of verification to be documented with the identification of the verifier indicated were not established The
software verification methods did not includc any one or a combination of design reviews, alternate calculations and
tests performed during computer program development The extent of verification and the methods chosen are a
function of

a) The complexity of the software,
b) The degree of standardization,
c) The similarity with previously proved software, and
d) The importance to safety
were not addressed im the QACM or implementing procedures

* Requirement 3 Section 801 5 Neither the QACM nor implementing procedures established the requirements or
implementation steps to ensure that computer program testing be performed in accordance with NQA-l1, Requirement

* Requirement 3, Section 802.2. The QACM and implementing procedures did not establish the requirements for
configuration change control. That is the QACM and procedures did not require that changes to software be formally
documented and that the documentation include:

a) A description of the change;
b) The rationale for the change; and
c) The identification of affected software baselines.
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Title: F 7)_]uaity Assurance & Control Manual Falls to Meet Full Requirements of NQA-1 -2000

*Requirement 3, Section 802 2 The QACM and implemienting procedures did not require that the change be formally
evaluated and approved by the organization responsible for the original design, unless an alternate organization has
been given the authority to approve the changes The QACM and implementing procedures did not restrict changes to
authorized changes made to software baselines The QACM and procedures did not describe appropriate verification
activities to be performed for the change The QACM and procedures did not require the changes be appropriately
reflected in documentation and traceability of the change to the software design requirement be maintained, or
appropriate acceptance testing be performed for the change

* Requirement 4, Section 200 The QACM, Revision 12, Section 6 5 does not establish the requirements of the content
of the procurement documents It lists only the section title There are no procedural implementation steps in QSDR
100-4. 1, Revision 10, Section 5 2 1 which references the QACM Section 6 5, which lists only the section title as a
bullet in a list

* Requirement 4, Section 201 The QACM, Revision 12, Section 6 5 does not establish the requirements of the content
of the scope of work It lists only the section title There are no procedural implementation steps in QSDR 100-4 1
Revision 10, Section 5 2 1 which only references the QACM, Section 6 5, which hists only the section title as a bullet
in a list

I Requirement 4, Section 202 The QACM, Revision 12, Section 6 5 does not establish the requ mts of the content
of the technical requirements It lists only the section title There are no procedural implementation steps in QSDR
100-4 1, Revision 10 Section 5 2 1 which only references the QACM, Section 6 5, which lists only the section title as
a bullet in a list

I * Rea sit 4, Section 203 The QAGM, Revision 12, Section 6 5 does not establish the r sits of the content
of the quality assurance program requirements Ithlsts only the section title There are no procedural implementation
steps in QSDR 100-4 1 Revision 10, Section 5 2 1 which only references the QACM Section 6 5, wich lists only the
section title as a bullet in a list

. Reqir sit 4 Section 204 The QACM, Revision 12, Section 6 5 does not establish the requirements of the content
of the right of access It lists only the section title There are no procedural implementation steps in QSDR 100-4 1
Revision 10, Section 5 2 1 which only references the QACM, Section 6 5, which lists only the section title as a bullet
in a list

* Requirement 4, Section 205 The QACM, Revision 12 Section 6 5 does not establish the requirements of the content
of the documentation requirements It lists only the section title There are no procedural implementation steps in
QSDR 100-4. 1, Revision 10, Section 5 21 which only references the QACM Section 6 5 which lists only the section
title as a bullet in a list

* Requirement 4, Section 207 The QACM, Revision 12 Section 6 5 does not establish the requirements the content of
the spare and replacement parts It lists only the section title There are no procedural implementation steps in QSDR
100-4 1, Revision 10 Section 5 2 1 wich only references the QACM, Section 6 5, which hasts only the section title as
a bullet in a list.

0 Requirement 7, Section 503 Neither the QACM nor the implementing procedures established the requirements
contain implementing steps for when a certificate of conformance is used to ensure the following inmiuin criteria
met:

a) The certificate shall identify the purchased material or equipment, such as by the purchase order number.
b) The certificate shall identify the specific procurement requirements met by the purchased material or equipment,

such as codes, standards, and other specification. This may be accomplished by including a list of the specific
requirements or by providing, on-site, a copy of the purchase order and the procurement specifications or drawings,
together with a suitable certificate. The pr( ,nt requirements identified shall include any approved changes,
waivers, or deviations applicable to the subject material or equipment.
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Tide: 1(b)(4)- uality Assurance & Control Manual Fails to Meet Full Requirements of NQA- 1 -2000

c) The certificate shall identify any procurement requirements that have not been met, together with an explanation and
the means for resolving the nonconformances

d) The certificate shall be signed or otherwise authenticated by a person who is responsible for this quality assurance
function and whose function and position are -described in the purchaser's or supplier's quality assurance program

e) The certification system, including the pro s to be followed in filling out a certificate and the a ttrtive
procedures for review and approval of the certificates, shall be described mn the purchaser's or supplier's quality
assurance program

SMeans shall be provided to verify the validity of supplier certificates and the effectiveness of the certification
system, such as during the performance of audits of the baipplier or independent inspection or test of the items Such
verification shall be conducted by the purchaser at intervals commensurate with the supplier's past quality
perfoi Ice

" Requirement 7, Section 506 Neither the QACM nor the implementing procedures establish the requirements for when
post-installation testing is used post-installation test requirements and acceptance documentation are mutually
established by the purchaser and supplier

" Requirement 7 Section 600 Neither the QACM nor the implementing procedures establish the requirements within
the control of supplier nonconformances for submittal of nonconformance notice to purchaser by supplier as directed
by the purchaser This includes supplier-recommended disposition (e g , usc-as-is or repair) and technical justification
Nonconformanice to the procurement requirements or purchaser-approved documents which consist of one or more of
the following, were also not addressed as submnittals to the purchaser for approval of the recomniended disposition

i Technical or material requirement is violated,
2 Requirement in supplier documents, which has been approved by the purchaser is violated,
3 Nonconformance cannot be corrected by continuation of the oniginal manufacturing process or be rework, and
4 The item does not conform to the original requirement even though the item can be restored to a condition such that

the capability of the item to function is unimpaired

1 0 Requirement 7 Section 704 b) Neither the QACM nor implementing procedures did establish the requirements or
implementing procedures to ensure that prior to acceptance of the commercial grade item or service the dedicating
entity determines the following, as applicable

IDamage was not sustained during shipment,
2 The item or service has satisfied the specified acceptance criteria for the identified critical characteristics, and
3 Specified documentation was received and is acceptable

*Requirement 7, Section 704 3 a) Neither the QACM nor implementing procedures established the requirements or
implementing procedures to ensure an acceptable supplier/item/service performance record includes the following

I Identification of the supplier/item/service being evaluated,
2 Identification of previously established critical characteristics specific to the supplier/iteni/service
3 identification of industry data exarmed to evaluate the supplier/iteni/service,
4 identification of basis for determining that industry data substantiates acceptability of the supplier/item/service, and
5. Documentation of the adequacy and acceptance of the supplier/item/service performance record.

Requirement 7, Section 704.3 b). Neither the QACM nor implementing procedures establish the requirements or
implementing procedures to ensure an acceptable supplier/item/service performance record shall not be employed
unless:

i.The established historical record is based on industry-wide performance data that is directly applicable to the critical
characteristics and the intended facility application (i.e., a single source of information is adequate to demonstrate
satisfiictory performance).
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Title: IF)() jQuality Assurance & Control Manual Fails to Meet Full Requirements of NQA-1 -2000

r 2 The manufacturer/supplier's measures for the control of applicable design, process and material change have been
accepted by the dedicating entity

r*Requirement 7, Section 704 3 c) Neither the QACM nor implementing procedures established the requirements or
implementing procedures to ensure continued application of an acceptable supplier/iteni/service performance record
including a documented periodic update and review to assure the supplier/iteni/service maintains an acceptable
performance record.

Requirement 7 Section 705 Neither the QACM nor implementing procedures establish the requirements or
implementing procedures to ensure deficiencies identified in t supplier's processes and controls identified in the
dedication process will be corrected by the supplier and verified by the dedicating entity, if the specified dedication
process is to be used to verify an identified critical characteristic

* Requirement 7, Section 800 Neither the QACM nor implementing procedures establish the requirements for
implementing steps for records associated with the performance of the following functions

a) supplier evaluation and selection,
b) acceptance of items or services, and
c) supplier nonconformances to procurement document requirements, including their evaluation and disposition
utilization and acceptance of commercial grade items

I Requirement 8, Section 303 Neither the QACM nor implementing pr( s establish the requirements for
implementing steps for ensuring that provisions are made for the control of item identification consistent with the
planned duration and conditions of storage, such as

a) Provisions for maintenance or replacement of markings and identification records due to damage during handling or
aging; and

b) Protection of identifications on items subject to excessive deterioration due to environmental exposure

Requirement 9 Section 100 Neither the QACM nor implementing procedures define special processes as defined by
the standard 'does not address welding or NDE as special processes

I # Requirement 9, Section 202 Neither the QACM nor implementing procedures address the acceptance criteria for the
special processes.

1* Requirement 10, Section 300 Neither the QACM nor implementingpri s address recording consent to wave
specified hold points prior to continuation of work beyond the designated hold point

Re4 nent 10, Section 602 Neither the QACM nor implementing procedures establish the reqir .nts or establish1 0 the inspection requirements for completed items, that is inspection for completeness, markings, calibration,
adjustments, protection from damage or Other characteristics as required to verify the quality and conformance of the
item to specified requirements

1 * Requirement 10, Section 603 Neither the QACM nor implementing pr( s establish the requirements or
I steps for any modifications repairs, or repla .nts of items performed subsequent to final inspection that

will require rel ton or retest, as appropriate, to verify acceptability.

* Requirement 10, Section 700. Neither the QACM nor the procedures establish the record requirements for inspection,
which as a minimum must identify the following:

a) item inspected;
b) Date of inspection;
c) Inspector,
d) Type of observation;
e) Results or acceptability; and
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(b)(4) Title: - Quality Assurance & Control Manual Fails to Meet Full Requirements of NQA-1 -2000

f) Reference to iniformation on action taken in connection with nonconforinances

Requirement I I Section 200 c) Neither the QACM nor implementing procedures establish the requirements to be
unposed if temporary changes to the approved configuration of a facility are required for testing purposes, approval by
the design authority is required prior to perfonirung the test

*0 Requirement I I Section 300 b) Neither the QACM nor implementing procedures establish the requirements for
alternate test procedures to include appropriate sections of related documents, such as ASTM methods, supplier
manuals, equipment maintenance instructions or approved drawings or travelers with acceptance criteria can be used

Requirement 12 Section 303 Neither the QACM nor the implementing procedures address the requirement stating
that calibration and control:T s are not required for commercial equipment such as rulers, tape measures, levels
etc , if such equipment provides the required accuracy

Requirement 13 Section 400 Neither the QACM nor the implementing procedures address special handling tools and
equipment that will be utilized and controlled where necessary to ensure safe and adequate handling Nor are the
requirements for inspection and period testing for special handling tools and equipment. or prior to use as necessary to
ensure performance as required

* Requirement 13 Section 500 Neither the QACM nor the procedures address the requirements for operators of special
handling and lifting equipment to be experienced or trained in use of the equipment

* Requirement 17, Section 800 d) Neither the QACM nor the implementing procedures address provisions for specially
processed records (such as radiographs, photographs negatives, microform, and magnetic and optical media) to
prevent damage from excessive light, stacking, electromagnetic fields temperature and humidity

10 Requirement 18 Section 800 The QACM/QSDR does not include written replies and record of completion of
corrective actions as records

" NQA-l 2000, Subpart 2 7, Section 202 Neither the QACM nor iniplementing procedures addressed the requirement
that identify the participants and their specific review responsibilities The QACM and implementing procedures did
not establish the requrements that documentation of review comments and their disposition be retained until they are
incorporated into the updated software Comments not incorporated and their disposition were not addressed as being
required to be retained until the software is approved for use The QACM and procedures did not address when review
alone is not adequate to determine if requirements are met, that alternate calculations shall be used, or tests shall be

* developed and integrated ito the appropriate activities of the software development cycle

" NQA-l 2000, Subpart 2 7, Section 400 The requirements for software engineering method(s) were not established in
the QACM or implementing procedures That is the requirement that the selected software engineering method ensure
that software life cycle activities are planned and performed in a traceable and orderly manner were not established,
nor were the requirements that the appropriate requirements of Part I Requirement 3 be met

* NQA- 12000 Subpart 2 7, Section 401 Neither the QACM nor the implementing procedures addressed the software
design requirements to address technical and software engineering (i e para 101 of this Subpart) requirements The
QACM and implementig procedures did not establish that software design requirements be traceable throughout the
software life cycle.

" NQA- 12000, Subpart 2.7, Section 402.- The QACM and implementing procedures did not establish the requirements
or implementing steps to ensure that an integral part of software design is the design of a computer program that is part
of an overall system. The QACM and implementing procedures did not address that software design consider the
computer program's operating environment. The QACM and implementing procedures did not address measures to
mitigate the consequences of problems as an integral part of the design, and potential problems including external and
internal abnormal conditions and events that can affect the computer program.
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Title: Quality Assurance & Control Manual Fails to Meet Full Requirements of NQA-1 -2000

NQA- 1 2000, Subpart 2 7, Section 404, pama 2 The QACM and implementing pr( a did not address theF requirment that acceptance testing be performed prior to approval of the computer program for use Configuration
items shall be under configuration change control prior to starting acceptance testing was not addressed nor were the
requirements that acceptance testing be planned and performed for all software design requirements. Acceptance
testing ranges from a single test of all software design requiremnents to a series of tests performed during computer
program development was not addressed Performance of a series of tests provides assurance of correct translation
between activities and proper function of individual modules was not addressed, nor was the requirement that testing
include a comprehensive acceptance test performed in the operating environment prior to use

NQA-1 2000, Subpart 2 7, Section 404 pama 3 The QACM and implementing procedures did not establish the
requirements for the test plans test. cases, and test results be documented, reviewed, and approved prior to use of the

Icomputer program in accordance with Part 1, Requirement I1I The requiremnents that observations of unexpected or

unintended results be documented and dispositioned prior to test result approval were not addressed or implemented

Idescribed in pa 10 1 of this Subpart, identify how changes to the software are controlled were not addressed in the
IQACM or implementing procedures including changes in response to

a) inent r s from the user community,
Ib) Revisions to software based on software design requirements

c) Changes to the operating environment, or reported software problems that must be corrected

NQA-l1 2000, Subpart 2 7, Section 600 The requirements for support software including software tools and system
software were not addressed in the QACM or implementing pro s including, as appropriate, the software
engineering method, software acquisition method, or both to establish the need for software tools

* NQA- 12000, Subpart 2 7, Section 601 The requirements that software tools be evaluated, reviewed, tested, and
accepted for use, and placed under configuration control as part of the software development cycle of a new or revised
software product were not established in the QACM or described in the implementing procedures The requirement
that software tools that do not affect thie performance of the software need not be placed under configuration control
was also not established or addressed

*NQA-l 2000, Subpart 2 7, Section 601 para 2 The requirement that in cases involving modifications of software
products using the software tools the configuration of the support software associated with that modification be
managed was not addressed in the QACM or implementing procedures The requirement that changes to the software
tool be evaluated for impact on the software product to determine the level of reviews and retesting that will be
required was also not established

*NQA- 1 2000, Subpart 2 7, Section 602 The requirements that system software which consists of the on-line computer
programs used to provide basic or general functionality and facilitate the operation and maintenance of the application
computer program were not established in the QACM or implementing procedures including lower level software
layers, assemblers interpreters, diagnostics, and utilities The requirement that system software be evaluated,
reviewed, tested, and accepted for use as part of the software development cycle of a new or revised software product
was not established, nor was the requirement that system software be placed under configuration change control The
requirements that changes to the system software be evaluated for impact on the software product to determine the
level of reviews and retesting that will be required were not established in the QACM or implementation steps in the
procedures.

Identified by: (b)(6) Title: Sr. QA Specialist Date: May 5, 2016

Validated by: L Title: Sr. QA Specialist Date: May 5, 2016 ~.1
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I Adverse Condition Evaluation

Classification: C Non-significant? 0 Significant

Impact Evaluation:
Does the adverse condition impact items / services already received by the WT`P Project?

jr[1 Yes -Ad I in WT`P-CR / NCR / CDR

1 0 No - No impact (Justification required) Supplier has not shipped materials or products to the WTP

Is a stop work required prevent the condition from recurring in the supplier's production line? 0 Yes [:]No
Is a stop shipment required to prevent the condition firom affecting undehivered items / services? 10 Yes n No
Restriction(s): The Supplier is restricted from shipping materials and products to BNJ wrr until the QA Manual
satisfactorily establishes the NQA-l 2000 requirements

Supplier Response Direction
Supplier shall 1) document the adverse condition in their corrective action program, 2) detail the planned corrective actions
and expected completion date of the corrective actions in the corrective action document and 3) forward the corrective
action document to wID5Ou~i)bechtaLCom by June 9,2016 In addition to immediate, compensatory, and remedial actions
to resolve the adverse condition, the corrective action document must address the following selected items

0 Cause analysis

0] Extent of condition
0 Action to correct the cause and preclude recurrence

IUpon resolution of the adverse condition, the supplier shall provide a copy of the closed corrective action document and al
applicable objective evidence to substantiate resolution of the adverse condition to wti una bechtelcom
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(b)(4) Title: [ Quality Assurance & Control Manual Fails to Meet Full Requirements of NQA-1 -2000

ICorrective Action Verification

Supplier corrective action plan received (See CCN 289187)

Supplier has provided the response to this subject SCAR, including Supplier CAR # 13 84 and associated documentation
package as their proposed corrective action plan- The documentation package was determined to be incomplete or
inadequate in the response involving software requirements that were identified in the initial Supplier QA Program review
as documented in CCN 288676 Subsequent review of the issued purchase order, f(b)(4) and
associated instrument datasheets for Thermowells, RTIs and Thermocouples, an dissi-on wi-th BI Egi-eerng
determined that the instruments of the purchase order do not require embedded firmware nor software used for design
verification activities Based upon this informiation, SQn performed a second Supplier QA Program review, as documented
in nCCN 290953 This review identifies that requirements for NQA-l 2000 Sub-Part 2 7 is not applicable to this scope of

wokAdditionally, other areas that were determined to be unsatisfactory during the initial QA Program review were either
determined to be satisfactory or satisfactory, on an overall basis and should be evaluated during the audit process

~'b)(6) II '8/23/16
Supplier corrective action plan verified acceptable (See CCN

N/A

Supplier corrective actions completed (See CCN )
N/A

ISupplier corrective actions verified complete and SCAR closed (See CCN 290953)

Based upon the above entry b 3 ITb)36j daed 8/23/16, this SCAR is being closed The basis for the closure is
that, the Supplier QA program review peforrne aspart of CCN 290953. indicates that NQA-l 2000 Sub-Part 2 7 is not
Iapplicable to the scope of work of the subject purchase order b) 4 ITherefore, two restrictions
Ihave been placed upon the BN1 Evaluated Suppliers List (ESL) restricting the supplier as follows

1 The Supplier is restricted firom use of software for design analysis without alternate method of design verification,
per 24590-WTP-3PS-GOOO-T0014 Engineering Spectficalion for Supplier Design Analysis, on BNI purchase
orders

2 The Supplier is restricted from utilizing Non-Modifiable Configurable firmware, Pro,, rnable Logic Controllers
or software in BN1 instruments

Other areas that were determined to be unsatisfactory during the initial QA Program review (CCN 288676) were either
determined to be satisfactory or satisfactory on an overall basis, as documented in the subsequent QA Program review
(CCN 290953) The satisfactory with exceptions will be evaluated during the audit process confirmed for 9/27/16

In addition, the current stop work/stop shipment restrictions are removed with this closure
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'(b)(6) I(b)(6)IConcurrence by SQn Supervsor
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Verified by. SQn Supervsor
Wite Date
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Date: September 17 2015 Document No.: 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-1"-54 Rev: 0

Title: ()4 +nadequate qualification of calibration service suppliers

[Requiremenitsieferenced 1kocunents TSSUED BY -1
Requirement(s): RPP-WTP PDC I

(b)(4) I. fZ A~ Manual, RPP/ W7- Qualty Program Manual Revision 5, dated 8/11/15, Section 7 Calibration Services,'
states in part, 'The QA Manager is responsible to document a review of the laboratory's accreditation and quality
manual and maintain these documents in the quality files"

2 Subcontract Exhibit J, Q Datasheet of ANSI/ASMIE NQA-I (2000) Quality Assurance Program Requirements
Section A.2.e), states 'The supplier must evaluate the validity of the certificate/accreditation This evaluation
must be documented and retained for review by purchaser"

3 Subcontract, Exhibit J. Q Datasheet of ANSI/ASME NQA-l (2000) Quality Assurance Program Requirements
Section A 2, states in part, 'certification to ISO 9001 for calibration service providers when the company is the
original equipment manufacturer (OEM) and a Justification for using ISO 9001 is documented Use of these
certfications/accreditations requires that a) The supplier's QA Program permits this method of qualification"

Tirend Code 7

WTP Source Document Number: 24590-WTP-AR- 15-018

IDescription of Adverse Condition ~1
0 Contrary to Requirement I and 2 above, there is no objective evidence that 4 - 6la Peribrned and (b)(4)

documented a review of the QA Manual and laboratory accreditations, for 1b)(4) Iprior
to the addition of the supplier to the Approved Vendor List.

(b)(4) 0 Contrary to Requirement 3 above, thcIZQA Manual does not address using ISO 9001 as a qualification method
for OEM supplier Olympus

I(b)(6) Sr QA SpecialistlSQnI[Identified by: Title: Date: 9/17/15Supervisor 
__________ I

I~
Sr QA Speciahst/SQnIValidated by: Title Date: 9/17/15_J Supervisort _J1

I Adverse Condition Evaluation

1-Classification: 0 Non-significant? [] Significant

Impact Evaluation:
Does the adverse condition impact items / services already received by the WTP Project?

O Yes - Addressed in WTP-CR / NCR / CDR:

0 No - No impact (Justification required): No impact to WTP work

Is a stop work required prevent the condition from recurring in the supplier's production line? 0DYes toNo

24590)-RAQA-F00002 Rev 0 (Revised 8/31/2015) Page I of 3 Ref. 24S90-WTP-GPP-RAQA-



Supplier Corrective Action Report
111i (b)6) i l/ d

Date -September 17 2015 Document No. 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-054 R1ev: 0

Title: I(b)(4) I Inadequate qualification of calibration service-suppliers

IAdverse Condi~tion Evaluation
jIIs a stop shipment required to prevent the condition from affecting undelivered items / service, 9  lijYes 0No

IRestriction(s):

ISupplier Response Direction
Supplier shall 1) document the adverse condition in their corrective action program, 2) detail the planined corrective actions1
and expected completion date of the corrective actions in the corrective action document, and 3) forward the corrective
action document to I rcu(lbeclitelcoil by November 30,2015 In addition to immediate compensatory, and remedial
actions to resolve the adverse condition, the corrective action document must address the following selected items

10 Cause analysis
0 Extent of condition
10 Action to correct the cause and preclude r ,nce

'Upon resolution of the adverse condition, the supplier shall provide a copy of the closed corrective action document and all
applicable objective evidence to substantiate resolution of the adverse condition to wtysu( Kcbtel-co

I Corrective Action Verification _1

Supplier corrective action plan received Response received via emnail fromi(b)(4) (b)(6) ]1 to XVTP Supplier
(b)(4) Qualification, [ Judtt Response 'dated January 14 2016 (See CCN 284910)

Response was determined to be inadequate to close the SCAR The respon~e W-CAR 15-0 10) did not address the I(b)(4)
Ideficiencies identified in the SCAR (See CCN )

ISupplier corrective action plan venfled acceptable (See CCN )

Supplier corrective actions completed (See CCN

Supplier corrective actions verified complete and SCAR closed (See CCN 279724)

Reviewed completed CAR 15-0 10, closure approval dated 5/30/16 including cause extent of condition, remedial action,
actions to prevent recurrence Reviewed objective evidence for closue including Approved Vendors List (AVL),
Revision 8. dtd2016, Memorandum to File for AVL placement forI7=(jA I-
I(b)(4) 1of OEM.4Eqiment, dated 2/1/16, Memorandum to File for AVL placement for j(b)(4) IlL

.4 1of OEM Equipment, dated 5/7/12, A2LA Certificate lis s u e d to (b)(4) (b) (4)
1(b)(4) ffation date 1/31/2017; Memorandum to File foIb 4L Jon AVL,rdated 31113 and Certi cate of Registration to lS0901:2008 'ex iration date of 7/14/16. Supplier in the process of

evaluating updated Certificate of Registration oft7)(4) to ISO 9001-2008 as original equipment manufaicturer.

IThe. above actions address the adverse co~nditions identified in this SCAR and were verified to be corrected and documented
in surveillance 24590-WTP-SUJV-QA-16-O 19.

24590-RAQA-FO002 Rev 0 (Revised 8/31/2015) Page 2 of 3 Ref. 24590-WTP-GPP-R.AQA-



FsA I, Supplier Corrective Action Report gnaw=

P/f//14

Date: -September 17 2015 Document No.: 24590-WVTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-054 Rev: 0

lItle: ()4 Iinadequate qualification of calibration service suppliers

Supplier Corrective Action Report Closure -j(b)(6)
Concurrence by .I(b)(6) SQn Supervisor DaM

71de

Verified by: SQn Supervisor
Mei Dare

Quality Assessments
IApproved by: Manager

I . flue _rx9nMwT,_ ~arte1

Revision History:

Revsonj Reason for Revision 71
0ZIi aliue ""liz

24590-RAQA-F00002 RevO0 (Revised 8/31/2015) Page 3 of 3 Ref- 24590-WTP-GPP-RAQA-



R1 1787337

r-11i Supplier Corrective Action Report A

1(b)(6)

Date: September 17 2015 Document No.. 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-053 Rev- 0

Titde J Document Control Requirements Inconsistent and Conflicting

IRequiremecnts/Referenced Documents

IRequirement(s): QPM-01 R 5, Section 6 states Website Distribution. EBusins Manager is responsible to ensure I b)(4)
that the most current revision of a document is posted for use by Eemployees and Ecustoms Documents__ b)(4)
downloaded or printed from the website are Information Only " Information only copies of NDE procedures downloaded-.
fromn the secure web site may be used for inspections provided the copy is verified as the current revision The following
disclaimer shall be included on the cover page of the controlled document for electronic distribution

'Date of Postinig xx/xx/xxxx The only official (controlled) copy of this document is the online version Before usinga

printed copy, verify that it is the most current version by checking the document effective date on this website or share
tvI area

I Trend Code: 6 LSSUED BY

RPP-WTP PDCIWTP Source Document Number 24590-WTP-AR-QA-15-Ol8

IDescrpin of Adverse Condition __________________________________ I
IContrary to requirement I above, the disclaimer does not state "Date of Posting xx/xxlxxxx"

(In addition, the QA Program Manuail and NDE procedures provided byUduring the audit were not stamped 1b)(4)
controlled 'or 'Information Only ' Only the QPM was stamped in red "Controlled Issue Number 0 1 To BNI for

Review/Approval " The QPM and QA implementing procedures submitted to BNI during the audit plnmng were not
stamped controlled or for information only This is a repeat of an inconsistency identified in 24590-WTP-AR-QA- 12-029
which fuirther stated that On further investigation into document control, it was noted that these documents had not been
entered in the Supplier's Controlled Document Log"

Identified by: 1(b)(6) Title: Sr QA Specmalst/ATL Date: September 17, 2015

Vaidted by: Title: Sr QA SpecialiWtATL Date: September 17, 2015LI
I Adverse Condition Evaluation

iClassification:. [3 Non-significant? [I Significant

Impact Evaluation:
Does the advere condition impact items / services already received by the WTP Project?

I]Yes -AddressedminW7P-CR /NCR /CDR
(b)(4) SNo - No impact (Justification required) = NDE personniel who perform NDE activities at the WTP have

orientation of the WTP QA Program and perform NDE activities at the WIT to VWTP NDE procedures

Is a stop work required prevent the condition firomn recurring in the supplier's production line? 0 Yes E1INo
Is a stop shipment required to prevent the condition from affecting undelivered items / services? F1Yes O No

Restriction(s):

Supplier Response Direction I)
Supplier shall: 1) document the adverse condition in their corrective action program, 2) detail the planned corrective actions
and expected completion date of the corrective actions in the corrective action document, and 3) forward the corrective
action document to wtpsouabechtel.rorn by November 30, 3015. In addition to immediate, compensatory, and remedial

2459D-RAQA-F00002 Rev 0 (Revised 8/31/2015) Page I of 3 Ref. 24S90-WT-P-GPP-RAQA-



I Ii Supplier Corrective Action Report
Flyllk

Date: September 17 2015 Document No.: 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-15-053 Rev- 0

Title: ()4 ]Document Control Requirements Inconsistent and Conflicting

actions to resolve the advierse condition, the corrective action document must address the following selected items

El cause analysis
F) Extent of condition
[3 Action to correct the cause and preclude recurrence

Upon resolution of the adverse condition, the supplier &hall provide a copy of the closed corrective action document and all
applicable objective evidence to substantiate resolution of the adverse condition to -v mr-1 tchtelcom

-ICorrectve Action Verification

Supplier corrective action plan received Response received via email fro ()() b)6 ] to WT? SupplierIQualification,[E]AUdit Response, dated January 14,2016 (See CCN 284910)
IResponse was d d1 to be inadequate to close the SCAR The response CAR 15-008) did not address the I (b)(4)
Ideficiencies identified in the SCAR (See CCN )

ISupplier corrective action plan verified acceptable (See CCN

ISupplier corrective actions completed (See CCN )

Supplier corrective actions verified complete and SCAR closed (See CCN 279724)

Audit 24590-WTP-AR-QA- 15-0 18 performed September 14 - 17, 2015 identified a deficiency as documented in SCAR-
QA- 15-053 which states the Supplier provided procedures to the audit team for review in preparation of the audit that were
not stamped "controlled" or "information only" and this was contrary to the requirement as stated in the Supplier's QA
Manual, Revision 5, Section 6

IThe requirement states Webbite Distribution (b) (4) 1Busines Manager is responsible to ensure
that the most current revision of a document is posted for use bkI )(4 mployees and4us Vtoiners. Documents 1(b)(4)
downloaded or printed from the website are "Information Only 'Information only copies oNDE procedures downloaded
from the secure website may be used for inspection provided the copy is verified as the current revision
The deficiency as identified in the SCAR-QA- 15-053 has been determined not to be a deficiency since the requirement did
not require procedures downloaded to be stamped as 'information only" only verified by the user that the printed copy is
the current version from the secure website Therefore, this SCAR will be closed administratively in accordance with WTP
procedure 24590-WTP-GPP-RAQA-QA-2005, Supplier Corrective Action, Section 6.10 1

[ Supplier Corrective Action Report Closure_
Ikb)(6) -1(b)(6)

IConcurrence by: SQn Supervisor
Mle

Dal;IVerified by: SQn Superviosr

Quality Assessments
IApproved by: Managzer

fltie
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fill Supplier Corrective Action Report Aft

Date: -September 17 2015 Document No.: 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-053 Rev 0

Title. I(b)4 ~]Document Control Requirements Inconsistent and Conflictinig

Revision History:

IRevisionj Reason for Revision

0Z Iitiali I

24590-RAQA- F00002 RevO0 (Revised 8/31/20 15) Page 3 of 3 Ref; 2459O-WTP-CPP-RAQA-



R1 1787336

Supplier Corrective Action Reportr'4i
ej.qlm

Date: -September 17 2015 Document No: 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-052 Rev: 0

Title: (b)4) IProcurement Document Control

[Requirements/Referenced Documenits I
Requirement(s):

(b)(4) [I ua ty Procedure QP0,Procurement Document Control, Revision 4, dated 9/20/13, Section 4 2, states in
1;pafd~hen required by l~hlJ Customer or deemed necessary byI[Ith appropriate quality clause(s) in P))

addition to 4 1 A-D will be identified and included with the purchase order

ITrend Code: 4 ISSUED BY
IWTP Source Document Number: 24590-WTP-AR-QA-15-0l 8 RppWTP PDC

[ Description of Adverse Condition ii
Contrary to requirement I above, several of the 2 0 1 5 pcas orders reviewed did not have quality clauses included with I
the purchase order These missing quality clauses were discussed with theF77j1Business Manager The Ib)J4usness (p~)(4)
Manger corrected tee2015 urchase orders during the audit, however th~ delciency has been identified in previous

(b)(4) audits, and was subject of aCorrective Action Report #CAR 13-00 1, dated 9/13/13 The subject CAR was closed
10/13/13 and thus far has not prevented recurrence

Sr QA Speciahlst/SQnIdentified by I(b)(6) Title Date: 9/17/15Supervisor

Title. Sr QA Specualist/SQn Date: 9/17/15IValidated by: Supervisor

[ Adverse Condition Evaluation

IClassification: 0 Non-significant' L Significant

Impact Evaluation.
Does tne adverse condition impact items / services already received by the WTP Project?

[IYes - Addressed in WTP-CR / NCR / CDR
0 No - No impact (Justfication required) None of ~ e orders issued in 2015 that were missing quality clauses

have impact to WTP work activties performed by[f j
Is a stop work required prevent the condition from recurring in the supplier's production line? El Yes 13No
is a stop shipment required to prevent the condition from affecting undelivered items / services? [:Yes (3No

Restriction(s): 
I~~.

Supplier Response Direction ]
Supplier shall: 1) document the adverse condition in their corrective action program, 2) detail the planned corrective actions
and expected completion date of the corrective actions in the corrective action document, and 3) forward the corrective
action document to v htelconi by November 30, 2015. In addition to immediate, compensatory, and remedial
actions to resolve the adverse condition, the corrective action document must address the following selected items:

Z Cause analysis
0 Extent of condition

24590-RAQA-FOO002 Rev 0 (Revised 8/31/20 15) Page I of 2 Ref. 24590-WTP-GPP-RAQA-
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101 Supplier Corrective Action Report
E!!iuc) =///O

Date: -September 17 2015 Document No.. 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-048 Rev 0

Title: (b)(4) neffective Corrective Actions
LSUEDWIn

FRequirementsrReterenced Documents 'RIP?.WT PDC I I
IRequiremient(s):

I Quality Procedure 16 section I states, 'Acceptance of successful completion of all actions will be documented
when the CAR is closed " Section 3 1 states "The CAR will document the following at a minimum, E Actions to
resolve/AE ize recurrence, F Follow-up actions to allow closure (e g Surveilance) and G QAM
Signature/Date for Closure

2 QPM-01I section 16 states "Follow-up to assure the actions were taken and the results were satisfactory allowing
closure of CAR"

3 QPM-01 section 16 states ()() loyees are required to report a possible violation or deficiency in or to

4 ityl Procedure 16 section 4 which states, The root cause of all significant adverse conditions will be
determined"

5 Quality Procedure -16 section 5 2 states ' When Deficiencies in Implementing, Documenting or Maintainig the
Quality Program is reported or identified the president, Level III1 and/or QTSM will determine whether to process
as an NCR or as a Corrective Action Report in accordance with QWP- 16 Corrective Action

6 QPM-01 section 16 sae' If the CAR has imrpact to work in progress for a Customer, BNI shall be notified And
Additional requirements may be added if deemed necessary'

I Trend Code. 16

IWTP Source Document Number: 24590-WTP-A.R-QA-I 5-18
I

IDescription of Adverse Condition I
Contray to the above the following discrepancies were found

1 Contrary to requirement I (b 2-11 was closed out without objective evidence that the corrective actions listed
(b)(4) in the CAR were completed 115-001 the 2015 CAR index indicated the CAR was closed in March of 2015

the CAR closure was not sigr
2 Contrary to requirement 2 the following are examples where the Corrective Action Program was not effective in

correcting identified issues
2459-WTP-SCARQA-15-052 - Not all Quality Clauses were included in purchase orders Tis issue was also

(b)(4) addressed by CARsLIJ1 12-003, D 2-013 and ED 3-001
24590-WTP-SCA"~A-09-028 identified that sections 10 (inspection) and I I (test control) were not evaluated

(b)(4) during the208 internal audit and that there was no audit schedule Tis SCAR was closed out
(b)(4) administra ti vely Yas t rfljcontract expired. This issued was not corrected and the same type of issue was
(b)(4) identified during Suppli-er A Ljfebruary 2012 f]has not performed and internal audit since Apri 2008,

WE= Audit -2011 - lIinternal Audit I
24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-09-028 identified that there was no objective evidence that the responsible management
reviewed of the results of audits. This SCAR was closed out administratively as theIJentract expired. This 1b)(4)
issue was not corrected. Various other mnagemeint signatures missing on documentation have been found;
Supplier Audit 2012 - A few POs that re uired QTSM signature did not have ~jiteral Audit 20L4-D O POs

(b)(4) had not been reviewed and approved b resident or QTSM as requiredJ~ Audit 6/14 - 1 presden 4b(4)
signature missing on 2 CARs and (b()Au it 2012 - POs had not been reviewed and approvedlby (b)(4)
President or QTSM as required by7 4-sect 4.3.
Z4590-WTP-SCAR-QA-09-036 identified that Lead Auditor training does not completely address NQA- 1 2000
requirements. This SCAR was closed out administratively as the I=iontract, expired- This issue was not ~ b) (4)

(b)(4) -- corrected and similar issues were identified;m udi t 2 011 Car 11 -04 issued for Lead Auditor Certification
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Supplier Corrective Action Report
li1i

V11116

Date: September 17 2015 Document No -24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-048 Rev: 0

Title: A(b)(4) 1 Ineffective Corrective Actions

and Internal Audit November 2014 - Lead Auditor Qualification form does not meet the requirements of NQA-1I
24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-I5-051 - identifies missing documentation for indoctrination and training for th thl (b)(4)

(b)(4) president and QTSM (:::udit September 2013 - Training had not been accomplished/documented fogfI((4)I
President, Business Manager and Adnunistrative Assistant (The QTSM signed the training on the 1 1"day of the

(b)(4) [::)udit), Internal Audit November 2014 - Documented Evidence for training to NDE procedures and/or
revisions could not be found for all qualified NDE personnel(__'udit 2012 Documented evidence for
training to all QA procedures has not been accomplished and (b)(4) Audit August 2013 - Documented
Evidence for training to R3 of QPM had not been accomplished

3 Contrary to requirement 3 QP- 16 states' All employees are responsible and encouraged to report deficiencies or
potential deficiencies "

4 Contrayto requirement 4 OP- 16 Supplement General Section states; 'that a Root Cause Analysis may be initiated
by L~Jpresident, QA Manager or Administrative Manager"

5 Contrary to requirement 5 NCR 13-001 was initiated to document that a piece of M&TE was found out of
calibration The NCR was initiated to address the equipment problem There was no CAR initiated to address the
failure of the QA program to ensure that the M&TE was calibrated prior to the calibration due date

6 There are no proi s that implement QPM requirements listed in requirement 6

Identified by: 1(b)(6) Title: Sr QA Specalist Date: 9/17/15

Validated by.I Title: Sr QA SpecialistATL Date: 9/1 7/15III
IAdverse Condition Evaluation
IClassification: C3 Non-significant? 0 Significant

Impact Evaluation:
Does the adverse condition impact items!/ servces already received by the WTP Project?
![I Yes -Ad d mn WTP-CR / NCR / CDR

0No - No impact (Justification required) thiis is a prog iatic breakdown issue However this is a significant
condition adverse to quality

Is a stop work reqtuired prevent the condition from recurig in the supplier s production line? E]Yes ONo
is a stop shipment required to prevent the condition from affecting undelivered items / services9  0QYes ONo{Restriction(s):
Supplier Respone Direction

Supplier shall. 1) document the adverse condition in their corrective action program, 2) detail the planned corrective actions
and expected completion date of the corrective actions in the corrective action document, and 3) forward the corrective
action document to !Xtnou(bechte12m by November 30, 2015. In addition to immediate, compensatory, and remedial
actions to resolve the adverse condition, the corrective action document must address the following selected items:

0Cause analysis
0Extent of condition
0Action to correct the cause and preclude recurrence

[ Upon resolution of the adverse condition, the supplier shal provide a copy of the closed corrective action document and all

24590-RAQA-F00002 Rev 0 (Revised 8/31/2015) Page 2 of 3 Ref; 24590-WTP-GPP-RAQA-



A-Supplier Corrective Action Report 4

[Ik

Date: September 17 2015 Document No.: 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-048 Rev: 0

Title: I(b)(4) I Ineffective Corrective Actions

applicable objective evidence to substantiate resolution of the adverse condition to y 1UbsObctel42or

Corrective Acition Verifiction

Supplier corrective action plan received Response received via email from Ib)(4) (b)(6) ] to WTP Supplier
(b)(4) IQuafcation,[]--Audit Response.' dated January 14 2016 (See CCN 284910)

Response was determined to be inadequate to close the SCAR Thersoerb150)dintadesth
Ideficiencies identified in the SCAR W

ISupplier corrective action plan verified acceptable (See CCN )

ISupplier corrective actions completed (See CCN )

Suppier corrective actions verified complete and SCAR closed (See CCN 279724)

Reviewed completed CAR 15-005, closure approval dated 5/30/16, including cause extent of condition, remedial action,
actions to prevent recurrence Reviewed objective evidence for closure including Classroom training record indicating
training of QAM-001 Revision 0, Section 16, Corrective Action, and procedure QP 16, Corrective Action, Revision 2, with
the emphasis that the deficiencies identified in the audit were related to CRs 12-01 1, 12-013, 13-001, because the contract%
were closed, the corrective actions were also closed The training provided that when tis condition exists of contacts
closed, the corrective actions to the quality program need to be completed.

The above actions address the adverse conditions identified in this SCAR and were verified to be corrected and documented
in surveillance 24590-WTP-SUV-QA- 16-0191

Supplier Corrective Action Report Closure
1(b)(6)

Concurrence by: j(b)(6) SQn Supervisor
ntde Date r

IVerified by: SQn Supervisor
TAile Date

Quality Assessments
Manager[Approved by:I Mite Signature D~aleI

Revision History:

IRevisoni Reason for Revision ~~~1
0 Iniaissue. 11111]
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IT'll Supplier Corrective Action Report
(b)(6) 416n1c I qllz

Date: September 17 2015 Document No.: 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-048 Rev: 0

Title: ()4 Fneffectrve Corrective Actions
1SSU "

Itequirements/eferenced Documents RPP--VW? PDC 71
[Requirement(s): -I

1 Quality Procedure 16 section I states, "Acceptance of successful completion of all actions will be documented
when the CAR is closed " Section 3 1 states "The CAR will document the followinig at a nmmum E Actions to
resolve/mminze recurrence, F Follow-up actions to allow closure (e.g Surveillance) and G QAM
Signature/Date for Closure

2 QPM-01 section 16 states, "Follow-up to assure the actions were taken and the results were satisfactory allowing
closure of CAR"

(b)(4) 3 PM-0l section 16 states, I Jemployees are required to report a possible violation or deficiency in or to

4) uslity"dur 16 section 4 which states, 'The root cause of all significant adverse conditions will be

determined"
5 Quality Procedure -16 section 5.2 states, "When Deficiencies in Implementing Documenting or Maintaining the

Quality Program is reported or identified the president, Level III and/or QTSM will determine whether to process
as an NCR or as a Corrective Action Report in accordance with QWP- 16, Corrective Action.

6 QPM-01 section 16 states If the CAR has impact to work in progress for a Customer, BNI shall be notified' And
Additional requirements may be added if deemed necessary "

I Trend Code: 16

IWTP Source Document Number: 24590-WTP-AR-QA-1 5-18

I Description of Adverse Condition
-
J

Contrary to the above the following discrepancies were found
(b)(4) I Contrary to requirementI j-1was closed out without objective evidence that the corrective actions listed
(b)(4) in the CAR were competl 15-001 the 2015 CAR index indicated the CAR was closed in March of 2015

the CAR closure was not signet
2 Contrary to requirement 2 the following are examples where the Corrective Action Program was not effective in

correcting identified issues
24S90-WTP-SCARQOAl5-OS2 IInt Quality were included in purchase orders This issue was also

(b)(4) iddcsedbyCARsIJI2-003, 2-013 andLLJ 3-001
24590-WTP SCAR- A-09-028 i Penti ed that sectons 10 (inspection) and I Il(test control) were not evaluatied

(b)(4) during the 2A0S-nternal audit and that there was no audit schedule This SCAR was closed out
(b)(4) admiisttivLyiiiir [jcntract expired. This issued was not corrected and the same type of issue was
(b)(4) identified diwinig Supplier Audit - February 2012 -=~has not performed and internal audit since April 2008,
(b)(4) -- andl Audit - 2011 -I ~ntrna Audit Plan

24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-09-OZS identified that there was no objective evidence that the responsible management
reviewed of the results of audits. This SCAR was closed out administratively as th~I~ntract expired. , This (b)(4)
issue was not corrected. Various other management signatures missing on documentation have been found;
Supplier Audit 2012 - A few POs that reouired QTSM signature did not have it. Internal Audit 2014 - The POs

(b)(4) had not, been reviewed and approvdby 7 resident or QTSM as required, j Audit 6/14 T__1md~cnt (b)4
(b)(4) signature missing on 2 CARs andL RUt 2012 - POs had not been reviewed and approved b 11 ()-

President or QTSM as required by QP-04 sect 4.3.
24590-wrP-SCAR-QA-09-036 identified that Lead Auditor traiw' ,e nod opeeyadesNAl20
requirements. This SCAR was closed out administratively as th = ontract expired._ This issue was not -1 (b4)

(b)(4) corrected and similar issues were -dnifed = dt 2011 Car 11 -04 issued for Lead Auditor Certification
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Supplier Corrective Action Report -Mtw nt 4[ft
F(b) (6) 01-111e.
L --------- i

Date September 17 2015 Document No. 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-048 Rev: 0

Title [-)-) -neffective Corrective Actions

and Internal Audit November 2014 - Lead Auditor Qualification form does not meet the requirements of NQ-
24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-15-05I - identifies missing documentation for indoctrnatwon and training for the EM~i (b)(4)

(b)(4) president and QTSM LZ udit September 2013 - Training had not been accomplished/documented, for[~ (b)(4)
President, Business Manager and Administrative Assistant (The QTSM signed the training on the P' day of the

(b)(4) ~r training to NDE procedures and/orfl:u itl Internal Audit November 2014 - Documented E.
revisions could not be found for all qualified NDE p kel Ikudit 2012 Docuj d evidence for (b)(4)
triing to all QA procedures has not been accomplished andL JAudit August 2013 - Documented (b)(4)
Evidence for traunig to R3 of QPM had not been accomplished

3 Contrary to requirement 3 QP- 16 states "All employees are responsible and encouraged to report deficiencies or
potential deficiencies.

4 Cotay to requirement 4 QP- 16 Supplement General Section states that a Root Cause Analysis may be initiated
byE Ipresident, QA Manager or Administrative Manager"

5 Contrary to requirement 5 NCR 13-001 was intiated to document that a piece of M&TE was found out of
calibration The NCR was initiated to address the equipment problem There was no CAR inited to address the
failure of the QA program to ensure that the M&TE was calibrated prior to the calibration due date

6 There are no procedures that implement QPM requirements listed in requirement 6

-(b)(6)Identified by Title: Sr QA Specialist Date: 9/17/15Li
Validated by. Title Sr QA Specialist/ATL Date: 9/17/15[

[ Adverse Condition Evaluation

IClassification: [1 Non-significant 9  Z Significant

Impact Evaluation.
Does the adverse condition impact items /services already received by the WTP Project9

[] Yes - Addressed i WTP-CR / NCR /CDR
SNo - No impact (Justification required) this is a programmatic breakdown issue However this is a significant

condition adverse to quality

Is a stop work requird prevent tie condition from recumnng in the supplier's production ine? 0JYes 0 No
Is a stop shipment required to prevent the condition from affecting undelivered items / services? EI Yes EDNo

Restriction(s):

Supplier Response Direction

Supplier shall. 1) document the adverse condition in their corrective action program., 2) detail the planned corrective actions
and expected completion date of the corrective actions in the corrective action document, and 3) forward the corrective
action document to wtPsoujjbvchtej,jom by November 30,2015. In addition to immediate, compensatory, and remedial
actions to resolve the adverse condition, the corrective action document must address the following selected items:

ZCause analysis
El Extent of condition
ED Action to correct the cause and preclude recurrence

IUpon resolution of die adverse condition, the supplier shall provide a copy of the closed corrective action document and all

24590-RAQA-F00002 Rev 0 (Revised 8/31/2015) Page 2 of 3 Ref. 24590-WTP-GPP-RAQA.



Supplier Corrective Action Report -AfttbM=r*-UIL
rlq-114.

Date: September 17 2015 Document No.: 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-048 Rev: 0

Title: ()4 IIneffective Corrective Actions

Iapplicable objective evidence to suibstantiate resolution of the adverse condition to!- ahtel&2ml
I

ICorrective Action Verlification

Supplier corrective action plan received Response received via email fronirJ= Jto WTP Supplier
(b)(4) Qualifcatin Zu Audit Response " dated January 14, 2016 (See CCN 284910)

1Response was determined to be inadequate to close the SCAR T'he response ~CAR 15-005) did not address the 1b)(4)
Ideficiencies identified in the SCAR

ISupplier corrective action plan verified acceptable (See CCN )

ISupplier corrective actions completed (See CCN )

Supplier corrective actions verified complete and SCAR closed (See CCN 279724)

Reviewed completed CAR 15-005, closure approval dated 5/30/16, including cause, extent of condition, remedial action,
actions to prevent recurrence Reviewed objective evidence for closure including Classroom training record indicating
training of QAM-O0i, Revision 0, Section 16, Corrective Action, and procedure QP 16, Corrective Action, Revison 2, with
the emphasis that the deficiencies identified in the audit were related to CRs 12-01 1, 12-013, 13-001, because the contracts
were closed, the corrective actions were also closed The training provided that when this condition exists of contracts
closed, the corrective actions to the quality program need to be completed.

The above actions address the adverse conditions identified in this SCAR and were verified to be corrected and documented
in surveillance 24590-WTP-SUTV-QA-1 6-019

Supplier Corrective Action Report ClosureIConcurrence by: I11)(6) SQn Supervisor ](b)(6) 1 1; N
Tide Date

IVerifled by: SQn Supervisor r--/
nilt Date

Quality Assessments
Approved by: Manager ---Nr- V7

Title Signature Date

Revision History:

IRevision Reason for Revision -1Z iialise. I'll'

24590-RAQA-F00002 Rev 0 (Revised 8/31/2015) Page 3 of 3 Ref. 24590-WTP-GPP-RAQA-
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U-11 Supplier Corrective Action Report ~A~aclwiCflt 3

Date- -September 17 2015 Document No. 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-047 Rev: 0

Title ()4 ] Quality Records Missing from Records Files

IRequirements/Referenced Documents

Requirement(s): I IV)4) IQualiy f e QP 17 0, Revision 0 dated August 5, 2015, Section 2 1
which states Documents classified as quitasune records include, but are not limited to, the following
a NDE inspection and test records
b Surveillance reports,
c Receiving inspections/Purchase Orders ISSUEJ BYd Audits, assessments
e Nonconformance reports RPF.-W'I PDC
f Corrective Action Reports,
h Personnel qualifications/certifications and

(b)(4) iRecords required by this Program or specified byI~ customer

Trend Code: 17

IWTP Source Document Number: 24590-WTP-AR-QA- 15-018

Descnptlon of Adverse Condition

Contrary to requirement 1 above it was discovered that the control over records had not been formalized It was discovered
during reviews of both electronic and hardcopy records were not signed with 'wet' signatures or signed at all, some were
the forms or form letters without signatures, some signatures were typed with no reference to an actual legal signature on
Ifile the locations of some of the records were questionable The records were neither in the hard copy files nor the
Ielectronic files Complete record files, such as internal audit files did not contain the audit plan, auditor quals, audit
checklist, audit report, any CARs generated, corrective action closures, etc A POVJnd receipt inspection record was 'b)(4)
lost before it could be entered into the records system CAR records had not been'seied to the records file Records
from the following Records Index categories had not been scanned into the electronic records as required QA 2 Internal
QA Program Audits Reports Q 4 Internal NCR, Q 5 Lead auditor Certification, Q 8 CARs, Q II EMQA program, Q 12 b)(4)

IQA Customer QA Program Audit Reports - nothing entered after 2007, and QA 13 AVL not entered since 2012 There
was no procedure to ensure that the records generated are scanned to the record files The QAM had records stored on her
computer that were not also present in the electronic records The QAM's computer was not linked to the RMS's secured
computer, therefore, the records were not consistently transferred to the Imrecords E~Isef-ideutifiod the gap in the b)(4)
scan and file process for these record indices as an internal CAR for action

Identifiedby- (b)(6) Title: Sr QA Specialist/ATL Date: September 17, 2015

IValidated by: Title: Sr QA Specialst/AfT Date: September 17, 2015

IAdverse Condition Evaluation

Iclassification: 0 Non-significant? [] Significant

Impact Evaluation:
Does the adverse condition impact items / services already received by the WTT Project?

I Yes -Addressed in WTP-CR /NCR /CDR:
I0 No - No impact (Justification required): Does not affect BNI hardware or support.

Iis a stop work required prevent the condition from recurrng in the supplier's production line? D Yes [I No I

24590-RAQA-FOO002 Rev 0 (Revised 8/31/2015) Page 1 of 3 Ref. 24590-WTP-CGPP-RAQA-



U1i Supplier Corrective Action Report e 3
1(b)(6)

Date: September 17 2015 Document No.. 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-047 Rev: 0

Title: )4 ]Qpuality Records Missing from Records Files

Adverse Condition Evaluation I
Is a stop shiment required to prevent the condition fr~om affecting undelivered items / services9  [IYes- ~No

IRestriction(s):

[Supplier esponse Direction I1
Supplier shall 1) document the adverse condition in their corrective action program, 2) detail the planned corrective actions
and expected completion date of the corrective actions in the corrective action document, and 3) forward the corrective
action document to - ruMi tbechtel com by November 30, 20l15 In addition to Immediate, compnsa.tory and remedial
actions to resolve the adverse condition, the corrective action document must address the following selected items

0Cause analysis
0Extent of condition
0Action to correct the cause and preclude recurrence

IUpon resolution of the adverse condition, the supplier shall provide a copy of the closed corrective action document and all
applicable objective evidence to substantiate resolution of the adverse condition to wtnsubechtelcom.

[ Correctve Action Verification

Supplier corrective action plan received Response received via email froin=i =lito WTP Supplier (b)(4) (b)(6)
(b)(4) Qualification, IAudit Response " dated January 14, 2016 (See CCN 284910)

IResponse was determined to be inadequate to close the SCAR The response [MJCAR 15-003) did not address the I(b)(4)
deficiencies identified in the SCAR

IResponse was determined to be inadequate to close the SCAR (See CCN )

ISupplier corrective action plan verified acceptable (See CCN )

ISupplier corrective actions completed (See CCN

Supplier corrective actions verified complete and SCAR closed (See CCN 290257)

Reviewed completed CAR 15-003 closure approval dated 5130116, including cause, extent of condition, remedial action,
actions to prevent recurrence Reviewed objective evidence for closure including Root cause analysis checklist dated
I5/4/16, Surveillance Report of electronic files and QA F sdated 11/11/1 5, QA Records Index, Revision 1, Classroom
training to QAM-00l1, Revision 0, Section 17, Quality Assurance Records, dated 5/4/16; Class Attendance sheet (required
reading) dated 4/28/16 and 5/4/16; Procedure QP 17.0, Quality Assurance Records, Revision 0, dated 4/28/16. Verified

(b)(4) lthatPO Z1. I ............ t ih11(b)(4) 1 9/17/15 was ini the record files.

Thbe above actions address the adverse conditions identified in this SCAR and were verified to be corrected and documented
in surveillance 24590-WTP-SUV-QA- 16-019.

I
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fil Supplier Corrective Action Report Atavmen! 4

Date: September 17 2015 Document No.:- 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-15-047 Rev 0

(b)(4) Title. L IZ~ uality Records Missing from Records Files

---I
Supplier Corrective Action Report Closure

I(b)(6)
IConcurrence by: i(b)(6) I SQn Supervisor

I 7h1k Date

IVerified by ISQn Supervisor
ITie Date

Quality Assessments
IManager 9I&A,

Approved by. I ntk aig, LNXU . --- Dak- I

Revision History:

IRevislonI Reason for Revision -7
0 ILItissue 1111
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FIJI Supplier Corrective Action Report (b)I 26

Date: September_17 2015 Document No.: 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-15-046 Rev. 0

Title: ()4 L1ack of documentation to Support Compliance with OP 18 Internal Audits

[Rwquremeats/Referenced Documents

(b)(4) Requirement(s): I MEQuahy Program Manual, QPM-l100, Revision 5, dated August 8 2015, Section 18 Audits
Internal and independent audits will be performed on a regular basis for implementation verification T"he QAM will advise
the president of planned audits based on the status and importance of the activity Audits may be scheduled for specific
areas when deemed necessary by the QAM or president

(b)(4) 2I EM Quality ProgramManual, QPM-l100 Revision 5, dated August 8, 2015 Section 18, Audits states Audit reports
(b)(4) will be reviewed by~bi4 president Actions required to correct any findings will be agreed on with the QAM and the

appropriate actions initiated Follow-up by the president or QAM will be documented to verify the action was taken and is
Ieffective Quality Procedure QP 18, Internal.Audits, Revision 4, dated August 17, 2015, Section 4 4 wich states
Corrective actions will be implemented. The anticipated date for follow-up action verification will be determined to assure
actions are taken in a timely manner Final documentation of closure of the required actions may be by surveillance or
other means deemed appropriate

I Trend Code: 18
ISSUED BY

IWTP Source Document Number: 24590-WTP-AR-QA-15-018 RPP-WTP PDC

I Description of Adverse Condition

Contrary V' ment I above no formal schedule was identified No documentation of QAM advising the president of
planned audit based on the status and importance of the activity No specific audits were identified or planned. No
documentation available Since 2012 internal independent audits have been performed every 2 years No formal schedule
was identified No documentation of QAM advising the president of planned audit based on the status and importance of
the activity

Contrary to requirement 2 above, no objective evidence documented to verify that the audit reports are reviewed by the
(b)(4) EM president No objective evidence was identified to support that follow-up by the president or QAM was documented

to verify the action was taken and is effective Nor was any final documentation of closure of the required actions by
surveillance or other means deemed appropriate identified

Identified by: 1(b)(6) Title: Sr. QA Specialist/ATL Date: September 17, 2015

Validated by: Title: Sr QA Specialist/ATL Date: September 17, 2015

Adverse Condition Evaluation
Classification: 0R Non-significant? [C3 Significant H
Impact Evaluation:
Does the adverse condition impact items /services already received by the WTP Project?
[J Yes - Addressed in WTP-CR / NCR /CDR--
0 No - No impact (Justification required): No impact on W"" hardware

Is a stop work required prevent the condition from recumfng in the supplier's production line? LYes JNo
is a stop shipment required to prevent the condition from affecting undelivered items / services? [i ]Yes ONo

Restriction(s):

24590-RAQA-F00002 Rev 0 (Revised 8/31/2015) Page I of 3 Ref~ 245W0WTP-GPP-RAQA-
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Supplier Corrective Action Report A -L-A q--14i
I(b)(6) 1 ?)4&,1 1

Date September 17 2015 Document No. 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-046 Rev: 0

(b)(4) Title[I
lack of documentation to Support Compliance with OP 18 Internal Audits

.- A

Supplier Response D)irection __J
Supplier shall 1) document the adverse condition mn their corrective action program 2) detail the planned con-ective actions
and expected completion date of the corrective actions in the corrective action document, and 3) forward the corrective
action document to wtoseti(a)bechigicom by November 30,2015 In addition to immediate, compensatory, and remedial
actions to resolve the adverse condition, the corrective action document must address the following selected items

I ICause analysis
'lExtent of condition
C)Action to correct the cause and preclude recurrence

Upon resolution of the adverse condition the supplier shall provide a copy of the closed corrective action document and all
applicable objective evidence to substantiate resolution of the adverse condition to Wtsou~ chtel.coni

I

ICorrective Action Verification
Supplier corrective action plan received Response recei~ed via email frob 4~ J to WTP Supplier

(b)(4) Quahficauion, Audit Response,' dated January 14, 2016 (See CCN 284910)

Response was detei dl to be inadequate to close the SCAR. The response EECAR 15-004) did not address the I b)(4)
deficiencies identified in the SCAR

Supplier corrective action plan determined unacceptable (see CCN)

ISuppier corrective action plan verified acceptable (See CCN )

ISupplier corrective actions completed (Sec CCN )

ISupplier corrective actions verified complete and SCAR closed (Sec CCN 290257)

Reviewed completed CAR 15-004 closure approval dated 5/30/16, including cause, extent of condition, remedial action,
actions to prevent recurren ce Reviewed objective evidence for closure includin! 016 Client, Internal & External
Supplier Audit Schedule, with approval signatures for the QA Manager and the = President, Classroom training given 'b)(4)
on the QAM-00l, Revision 0, Section 18 Audits and procedure QP 18-01, Internal Audits, dated 5/5/16 The training was
to ensure that with the revision of an audit schedule, that includes the requirement for the President to review the schedule
and to document his review on the schedule- Subsequently, the audit procedure, QP 18 was revised to include the
requirement and a title change to the procedure to "Audits". This procedure was issued 5/30/16.

The above actions address the adverse conditions identified in this SCAR and were verified to be corrected and documented

in surveillance 24590-WTP-SUV-QA- 16-019.I
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[W4 Supplier Corrective Action Report AA&&"6mwm*A%-
I(b)(6) WAIA6

Date: September 17 2015 Document No.: 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-04 Rev:. 0

(b)(4) a ck of documentation to Support Compliance with QP 18 Internal AuditsTitle: L

Supplier Corrective Action Report Closure I(b)(6) -I-
IConcurrence by: j(b)(6) SQn Supervisor *ND I (

Thie

Date

IVerified by: SQn Supervisor
TMte

Quality Assessments
IApproved by: Manager 4/44

Tide
1L-

Revision History:

Revsio Reason for Revision ]
0L I iis~ue 'III"""
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R1 17961 14

U11 Supplier Corrective Action Report (b(5

Date: June 22 2016 Document No.. 245!90-WTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-044 Rev: 0

(b)(4) Title:. Quality Assurance Program Does Not Meet NQA-1-1 989 Basic Plus Supplements iS-i 9S-1
1IS-1 and 11S-2

--B vsEW-I Requlrementsleferenced Documents ~1
R.PP-V.WTP PMC

IRequirement(s):

I I 24590-WTP-3PD-MJWO-00002, Supplier Quality Assurance Program Requir rents, Data Shet AN SIASME NQA-
1/2 (1989) and DOE/RW-0333P (QARD), Revision 1, dated February 5,2004 Basic plus Supplements 15-1, 95-1
I IS-I, and I IS-2

2 (b)(4) ] Quality Policy Manual Version 6 (QPM), Revision 1, dated August 17 2011

I Trend Code: 2

WTP Source Document Number:(b)(4) ]Power Manipulators US (MH029)(VHK5)(ECJ),
Revision 19, dated May 1, 2014 %

I Description of Adverse Condition
'The N A- I -basedF~b I-i(4,1 ]Quality~~~~ Policya Maua Veso- Q eiin1 dated August 17.

2011, was based on AT12008/009aITheQ datasheet contained within the BNJ WTP P0f(b)(4)
(b)(4) ~awarded to I b)(4)rqie htEImitmaQat Assurance Manual in ( )(4)

accordance with NQA- 1 1989 plus NQA-1 199 Supplements I S-I1, 9S- 1, 11S-I1, and I1IS-2 The QPM was reviewed
against the NQA- 1989 requirements and found to contain deficiencies in the NQA- I Requirements The QPM does not
establish NQA-l 1989 requirements in total based on the Q datasheet The procedures are not documents that specify or
describe how an activity or activities is(are) to be performed as defined by the NQA- 1 standard

Identified by j(b)(6) Title: Sr Quality Assurance Date: August 25 2015IninerATL
Sr Quality Amsi ince';Validated by Title: Date August 25 2015L Engineer/ATL

Adverse Condition EvaluationI..
IClassification: Z Non-significant? [3 Significant

Impact Evaluation:
Does the adverse condition impact items /services already received by the WTP Project?
[J Yes - Addressed in WTP-CR / NCR! CDR
(3 No - No impact (Justification required) The power manipulators have not been delivered to WTP

is a stop work requir-ed prevent the condition from recurring in the supplier's production line? (0Yes ENo
is a stop shipment required to prevent the condition from affecting unidelivered items / services? EDYes ONo

IRestriction(s): 1(b)(4) ]1 cannot work on or dcliver WTP products until deficiencies are corrected,
verified, and an audit is performed of the implementation.

Supplier Response Direction
Supplier shall: 1) document the adverse condition in their corrective action program, 2) detail the planned corrective actions
and expected completion date of the corrective actions in the corrective action document, and 3) forward the corrective

24590-RAQA-F00002 Rev I (Revised 12/21/2015) Page I of 2 Ref: 24590-WTP-GPP-RAQA-QA.2005



U111 Supplier Corrective Action Report =F=
40/ A -3// &EtF

Date: June 22 2016 Document No.: 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-044 Rev: 0

Title: Quality Assurance Program Does Not Meet NQA-l1-1989 Basic Plus Supplements iS-I 9S-1
11S-1 and 1IS-2

Supplier Response Direction (continued)
action document to wt-s echtel.com by October 29, 2015 In addition to uimediate, compensatory, and remedial
actions to resolve the adverse condition, the corrective action document must address the following selected items

0Cause analysis
0Extent of condition
0Action to correct the cause and preclude recurrence

IUpon resolution of the adverse condition, the supplier shiall provide a copy of the closed correcive. action document and all
applicable objective evidence to substantiate resolution of the advers condition to wtxisu(@bevtel.com

I Corrective Action Verification
The Supplier responded to the SCAR on 9/28/2016 as documented in CCN 284901 In the response, the Supplier disagreed
with the adverse condition documented in the SCAR WTP Supplier Qualification rejected the response via CCN 285620

During WTP Audit #24590-WTP-AR-QA- 16-010 the Supplier's QPM and procedures instructions drawings, forms, and
the Project Quality Plan (PQP) for the WTP contract were reviewed against the requirements of 24590-WTP-3PD-MJWO-
00002, Supplier Quality Assurance Program Requirements Data Sheet ANSI/ASME NQA-I/2 (1989) and DOEIRW-0333P
(QARD), Rev 1, dated 2/5/2004 Based on the review, the QPM has been determined to be Satisfactory because it addresses
the applicable NQA- 1 1989 requirements at an appropriate level The audit team also determined that there are adequate
controls for the performance of quality-affecting, activities taking into account the direction in the QPM, supplemented by
procedures, instructions drawings, forms, and the PQP for the WTP contract As a result, it is acceptable to close SCAR
#24590-WTP-SCAR-QA- 15-044 and remove the associated stop work/ship resinction (AKW, 6/15/2016)

i

[Supplier Corrective ActOnD Report Closure

Conicurrence by: NA NA 14 A NA i-i
VTvj Nam ld Date

j(b)(6) I(b)(6)
IVerified by. Sr QA Specialist LI] J,4o

Tide
Quality Assessment

I~Approved by:I ManagerI
T711e ~Jgnmure

Revision History:

Revision Reas for Revision

1 0 1 Initial issue.
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Supplier Corrective Action Report
EU1

(b)(6)n-771
ISSUED BY

Date: July 6_2015 RPP-WTP PDC Document No.: 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-043 Rev: 0

Titde: E= Quality Assurance Program Does Not Meet NQA-1 -1989 Basic Plus Supplements

IRequiremnents/Referenced Documents -j
I Requirement(s):

I 24590-WTP-3PD-MPEO-0002, Supplier Quality Assurance Program Requirements Data Sheet ANSI/ASME NQA-
1/2 (1989) and DOE/RW-0333P (QARD), Rev 2, dated November 26,2002 Basic plus all Supplements

1 2()4 IIJ uahliy Policy Manual, Version 6 (QPM), Revision 1, dated August 17, 2011

I Trend Code: 2

IWTP Source Document Number: ()4 Jaluidwc Devices - IPP s (VWLR), Revision 15, dated
IOctober 14, 2011

I Description~ of Adverse Condition I1
IThe NQA- I-based Vb)(4) h1ua y Policy Manual, Version 6 (QPM), Revision 1, dated August 17,
12011, was based on NVA- 1 2U !2Ua Ie Udatasheet contained within the BNI WTP PO I7thTd
I b 4 Jwarded to Fb)(4) ut red r that F-maintain a Quality Assurance Manual in (t)(4)
Eiaclnlce with NQA-l1 1989 plus all the NQA- 1 1989 Supplements and NQA-2a 1990 for software The QPM was
reviewed against the NQA- 1989 requirements and found to contain deficiencies in the NQA-1I Requirements The QPM
does not establish NQA-l 1989 requirements in total based on the Q datasheet The procedures are not documents that
specify or describe how an activity or activities is(are) to be performed as defined by the NQA- Is

Sr Quality AssuranceIdentified by: [(b)(6) Title: Date: August 25 20151 Engineer/ATL
IValidated by: Td:Sr Quality Assurance Dt:Ags 521Til:Eninee/ATL Dt:Ags 521 Ii
IAdverse Condition Evaluation ii,
IClassification: [I Non-significant? ED Significant

Impact Evaluation:
Does the adverse condition impact items / services already received by the WTP Project?
0 Yes -Addressedin WTP-CR /NCR /CDR 24590-WTP-CCA-MGT-15-01392

C] No - No impact (justification required)1

Is a stop work required prevent the condition from recurring in the supplier's production line7  Q Yes No
Iis a stop shipment required to prevent the condition from affecting undelivered item / servces? []JYes ~No

Restriction(s): No future award of purchase orders or subcontracts will be made until the deficiencies have been corrected,
verified, and completion of an implementation audit.I

ISupplier Response Direction I
Supplier shall: 1) document the adverse condition in their corrective action program, 2) detail the planned corrective actions

Iand expected completion date of the corrective actions in the corrective action document, and 3) forward the corrective
Iaction document to &WtO aibeclitel.coim by October 29, 2015. In addition to immediate, compensatory, and remedial
actions to resolve the adverse condition, the corrective action document must address the following selected items:

24590i-RAQA-F00002 Rev I (Revised 12/21/2015) Page I of 2 Ref- 24590-WTP-GPP-RAQA-QA.2005
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log Supplier Corrective Action Report ---AAWhffM*+-
(b)(6) 7111?116

Date: July 6 2015 Document No.: 245W0WTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-043 Rev: 0

Title: M = Quality Assurance Program Does Not Meet NQA-1 -1989 Basic Plus Supplements

I Suppler Respons Diretion (continued)_

0Cause analysis
0Extent of condition
0Action to correct the cause and preclude recurrence

I Upon resolution of the adverse condition, the supplier shall provide a copy of the closed corrective action document and all
applicable objective evidence to substantiate resolution of the adverse condition to wtua~bechtelcom

ICorrective Action Verificattion

The Supplier responded to the SCAR on 9/2812015 as documented in CCN 282866 In the response, the Supplier disagreed
with the adverse condition documented in the SCAR BNI WTP Supplier Qualification rejected the response on 1(7/2016
Ivia CCN 285613 However, it was subsequently learned that all work under the Supplier's only P04TE3741 'If
IIb)(4 Fludic Devices -JPP S (N091) (VWLR) had been completed, shippe, and accepted prior to issuance of the
[SCAR Asa rsult, concurrence was obtained from the Managet of Procurement & Subcontracts and Supplier
IQualification Supervisor with the removal of (4) ]1
from the WTP ESL (See CCN 286965) Due to the fact that the Supplier has no open POs and is being removed fromte
BNI WTP ESL, SCAR #245900-WTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-043 is being administratively closed NOTE Should the WTP
Project decide to utilize the Supplier in the future, a new QA manual review and facility audit (with Satisfactory results)
will be required for the Supplier to be placed on the BNI WTP ESL prior to award of a new contract (AKW 7/5/20 16)

I upir Corrective Action Report Closure
I-
Concurrence by: NA NA NA

Prmrtl)pe Name itle Si1a9 r

I(b)(6) I(b)(6) IDateI Verified by: Sr Quality Specialist
Tite
Quality Assessment

IApproved by: Manager
PrinLl)w Nam TMte xgnawre 'Date

Revision History:

Revision 1 Reason fur Revivion
0 Initial issue i
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Aftchm"44-.Supplier Corrective Action Report (b (6) 6113116E'.11

Date: January 19 2016 Document No.: 24590-WVTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-041 Rev: 0

Title- I(b-)(4) rquiprent Calibration Certifications Not In Tolerance
ISSUETb ray

Requirementerenced Documents "?'WT? PDC I1
(b)(4) edre QPM 11.0, Control ofinspection Measuring and Test Equipment, Revision 005, dated

Otobe0Z,2014, Section 4.2 1
The calibration certificates shall be reviewed and accepted. Evidence of who reviewed each certificate

shall be maintained

Corresponding NQA-1 Requirement: Requirement 12, Control of Measuring and Test Equipment

WTP Source Document Number: 24590-WTP-AR-QA- 15-020

Description of Adverse Condition
I

IReview of three b)) jJertiflcations for equipment found to be out-of-tolerance
1(b)(4) ZTCNXl1059P, Data Points were found to be out-of-tolerance

2 1(b)(4) ]I TCNX 1602, Data Points were found to be out-of-tolerance

13 I(b)(4) Jr CNX 1309 Data Points were found to be out-of-tolerance

Senior Quality AssuranceIdentified by: I(b)(6) -LTitle: Dlate- 8/30/2015

Senior Quality AssuranceIValidated by: Title- Date: 8/30/2015Engineer/ATL

Adverse Condition Evaluation

IClassification: S Non-significant? 0l Significant

Impact evaluation:
Does the adverse condition impact items / services already received by the WTP Project?

E) Yes -Addressed in WTP-CR /NCR /CDR
Z No - No impact (Justification required) The deficiency did not affect BN1 WTP hardware

is a stop work required prevent the condition from recurrng in the supplier s production line? E] Yes 0 No

Is a stop shipment required to prevent the condition from affecting undelivered items / servces? El Yes [D No

IRestriction(s): None
-I

Supplier Response Direction

Supplier shall: 1) document the adverse condition in their corrective action program, 2) detail the planned corrective actions
and expected completion date of the corrective actions in the corrective action document, and 3) forward the corrective action
document tov tysau~becite.com by November 24, 2015. In addition to immediate, compensatory, and remedial actions
to resolve the adverse condition, the corrective action document must address the following selected items:

24590-QA-FOO054 Rev I (Revised 7/1/2015) Page I of 3 Ref 2459G-WTP-GPP-MGT-067
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Supplier Corrective Action Report
poll1 b)(6)

Date: January 19, 2016 Document No.: 24590-WVTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-D41 -Rev: 0

Titde: 1(b)(4) jEquipment Calibration Certifications Not In Tolerance

ol Cause anialysis

SExtent of condition

SAction to correct the cause and preclude rect

Upon resolution of the adverse condition the supplier shall provide a copy of the closed corrective action document and all
applicable objective evidence to substantiate resolution of the adverse condition to wtmsui itetyom I

24590-QA-FP034 Rev I (7/1/2015) Page 2 of 3 Ref 24590-WTPI-GPP-MGT-067



Supplier Corrective Action Report
El46

Dows Januay 19, 2018 DO~eat N... MNPSCAR-QA-16-041 Rwv 0

'rWf l(b)(4) IEq*M as 140 In Tolerm

Correediv Attion Vii
I

Seier crrsdM vef pkam roamlval: (See CCN 284M0)

MWe &)Iqs nomuWasM=wd V. ema

I Supplkw curedlh atdou plan wsttled seeeptabift One CCII 287747)
The 9qi~plur1fr. c Vecipla us d In ki onguia1doy0 A 359 andusoclated CAR

1359 wtidb wasn dooimwatmd and ift Iof wsb4Jw i &W n
evalualio Was DTa sueied Thnuamtl a wu limitedto E Piewu O ideGi~dI hsSA
stated In Wb CAR downest Adon to prevet zoctmuxe wa take by lb .u uwlkasppIas required. Th. nod= W=ka

Iby t v*~-tw mplI& wom 6 d ]CAR QA.01, Closed Algaut 27, 2015

Scappliw eornmerie ala completd: (See CCN 28777 mid 2169M)
7UTh Supplie couw me=k plux ws dc dfi m InezlcTecew ationdocmentsCAR339,closed 0*obw23,

120 15 arnd miociatd CAR 3599. dlosed lnuay 11.,2016 The a ~sWere uPdmtd a ecemmy ad we
piece o(MA'1Ev'sr dlto enwwe tt was. kn m Mmu v*w no inpact I* y u ae v wt bt

Sepplier -"-r---- selko vei ied leht and SCAR dosed (See 217747)

Based im the docwmnt listed ftn' vowiicuti M oft bi SCAR, lft coMvcve action sin ade&Ua to clos the SCAR.

I tupplk Corrodv* Action Report GosureApoa
fbw I

I(b)(6)
St OAPq 4-hit: !a

IConcuremc by: I--- l- Dal*

3 1-ksI Veriie br. I Tkk Dsle

Quality A ~AJLL~
IApprovisd br: / L)We ^-

This

Rlamon Histor:

Reassn for RevisioLIbdu2IZIIZ

245WQNA-OO5 RcV 1 (7/1015) Pir 3 of 3 Pat~ 24390-WT?'F-MT-bW
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_A"&Aka"%"LLSupplier Corrective Action Report (b)(6)
1-

Dale: June 25 2015 Document No.: 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-032 -Rev: 0

Tidle: ()4 ] CGD Survey issues

BY -

Requirenlentferenced Documents RPP-wVr PDC I
Requirement(s):

1b)4 Procedure QPM 6 1, Section 4 14 Commercial Grade Nuclear Suppliers (Category D) states that 'A Commercial
Grade Survey will address the supplier s ability to control critical characteristics of the associated Dedicated Parts Evaluation
(DPE) -

ICorresponding NQA-I Requirement: Commercial Grade Dedication, Element 7 Control of Purchased Items and Services
(b)(4)

I WTP Source Document Numnber- Supplier Audit #24590-WTP-AR-QA- 15-003

Desciption of Adverse Conditin
I

(b)(4) Contrary to the requirement E::ISurvelance Report 12-52 dated 10/30,2012 and Commercial Grade Items/Service
(b)(4) Checkist=Wl4-M0 for Commercial Grade Survey performed May 20-22, 2014 identify some areas that could ptentially

affect the critical characteristics of the items being manufactured at the 1b)(4) Plant located injtb5 4) I] The
following areas were not clear

*Surveillance Report 12-52, Section Areas for Improvement The following issue was discu~sed. 'At the Final Assembly
work station it was identified that numerous different Version/Build labels are commingling This provides the real

* possibly of incorrect labels being affixed to boards When mentioned, Quality Engineering acknowledged that boards had
indeed already been improperly labeled and that process improvement efforts are under way'

The commingling of boards was written up as an 'Area for imiprovement' T7he explanation in the report was unclear
Interview with the surveillance team member indicated that this was not a final inspection area and had been documented
in a CAR by the (b() lain personnel

(b)(4) 10 Survey ReportIZJ14-009 Finding 2 (CAR#2590) (b() received a notification dated 4/25/14 firon J.
involving an out of tolerance condition forLIL4 J]UC Voltage and Current Calibrator 04-ICC-0074 No
evidence was provided that a nionconfornance was issued, an evaluation was conducted or that corrective actions were
later taken Thle Corrective Action corrects the lack of notification when M&Th is about to go out of calibration, but did
not address the fact that personnel did not is~sue a non-conformance when a piece of out-of-calibration test equipinent was
identified The resolution in the reports was not clear

(b)(4) * Survey ReporI=l14-009- Finding 3(CAR#2591) "Swapped Oven Controller Swapped out oven contrller calibration
stickers remained and didn't get attached to the new oven Bar codes mismatched on another controller Corrective,
Actions Developed a procedure for equipment tracking inI)() Jand consider the activities to perform when a device I
is swapped, or replaced Trained affected personnel Althoiwiu ~ retv cin eeaporae hsdmntae
manufacturing with equipment out of calibration that could affect functionality and accuracy of PC Boards." The
resolution in the reports was not clear.

Identified by: j(b)(6) Title: Procurement Engineer Date: June 25, 2015

IValidated by: Title: Sr. QA Engineer Date: June 25, 2015-I-
Adverse Condition Evaluation

I

24590-QA-F00054 Rev I (Revised 7/1/2015) Page I of 3 Ref, 24590-WTP-GPP-MGT-067
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Supplier Corrective Action Report
U1 E nb 1-3114

Date: June 25 2015 Document No. 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-032 Rev 0

Title: 1(b)(4) --- CGI) Survey issues

1~
Iclassification 0R Non-sigmificant? I1 Significant

Impact evaluation:
Does the adverse condition impact items /services already received by the WTP Project?

0] Yes - Addressed in WTP-CR / NCR /CDR.

03 No - No impact (Justification required) No items shipped to the WTP

Is a stop work required prevent the condition firom recurrng in the supplier's production line? [] Yes[0 No

Is a stop shipment required to prevent the condition from affecting undelivered items / services? [: Yes 0 No

IRestiiction(s).

Supplier Response Direction
I

Supplier shal 1) document the adverse condition in their corrective action program, 2) detail the planned corrective actions
and expected completion date of thc corrective actions in the corrective action document and 3) forward the corrective action
document to yL~pii .clite~com by August 31, 2015 In addition to immediate, compensatory and remedial actions to
resolve the adverse condition the corrective action document must address the following selected items

0Cause analysis

0Extent of condition

0Action to correct the cause and preclude recurrence

Upon resolution of the adverse condition, the supplier shall provide a copy of the closed corrective action document and all
applicable objective evidence to substantiate resolution of the adverse condition to i aurgbgshtelcom

24590J-QA-F00054 Rev 1 (7/1/2015) Page 2 of 3 Ref: 2459O-WT?-GPP-MGT-G67
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Supplier Corrective Action Report .- Akudsmowt I
1(b)(6) JjV1311.4

IIIF

Date: June 25 205 Document No.--:24690-WTP-SCAR-QA-1S-032 Rev: 0

Tile: ()4 I G uvissue-

ICorrective Action Verificaton -I
Supplier torretive action piss received: (See CCN 28286 1)

The Supplier s response was received via emil

Supplier corrective action plan verified acceptable: (See CCN 282842)

The Supplier corrective action plan was documented in Internial corrective action documient CAR 3604 The camse was lack of
Clarity in how the 2012 Surveillance report area for improvements were described and no tracking of t cometive actions.
The extent of condition was limited to the b4 CG Survey Report and one follow-up surveillance. Action £o prevent
recurrence included major Supphercon'ective action program changes as documented in procedure GNP-CA-16-00, Corrccw

jAction Programv (CAP) Pwoccdurv, revision 00, March 1, 2015 which is after the subject CG Survey and survillanc was

Supplier corrective actions completed: (See CCN 286949)

The Supplier corrective action plan was documented in iternl corrective action documents CA&O closed October 15,
2015 The survelanc report, CG Survey and associated were clari fled in CAR 3604 and *&(b)(4) Icorrective action
documents There were no impacts to any HN1 WTP work.

Supplier corretive actions verified complete and SCAR closed (See 287747 & 2S6960)

Based on the documents listed for verification of this SCAR, the corrective actions are adequate to close the SCAR CCN
28696 provides t SME acceptance of the actions completed to close the SCAR.

[Supplier Corrective Action Report Closure Approval

1(b)(6)
Procurement Etgneer C~J. /,I3~LIConevurrence by:

'Title Dae

StOAEiner A/, GfIVerified by: Title Date
4

Quality Assessment
MananerApproved by.

Title I Nee- -- I
--

Revision History:

Rzvision Reason for Revision 111112
0 Initial issue.

24390'-QA-i 00054 Rcv I (7111201 5) Page 3 of3 Ref: 2459G-W1 P-GIIP-MOT-067
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Supplier Corrective Action Report (b6) I//d//e ,
ro4i

Date: June 25 2015 Document No.. 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-031 Rev. 0

Titde: I(b)(4) 7I7 Training and Remote Staff Issues

ISSuED BYRequiremnents/Referenced Documents
MRUn T'rP P-C -I

IRequirement(s):
QPM 18 0, section 4 22 require in part that "Each responsible Departmecnt Supervisor shall ensure that their employees are
appropniately trainied and competent to perform functions as described in their specific job desciription A Job Qualification
Record (form 0025), referencig the job description shall be signed by the responsible department Supervisor to certify that
the employee is competent to performn their specific job duties

ICorresponding NQA-l Requirement: Element 2 QA Program

WTP Source Document Number. Supplier Audit #24590-WTP-AR-QA-15-003

I.
Description of Adverse Condition

I

IFour Engineerng~ staff training records did not have Job Qualffication Record simdb h Alomnq I
4were missing the Job Qualification Record Form (b)(4) (b)(6) J

I(b)(4) (")6
(b)(4) (h)(@) Ione individw ;ated in I Iused the SAPHJRE software for a WTP Calculation (SIL) He did!

not have training on use of SAPHIRE software documented perIj~rocedurcs (4)(4)

Identified by: ()6 Title-. Sr QA Engineer Date: June 25, 2015

~1Validated by: Title: Sr QA Engineer Date- June 25, 2015LI
I Adverse Condition Evaluation I
IClassification: 0 Non-significant? C] Significant

Impact evaluation:
Does; the adverse condition impact items / services already received by the WTT3 Project9

[Yes -Addressed in WTP-CR /NCR /CDR
SNo - No impact (Justification required) No items shipped to the WTP

is a stop work required prevent the condition from recurring in the supplier s production l1= 9 C] Yes JZ No

Is a stop shipment required to prevent the condition from affecting undelivered items / services? [I Yes IR No

IRestriction(s):
==M=__

Supplier Response Direction

Supplier shall: 1) document the adverse condition in their corrective action program, 2) detail the planned corrective actions
and expected completion date of the corrective actions in the corrective action document and 3) forward the corrective action
document to wtns iu(~bechteI.comn by August 31, 2015. In addition to immediate, compensatory, and remedial actions to
resolve the adverse condition, the corrective action document must address the following selected items:

24590-QA-FOO054 Rev I (Revised 7/1/2015) Page 1 of 3 Ref 24590-WTP-GPP-MGT-0t67
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Supplier Corrective Action Report .i -
U11I 611, Y//

Date June 25 2015 Document No: 24590WTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-031 -Rev: 0

Tidle:. ( ]Training and Remote Staff issues

t~Cause analysis

0Extent of condition

0Action to correct the cause and preclude recurrence

Upon resolution of the adverse condition, the supplier shall provide a copy of the closed corrective action document and all
applicable objective evidence to substantiate resolution of the adverse condition to ff ftbtr.Com

24590-A-F00054 Rev 1 (7/112015) Page 2 of 3 Rrf: 24590-WTP-GPP-MGT-067



Supplier Corrective Action Report
M,

Date: June 25. 2015 Document No.: 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-15-31 Rev: 0

(b)(4) Title: IITraining and Remote Staff Issues

Corrective Action Verification
I

Supplier corrective action plan received: (See CCN 28286 1)

Thc Supplier's response was reccived via email

Supplier corrective action plan verified acceptable. (Sec CCN 282842)

The Supplier comi e action plan was documented in v ial c live action document CAR 3603 The cause was due to0
multiple project n -s and inattention to detail The extent of condition was limited to four Job Qualification Rcords notI
Ibeing filed in the individual training files The remote, person had been assigned a task specific activity that did not require
the full scope of traiining as would a regular full-time employee He no longer works for the Supplier Action to prevent
recurrence included refresher trning for project managers aind staff

Supplier corrective actions completed: (See CCN 286949)

The Supplier corective action plan was documented in internal corrective action documents CAR 3603, closed October 13,
2015 The Job Qualification Records were approved and refresher traning documented on "Training Attendance records
daed Aug=s 19, 2015 and September 9,205.There were no unpactsto any BN WT work.

Supplier corrective actions verified complete and SCALR closed (See 2"774)

Based on the documents listed for verification of this SCAR, the corrective actions are adequate to close the SCAR.

Supplier Corrective Action Report Clomure Approval

I(b)(6)
Sr QA Engineer 5. &kIConcurrence by: J.

ide Date

I.- ,rhy -L, /,Sr QA EngineerIVerified b):
Title Date

Quality Assessment
3 ___Mg4naglerIApproved by. 1 Title a"-

Revision History:

Revision ___ Reamit for Revision

0 1Initial issue.

24590-QA-FOO054 Rev 1 (7/1/2015) Page 3 of 3 Ref 24590-WTP-GjPP-MGT-067
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Supplier Corrective Action Report

Dte;ts June 25, 2015 Document No.: 24590-WTP-SCAR-OA-15-03 Rev: 0

ie: (b()ISoftware Procedures PPM 2,02 & PPM 7 04 Issues Regarding Controls for Design

I ~qu1eRtttcrmeIlts ISSUD BYl
Requirement(s): RPP-WT? PE~

b)(4) procedure QPM 2.2, Section 4.3.2 reqinres in part that" 0 procedure deail to be corn rate with tho level of
control I y to entsure compliance wxfth the Teqiremnents of the Theonex Quality Systan*ICorresponding NQA-l Requiremenit: Subpart 2 7 and Elemnent 5, Instructions, Procedures and Drawings

WTP Source Document Number. Supplier Audit #24590-WTP-AR-QA-15-003

r. T I .

4~PJ4Mj)~ .1 t

This followig semlence contained in PPM 2 02 us not NQA-I coinphent if this sentence u~y~ thtcoUIPu
approved by hxiustry or the U S Nuclear Rogulatory Commission (NRC) can be used at LE1J withut any
1VenficatiodValtdation, or C ralion/Change Management

IPPM 2 02, mrevso 003, section 4A4.21I states uPreVezrfied programs may be tidustry/NRC approved programs or software
tools developed or verified by in accordance vith PPM 7 04 " The following sentence stales "Verification of
computer programs shall be d d per the guidance in PPM 7 04." However. te scope of PPM 7.04 s Software Too)
Devekipmen

IThere awe no directions regardng which sections of PPM 7 04 shall be folowed for software such as SA" MIR which is
(b)(4) 1acquired * whch is developed by the R&D group and used by the Supplier fora SIL clcuaion. PPM2 02 or PPM

j7 04 needs to clearly state the required sections to be followed

IThe purpose of the statements maSection 4 4 22 of PPM 2 02 statemnen (1) and (2) re confusmg as stated because theseane

the requirements for Pre-verified software

Identifed by. 1(b)(6) ] Title: Software QA Engineer Date: June 25,2015

IValidated by: Title: Sr. QA 15ngineer Date:- June 25, 2015
-7- IAae CUIoix Eu~atidtt

I Q ssktin 0 Non-significant? 0 Stinficant

lImpact "nalation-.
Does the advesse condition impact items Iservices already recemvd by the WTP Projectl

0 Yes - Addressed in WTP-CR /INCR ICDR-

L3 No - No impact (Justification required): No itcnis have been, shipped to the V/TI.

is a stop work required prevent the condition from recurring in the supplier's production line? C Yes 0 No

Is a sto shipment required to prevent the condition from affecting undelivered item/ services? [:] Yes 0 No

Rzestrkifon(s):

24590-QA-F00054 Rev I (Revised 7/1/2015) Pagc I of 3 Ref. 24590-WTP-GPP-MGT-067



Supplier Corrective Action Report
IJW 3116

flutt June 25 2015 Documnt No.: 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-15-030 RIev- 0

1thie: I (b) (4) 111 ioftware Procedures PPM 2.02 & PPM 7 D4 Issues Regarding Controls for Design
Analysis Software

SuIppller Respouse ,frectlOD I -I
Supplier shas ocuenttheadvrs condition in thein correctivic action progrm.n 2) detai the planned corrective actionsandexpcte copleiondat ofthecorectveactions in the cormetivi: action documnt, and 3) forward the corrective action 1

idocument to -PtfisAu ,chteLcotii by Auguist 31, 2015 In addition to immuediate compensatory, anid remedial actionis to
Iresolve the adverse condition the corrective action document must address the following selected items

0 Cause anlysts

0Extent of condition

0 Action to corrWc the cause and preclude recurrence

Upon resolution off the adverse condition, the supplier shall provide a copy of the closed corrective action documnent and all
applicable objective evidence to substatiate resolution of the adverse condition to " Kht-elX-OM

24590.QA-F00054 Rev 1 (7/112015) Page 2 of 3 Ref: 24590-WTrP-GPP-MGT-067



Supplier Corrective Action Report AUnhmm-t
1(b)(6) F/v //b

D)ate: June 25 2015 Document No 24590-WVTP-SCAR-QiA-15-030 Rev -0

itle: 1(b)(4) ] Software Procedures PPM 2 02 & PPM 7 04 Issues Regarding Controls for Design
Amalysis Software

I 1core% ve "Otil~ Vea1fictwon -i
SpPlier corrective actioni plan received (See CMN

The Supplier s response was received letter

Supplier corrective action plan verified acceptable (See CCN 282842)

The Supplier corrective action plan was documented in internal corrective a Mt f10 mt CAR 3602 The corrective
actions included revising the affected procedures, replacemnt of a procedure anid updates to the project nagement plan-

Supplier corrective actions completed (See CCN 286949)

The Supplier corrective action plan was d led in internal corrective action do4 tsCAR 3602, closed November
12, 2015 The Supplier revised procedure PPM 2 02 and the project pLanning procedure PPM 1.0 to addres the plan=&n
issues such as use of design analysis software. Procedure PPM 7 04 was replaced by QNP-EN-03-O1 Surveillance #24590-
WTP-SUV-QA-16-011I (CCN 2.87746) added a new restriction Tegarding performance of acceptance testig per NQA-1
2000 Subpart 2.?, Paragraph 404

Supplier corrective actions verified complete and SCAR closed (See CCN 25864 and 287746)

Surveillanc #24590-WTP-SUV-QA-16-0l I (CCN 287746) was performed, mn part, to verify actions to close tins SCAR were
adequate and complete Based on the docunmnts listed for verification of this SCAR, the corrective actions are adeuate to

Iclose the SCAR. The Software QA Engineer was a team member on the surveillance.

F S~p~11~CoztecUve Aptlo~i Uep~t C1~ieiire Apprt~1 -j
- i

1(b)(6)
Software QA Engineer S--ILAP&IConcurrence by:I1

Title Dat

Sr QA Enginee ~I/7/~IIVerified by- -7Tite Dule

Quality Assessn V
Manager - 4 1131/6IApproved by: I Title -7- bate

Revison History:

Reasoni or VM "

0 Initial issue.

24590XQA-FO0054 Rev 1 (l11f2015) Page 3 of 3 Ref. 24S90-WTP-GPP-MGT-067
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Supplier Corrective Action ReportF1j

Date: June 25, 2015 Document No.- 24590-WTP-SGAR-QA-15-029 Rev: 0

Title:,b)4 I Engineeftn Revoew and f li ISSUED BY

zg-rr-Yv 11 ar.~I Kqunirentfreced Documents

Requlfreet(s):.

1) PPM 2.0, section 4 4.9, requires for nuclear proects, sil1 hard~ware design documents vwil be revierwed by a Project
Iradepta ent Reviewer (MRE) to verify the teclinical adequacy and accuracy of the design (design verificatton) and dhe
design d ents requiring Design Review C it (DRC) are listed on DRC Requirement Guideline, Appendix 2"

PPM 3.0, section 4.4, requires "If a customer review is required, their revew shall also be documnented on the DRR."

2) BNl documnent 24590-WTP-3PS-3D03-T000. kngmewrmg Speczfiaon for Pr table Protection System, revisionI4, Section 1 7.2 1 requires 'Quulilications of technical personnel and project management assigned to Whs project are

required to be reviewed by WTP prior to being assigned to the project."

Corresponding NQA-l Requirement.- Element 3, Design Control

WIT Source Documeit Number: Supplier Audit #24590WTP-AR-QA-1S-003

-ILDescription of Advorwc Condition
I

1) The Document Review Comment Sheet (DRCS) for 1 052163-AMR-1-90 Enclosure Electrical Power Consumption
(EEPC), was not performed for revision C

The Documnent Review Record (DRR) for 1052162-AMR- 1-050, l00,l01,102,05,20130 and 355, Design Drawings,
did not include Revision A thru D DRCS documents The DRR begins at Rev. E and ends at Rev F.

Prior DRCS comments are beting excluded from the DRR package. Example From excluded DCRS for AMR drawings
Rev C item 2 BINI Comment regarding the requiremenit for 'switched ungrounded voltage <50 V is violet not light
blue " 71c DRCS response from the supplier is "Agreed Changed All switched ungrounded voltage <60 V to Violet
not Light Blue " However, latest revision of AMR documents shows this problem has re-occurred.

The following is a partia list of docments rtured by BNI Status Code 3

b4 J 052163-LAW- 1-833, Rev (lOB, Evidence of SIL Capability for
LOW Activity Waste (LAW) Safety Syste Logic Solver

11052163-AMR-l1-050 Rev OGE, Bill of Material Ciabnet AMR-
ENCL-0003

b) (4) 1 052163AMR- -201, Rev DOD Power Wring 120 VAC
Distrib~ution Cabinet AMR-ENCUMM00

()4): J 052 163-AMR-l-355, Rev. OOD, I y Drawing AC Power
Wiring Cabinet AMR-ENCUAJMUO.-

(b)(4 ]105263-AMR-1 -908 Revision D, December 2014, Enclosure Heat
Load Anayss (EHLA) for ?' DUS A niTeagent (AMR) Safetty System Logic Solver.

b4 :] 1052 163-AMR4O4I, Project Traceability Matrix (PTM) for
ible Protection System 24S90-WTP-3PS-JD03-T0002, Rev. 3.

(b) (4) -I document number 1276572-012T, V~)4) in at 11:: --( )(4)
TECII-03, revision 16, C F~iTliide Dedication Procedure

243W0QA-FOOD54 Rev 1 (Revised 7/U126 IS) Page I of 4 Ref, 24590-qT-GPP-MGT-067



Supplier Corrective Action Report ftft4ham
1094

Date: June 25. 2016 Documeut No: 245W0WTP-SCAR-QA-15.29 Rev: 0

[ ! MgReviews andPersonnel
-a-

(b)(4) (b)(6) 12) The review [1I1 fTor 1052163-AMR-1 -833Evwade qefSlL Capabdly revision A, was wo evaluated by BNi
WTP The supplieid not provide personnel qualifcation documents to WTP for review prior to the reviewor bein

Iassigned

lIIdentified by 1(b)(6) Titic. Eniginee Date: June2S, 2015

Validated by: Wthe Sr QA Engineer Date: June 25,2015I 
zn...W

Adverse Condition Evaluation I
Classification: [] Non-significant? 0 Sigificant

Impact evaluation:
Does the adverse condition impact ateins / services already received by the WTP Project?
0O Yes-A, d in WTP-CR/INCR/ CDR

No - No ipact, (Justification required)- No itemrs shipped to WTP and the Supplier has also identified this issue as
significant in their corretive action program CAR #2298 was in t screening process at the time of the audit.

Is a stop work required prevent the condition from n g in the supplier's production line? E3 Yes 0 NoLIs a stop shipment required to prevent the condition from affectig undelvercd items / seies? 0 Yes 0 No

Ion
LSupplier R1P.Iesponse Dini -I

I supplier shall 1) document the .Avem condition in their c e action program 2) detail the planned corrective actions
and vxpeted completion date of the corrective actions in the corrective action document and 3) fbrwrd the corrective actionI

eit to v Igufiieclitel-vom by August 31, 2015. In addition to immediate, compensatory, and remedial actions to
resolve the adverse condition, the corrective action document must address the following selected itm

09 Cause analysis

Extent of Condition

0Action to correct the caus and preclude recurrence

Upnrslto fteavmecniin tsple h proor e t vacpotclosedionuv ni
it and all

Iapplicable objective evidence to substantiate reolution of thie adverse condition to wt &jehteI.CoBI.
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Supplier Corrective Action Report
lot

Dote: June 26,2Z015 Docament No.: 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-i5-029 Rev: 0

luw.- [b)(4) ----- jEnigeering Reviews and Pernel
J

~Corrective Action Verlficafon -I
Suppler corrective action plan received (See CCN 282861)

The Supplier's response was received letter.

Supplier corrective action plan verified acceptable (See CCN 28282)

The Supplie corroctve action plan was d cited in intrnl corrective action d it CAR 360 1. The cause was generally)
global in natujre and attributed to persnnel performance and lack of attention to detail The extent of condition as noted mn
CAR 3601, Apparent Cause Evaluation, Section 3-0, indicates the extent applies to the entire BNI PP1 order Action to preventrecuerence included communicaton of BNI requiremnts to staff, meetings to discuss attenton to detail, use of the d Wtl
review forms and process, and a "Lessons Learned" meceting.

iSupplier corrective actions completedl (See CCN 286949)

The Supplier corrective action plan was documented in internal corrective action documents CAR 360 1, closed October 28,1
12015 The Supplier held and documented various meet ogincluding a lessons learned meeting

The closure of this SCAR was initially rejected by the Lesponsible Engineer (See CCN 2896951 =nd 287264) due to direction,
whwinch dd not meet the human factors requirenients of BNI Specification #24590-WTP-3PS-3D03-T0002, Enghnering
Spec~ficatlon for Progammable Protecton Syvstem and IMEE # 1023-1988, IEEE Guide for Applicaftms of hfiiman F7actors'
'Engineering to Sysems Equipment and Facilities of Nuclear Power Generating £ratio, to ensure engineering drawings
reflect the needs of all users Information wich contradiiced theme requirements was given by the Supplier to engieritig staff
in a "Lessons Learned"' meeting The Supplier clarified and coirected the infornation, presented to staff during Surveillance

#24590-WTP-SUV-QA-16-0 I and the surveillance tearn obtained documnentaition of cngineruig staff meeting attendance
dated May 1], 2106 (See CCN 289174).

There were no impacts to any BNI WTP work

Supplier corrective actions verified complete sod SCAR closed (See CCN 288674 and 289175)

Surveillance #24590-WTP-SUV-QA-I 6-011 was p xl, in part, to verify actions to close this SCAR wvere adequate sadI
complete Based on the documents listed for verification of this SCAR, the corrective actions are adequate to close Ote SCAR.

~CCN 289175 provides the SME acceptance of the actions completed to close the SCAR.

Supplier Corrective Action Report Closure Approval -i
on'it E

I Cocurrence by-.: Titde Date

Sr. QAE meet_- S11312,16
IVerified by: Title Date

Quality Assessment
- (-//3/& IApprovod by: Title 11 lateI

24590-A-FM054 Rev 1 (7/l/2015) Page 3 of 4 Ref- 24S90-WTP-GPP-MGT-067



Supplier Corrective Action Report -- NWMT 1

Dst. June 25,2015 Document No.: 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA- 15"29 Rev: 0

Tide:L-L lEngineeftn Reviews aknd Personnel
__A

Revison History:

Lev4ion 1 I9maou for Revision ~71
0 InItial issue. IzIj

24590-QA-F00034 Rev 1 (7112l015) Page 4 of 4 Rel- 24S90AVT'-GPP-MGT.067
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Supplier Corrective Action Report
FUl

11-1 I-N i

~i \\ V
Date: June 8 2016 Document No. 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-027 Re%: 0

1 itle: ()4 1 failed to follow their procedure in the creation of CGD Plans CGD121

Description of Adverse Condition

Ag a result of the DOE C)RP audit (CCN 274980). b4failed to follow dieir piocedure in the creation of COD Platt.
CG0D121 CGI) dedication plan for BX2 Packing Gland Adiuster 1 he follown 1, are the noted detkicnicies

I T he COD plan deri eloped by [ JdId not follo%% the format of and include infortnation required b% the BNI-
accepted procedure for CGD plan development

a) NQP11-l1-4. Paragraph 7 3 stkd that the headiiij, iforination shall susujin traceability of the ( W1 plan to a distnx
itcm Or Sernee Several item.- were listed as required to gustarn that traceahbhtm The CGD plant heading did not tontjtn the
name of the Lo%torner contract punt havsc ordr.I~ I'-ales urder number the itemis
recognized identification part :,ibers, and a description of the items as required

b) Paragraph 7 4 part A "Identification " did not list all of required -ntnies required S ,. ven of the 13 rekluiied entries
were not listed

I Quantity of each item

it Applicable customer name and squpplicr nomenclature. including draw ing iiumber %% ith revwsion/date part

number

InI Anticipated service and operatint, conditions enironmientL

i,. Design features

I v A %tatement whether the item can or cannot be ordered from a catalogue

Ivi Suppliers~ of tht. itemq including tht suppliers~ approved supplier list addre-o,

%it Relevant tommercial grade %urmc) number that uah identifitd as appropriate for the COI) process being

Idocumented

2) Paragraph 7 5 Part B b6). stated in pan Identify the credible failure methanism(s) associatecl with the item q
functions and enter the CFMA results f hi: critical failure modes anal)yis tCl MA) discussion did not addrest u'ic of the
wiong packing material ab a potential failure The purchase order speciikily required the use of a graphite gasket Becausie
the type of gaqket material for this application m~as not artalyied az a potential failure mode the ditgn charactusti4j %,,as
not establts-hcd and a CCFA was not idtentified in either f(able D or in the mate: ial code six et for the packing imaterial

Siue was discussed ak a credible failurt m..ichawn howevor the plan stated in paragraph 6 1 that diniensions and
component mating wildl be proved during shell tesotut flydrostatit te- ttng will nly demonstrate that the packing can be
tightened to hold pressure I-xerit nce has show n that imprope r ?wcd packnig can result in -.alv stem bnidin1, and galling
\kbich can ultimately result in \al~c s-tein leakagi. Since thb)(4) j~ninimr.ial grade h~um v of t (the padang
material subtier supplier) discusted ho\, the company inbraas ph\Nca dimensionis thc dedication plan ,"ould ha\ %.
referenced the critical prctss for managing paLking Size In thL- commercial grade sur\ev x;5 \k a) to address a credible
packing failure mechanism, (packing size)

3) Paragraph 77, PartD -CCI A

it T he COT) plan included a table requirvd by the procedure inclu ding specifi informiatiton to be inrcluded in specific
columns The layout of the columns refeirnced in the procedure wvas not the same a-, those "included in the tdhble in the COD
plan.

it, Table Critical CharalLteristic CC 1, "Ident ificat ion," stated that acceptance will be by Method I and be conducted during
the receiving inspectioii

a Criterion for this inspection omitted the packiAng gland

b Although the criteria column states that the adiu-stei shall have the mateiial identified on it. it does not reference the
Uc0 ,ptance criteria (i e., the material that the adjuster should be) For other items, being dedicated, the material control sheet

24594.QA-FXj54 Rev, 0 (Revised 7 25,2014) Pagc I of 4 Rdt. 24590-W rTP-GPP.Mt-4(1



Supplier Corrective Action Report -----A

fill

Date: June 8 2016 Document No.: 24590-WVTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-027 -Rev: 0

Title: ()4 failed to follow their procedure in the creation of CGD Plans CGDI 21

(MCS) was referenced in the CGD plan as the document to provide acceptance criteria In this case, the marings

section of the MCS listed the appropriate acceptance criteria for the adjuster However, the MCS was not referenced in the

i CGD plan
CThe commercial grade survey for the labeling critical process, discussed how each container of packing is labeled

to likthe material to the customer requirements (purchase order) The label for the packing was not evaluated during the
receipt inspection

4) Table CC 2, 'Material Verificaio, stated that acceptance will be by Methods I and 2

an Some inspection criteria were provided for Method 1, however, acceptance criteria for critical I * to be

Ievaluated were not provided for Method 2

lb The test/inspection for the method lhss positive material identification/external testing, however, the use of an
external testing activity and name of the subtler vendor that would perform it is not referenced in the acceptance criteria for
the packing, pacing gland, or adjuster

c Acceptance criteria for the packing CCFA stated that a certificate of conformance (COC) from the supplier shiall
verify compliance to the applicable MCS The MCS for packing does not list a material section, however, in the
documentation section it stated that a COC stating the component complied with the)4) terial code,
drawing, and a statement the material supplied was manufactured, sampled, tested, and inspected in accordance With any
applicable ASTM International (ASThI) standards The appropriate ASTM, standard for this set of packing, and the
acceptance criteria was not listed

15) Table CC 3, "Performance," stated the test/tispection method will be by[=Manufacturing, (t)(4)
I a Test/inspection method did not list the specific type of inspection required (i e , visual, dimensioflal, marking, etc)

In this instance the test/inspection method should have been specified as a hydrostatic test

b The criteria section specified performance of a hydrostatic test but did not specify that the test be performed in
accordance with the Inspection and Test Plan for the assembled valve The criterion did not reference hydrostatic test
pressure, the test fluid, or the hold time It should be noted that while the above information and acceptance criteri was not
listed in the CGD plan as required, ts information was in 10212, Inspection and Test Plan, Rev 3 However, the Inspection
and Test Plan was not referenced in the table

6) NQP7-l-4 stated that the documentation for the acceptance criteria column should identify the specific results
associated with the test/inspection process consistent with the verification method selected Include the tolerance limits or
range of readings considered acceptable For example, a length may be expressed as 1"'-+/- 0 005", or hardness as RC45-50
Insert a drawing number, test name specification, standard or test procedure test jug or fixture to provide a fr-ame of
ref-erence for acceptance Contrary to the procedure requirement

a The criteria section for this CGD plan did not list the acceptance criteria as required

lb The MCS for the cast adjuster uncluded heat treat (design characteristics) and NDE (inspection requirement)
CCFA were not identified to address these MCS expectations

7) Paragraph 7 8, Part E, "Commercial Grade Survey Verification," did not list the survey number, the supplier, the
expiration date for the survey, or list the CCFA/critial processes included as part of the survey as required. lIn addition, a
statement was not made in the plan that the scope of the current CGI) plan was within the scope of the survey performed and
that all CCFA are valid under the same survey as required.

E~ V1 1issued two purchase orders and performed the CGD of the three item covered by the purchase orders prior to the
CGD plan and CGD survey procedure being submitted to BN1 for acceptance as required.

8). On May 15. 2014, and May 21, 2014,_()4 ssued purchase orders tol(b)(4) __1

(b)( 4  jr spctivly. The CGD plan that was to be used to dedicate the Urecoi nents, an adjuster, packing
anassemt y, ano packing, covered by the two purchase orders was issued Rev. 0 byLL1(h)(1) on May 2, 2014.

24590-QA-F00054 Rev 0 (7/25/2014) Page 2 of 4 Ref. 24S90-WTP-GPP-MGt-067



Supplier Corrective Action Report
u-el

Date June 8 2016 Document No.- 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-1 5-027 -Rev: 0

Title I(b)(4) f--ailed to follow their procedure in the creation of CGD Plans CGD1 21

~~~1
The CGD plan was returned to [ (b(4)Zlwith comments on August 4, 2014, as Code Status 3 (revise and resubmit, work
may not proceed) The CGD plani hadoeen approved prior these comments and had not been authorized by BNI to be
used to dedicate the components

In addition , is to provide an extent of condition to determine that all dedication plans submitted to the WTP meet
Iall ofthe r mts of the 1(b)(4) Pedication procedure

IIdentifled by:I(b)(6) 1 Til Procurement Engineering Date: 5/29/15

iValidated by:I Title. SQn Lead Date: 6/1/15

I Requirements/Referenced Documents
-. 4

Requirement(s):

I b)4 procedure NQP7-l1-44 (b)(4) TGD Procedure Rev 5, dated August 3, 2012

1 2) BNlPurchase OrdeC b 4 Ii
WT`P Source Document Number: DOEIORP Performance Audit, Finding U- 14-QAD-RPPWTP-001 -F02 (CCN 274980) "I

I Adverse Condition Evaluation

IClassification: Is the adverse condition determined to be significant? 0 Yes 0 NoI

Stop work: Is a stop work restrction required at tis time to prevent the condition from recuriing
mn the production lin 9  [I Yes Z NoI

Stop shipment- Is a stop shipment restriction required to prevent the condition from affecting
undelivered items or services? [3 Yes Z NoI

1Items/services received: Does the adverse condition impact iterns/services already received by the WTP Project?
C] Yes - Addressed in PIERJ/NCR/CDR number

10 No - No imact (Justification required) No valves under this purchase order have been shipped to the WTP

Supplier Response Guidance

The Supplier is requested to respond to WTP no later than July 15, 2015. The initial response must includc a corrective
action plan and the planned completion date of corrective actions 21 documentation to support completed corrective actions.
The supplier corrective action must include the following:

Supplier's corrective action document number
0Extent of condition (for significant conditions only)
0Cause Analysis (for significant conditions only)

24590-QA-F00054 Rev 0 (7f25/2014) Page 3 of 4 Ref, 24590-WTP-GPP-MGt-067



Supplier Corrective Action Report
EWJ

Date: June 8 2016 Document No.: 24590-WVTP-SCAR-QA- 15-027 Rev: 0

Title: -11falled to follow their procedure In the creation of CGD Plans CGDI 21

0Corrective Actions

Upon resolution of the adverse condition, the supplier is requested to provide a copy of their closed corrective action
document and objective evidence to substantiate closure Responses should be sent to 3YtyPdcrk~bechtel.com with
1 tsgu(a'bechtel.com on copy Note: All attachments should be PD!' files

Corrective Action Verification (For WTP use)

The Supplies summitted resolution of the adverse condition (received May 26, 2016) included a revised CGD plan and *1
I PrC e (see CCN 289179) The Plan and procedure were reviewed by the SCAR initiator and were found to be

acceptable (see CCN 289183) The Supplier did not provide d :ntation that they had performed a corresponding Extent
of Condition or a Causal Analysis, as initiall[yrequired (see above) However, the SCAR initiator and verifier decided that
given the Supplier's unique situation, these actions would no longer be necessary to close this SCAR and allow shipment
The Supplier is no longer performing Q-level work and will abandon its nuclear business altogether with shipment of the
three completed WTP valves still in its possession, pending resolution of this SCAR With the cessation of work, neither an
Extent of Condition nor a Causal Analysis would serve any purpose to WTP The accepted CGD plan and procedure are
sufficient to close this SCAR

I
Supplier Corr ive A, port Closure, Aptiroyal

1Procurement EngineeringIConcurrence by:! I-- - - r ~A24~zJ
Title Date

Supplier Qualification 61,/'/ &(;
SupervisorIVerified by: Title Date

IApproved by: [j~:zz 9jF~Lb i2
Tjtldthlt l b .ateI

w1r/

Revision History:

Revision Date -LII Reason for Revision
0 June 8 2016 Initial issueii

24590-QA-F00054 Rev 0 (7/25(2014) Page 4 of 4 Ref: 2459G-WTP-GPP-M~t-067
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CCN 291829
Ui. Supplier Corrective Action Report Attachment 2

Date: 8/30/16 Document No: 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-16-020 Rev

Title: ()4 JLong Term Storage Issues

I Requirements/Referenced Documents -I
IRequirement(s): (b)4 4 NQA -I Long Term Storage Requirements, Rev 2

I Trend Codes 2, 5, 8,13, 16 17,

IWVTP Source Document Number: 24590-WTP-SUV-QA- 16-022 (CCN 291829)

I Description of Adverse Condition I1
INumerous examples of deviations from the I(b)(4) jilong term storage procedure (IPI- 12-100) were observed
during the 2016 BNI WTP suspension surveillance Examnples included

0 Missing marking/labeling on pipe, plate, and other items Id)4 only)
0 No caps on some openings despite the 2016 inspection report indicating otherwise Ib4) only)
0 No evidence that the interior of a PJM vessel stored outside in b4 was inspected as required The vessel is

shrink-wrapped and the QC Manager indicated that it had not been recently uncovered (despite verification of such
on the inspection report)
Tw veylag main vessels (23245 and 23246) and a head of a third (23247) have =en recentiy moved at the
Iffilt~Zl facility They are now stored in an unprotected area (outside th4(b)(4) SThe items are
not covered in any manner and some peripheral openings are not capped The Supplier's General Manager was
aware of the move but no corrective action or noncompliance report was presented
Numerous examples of incomplete sentences are evident on the 2016 Jspecti on checklist

0 206 jinspection checklist is missing some complete and partal sections that should have been included
(per the proceduire)

9 The 2016 insecio was not prformed b the QC Manager and the Project Manager as required
0 No record of either the 201 51 1) Jr(4jjj3ns"pections could be located (Note no report of the 2016

4b)4)I mspection was produced but the results were discussed during the surveillance - the 2016 checklist

ffmab presumed to have been in preparation, as the inspection was only performed the day before the[b 4
I T}rion of the surveillance)

0 The storage procedure contains checklist templates fo ((4 and (b)(4) pcions (Appendix A).
Those templates are incomplete, as they do not show a subsection *4e ' or someutnot all) of the listed inspection
categories

* No evidence of storage procedure training for the current QC Manager or Project Manager (presumed to be the
General Manager) was provided Both positions have responsibilitie-, identified in the storage procedure

24590-RAQA-FO002 Rev I (Revised 12/2112015) Page 1 of 3 Ref: 24590-WTP-GPP-RAQA-QA-2005
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CCN 291829Supplier Corrective Action Report Attachment 2

Date- 8/30/16 Document No. 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-i 6-020 Rev.

Title: ()4 jI-ong Term StorageIssues

Identified by: I(b)(6) Title- Sr QA Specialist Date: 8/30/16

Supplier QualificationIValidated by: Title Date: 8/30/16Supervisor'I
IAdverse Condition Evaluation II
IClassification- I) Non-significant? 0D Significant

Impact Evaluation
Does the adverse condition impact items /services already received by the WTP Project?

C3I Yes -Addressed in WTP-CR /NCR/CDR
03 No - No impact (Justification required) All issues are related to long-term storage at the Supplier s facilities

Is a stop work required prevent the condition from recurring in the supplier's production l1n 9  ElJYes Z No

Is a stop shipment reqired to prevent the condition from affecting undeivered items / services'? EU Yes 0 No

Restriction(s): None - stop work (except for storage) and stop shipment are already in place

Supplier Response Direction
Supplier shall[ 1) document the adverse condition in their corrective action program, 2) detail the planned corrective actions
and expected completion date of the corrective actions in the corrective action document, and 3) forward the corrective
action document to wt~siu~beciitel com by 10/21/16 In addition to immediate, compensatory and remedial actions to
resolve the adverse condition, the corrective action document must address the following selected items

0Cause analysis

0Extent of condition
SAction to correct the cause and preclude recurrence

Upon resolution of the adverse condition, the supplier shall provide a copy of the closed corrective action document and all

Iapplicable objective evidence to substantiate resolution of the adverse condition to wtvsouaibeclitelco2M

Corrective Action Verification

Supplier corrective action plan received (See CCN )

iSupplier corrective action plan verified acceptable (See CCN )

ISupplier corrective actions completed (See CCN )

ISupplier corrective actions verified complete and SCAR closed (See CCN )

24590-RAQA-FO0002 Rev I (Revised 12/21/2015) Page 2 of 3 Ref. 24590-WTP-GPP-RAQA-QA-2005



CCN 291829
U11J Supplier Corrective Action Report Attachment 2

Date: 8130/16 Document No.: 24590-WTP-SCAR-QA-1 6-020 Rev:

Title: b)) J Long Term Storage Issues

Supplier Response Direction (continued) -I
I[Supplier Corrective Action Report Closure

jConcurrence by:
P#1tu7Ype Name nde Signature Date

Verified by:
rInnLTvpe Name 711l0 Signature Date

Quality Assessment
IApproved by: 1(b)(6) Manager

Pnrnvl)'pe Namne Title Signature Date

Revision History:

Revision Reason for Revision I'll'
0E In~itaisu ]

24590-RAQA-F00002 Rev I (Revised 12/21/2015) Page 3 of 3 Ref: 2459OAVTP-GPP-RAQA-QA-2005



C Ys 2 7 5 1AP
Attachment 4

r~a Supplier Comretive Act on Report

Date. June25 2015 I)OCUmlent NO 24i,59O-WTP-SCAR-0A. 1 5-028 _R-N
(b)(4) 11111; Use and Conrorl of D~esign Analysts Software

Requirements/'Reference4d,)ocument4s

Stwarnaiy PPM ? 02 Pn"d PM 7 0,Y ;Ne~~ soiL-w -_e t verified and vrjidatcd or rjc- vet-ifid pflo t0 use

Use of JMAF~i

1) PPM3O0 stvctnt 9 1 r:juviec The PLO or de c shail dr~elod and rr~tana a Frojec* MasterCofuis(MCL) that icicnrii I p p.', F o,-tct docu-n nt~ %Alu ciare uae ,o the cnndu I, of Project P'cnvit;zi e-documer s troe finval y! i of rat on i i MCL is a kzx elem iii numa wnV Projec docment co,. ..co! vtherefore 0.ily docaime i,.W listed on the ivIC1 snail Ueused f'O. the coaduct of Project rcavtie- Ti,- IC_. sh.?I Ndeeit4'the ciuTewI ievi~ion o, all Frotect docenet

PPM 4t 0, secton? 2 3 eNuuv -Tb NCL sha,_!, be itsco as the c~I.e~o,- docimeaz toi veq y:bqt indtNrrior i. Projeci r.viti .rc i c ue sicni, C .1 £GV1 !nctd id j lon Pxe J'(,o PM 10 _W... ~relat-0 to CL The projectn r ( I a!' i-itat tht iL'to ciptand ve -fy ih.- cr y-cu -, .ar o, -and is._ned dociiix'ervs idei ftion h C r o~ing t sed -roject PC ~O W The Projtxt (Xv11 ~y #~s.Engiaeer ( A7) wQ mu:, Ar P I Ve lci~tlex,, it- I xcsr, ry to eoasjrc crim ~1iace ith tbcn. eu-rrt 7)ltVcrflcat.0fl ecoi"i'les 0all oc ocum,,Yi llc U

2) PPM OA scz.n2 1 ILMiue Avas, ,~'t L1.' ( 'CLj I shal 0C'cv,,), in aco;(trc -tIbappi cable poitiooq, of PP I 3 0 for e fx.etool

3) PPM 2 0? xction ,ireqwwis sofmare F( Inc ucult ton I* i-t on zw.:nI t of caur'uer Itise for sc -. y Mea.,:-d p ~oetsprPP\,. ' UaLi1r* pr) r&U 10

I M1 / G-# stctionPA rtqu ,,e~ Upyoi Co ; 4,icof t it rzvizv, p7 octss(&'Tp 4 4U~sf '"~~iicoml (c ed fiiix fricticoal vic, r-.edy ' -r veai~tii t fidetiri The. .. o~,- tt is V0% r 'ubject It, o. o 1.1L ia>.Contios rMi th2- FE hhal' c bvu- ilt iAMte iwa too! _,,:e,,,clOe rfe a clftw.arc Deve&ccoidatce %,ith Segwoi 4 5 opi-rl-nf`.& I., (SD I Iflit 'eseo 1,e -,aI uorSo ae Tool wi stz: Dil,- read-( nU 2)-coni~airig the Pro~ec OA,, eweu 'ie -x~on of Lhci k.Ofvarc *,c~epphical1e Thec SD Ih cc ubmiittx; ~o the 1`11,,V (iiro- I

PPM 7 (ASC tion 5 req~uire Th ifix are tool uiles hd oc mrntied by flc sf~4ie e'e-loxi o,, '. -ccFiguie1  p-ci :.o sub, niq' ~o the IVL-*/' _ oup fo- c ! A !1 -Ivi (1, ho s twI-e !CO.su rA *Ic to the YV,--Group- ,Wa. b,- placed oa a. -. iDis. ( (i d-o-l CD-.Ri and. Il o~e c)z ci ic h Project it c such tha is accZe- ii1'reand retnevab~c *o thie P)roject Iiaiigex 11A, uflu TWV /iiiae Ali vcrsio Isof We. rsnfiva-e t~ol sic,ntCd1 o 0IV&V Croup slhal U afo tie pirced or, the \u1clear fntegTclon, (N . t uiefiro., drive by PDC

5) If SAFHIR -, is clrs der-td, p-e-v--rified, PPM ') 02ii~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ArK~l O ei vrfPM~0ectioni 2 1, rcQe Yx- Ps i),- pg ran mzy bK ind.-r R'i(b)(4) approved progr-ans or softw -e too! d2eveloped Orf Jied b yf~n accordacc with PPMv 7I CJei t
computer progr::-ni shxll S,%- docurnenirc; die. in FP n i -roved oycithe dt ),qDtrector o.- the IV&\ Director oepnd~au vl io ~< '1011 Is rC7 a. 1tSIHe 1,6 tat t ot D a, Itzbor,of&, ap ~pro val vc-ificazoa 'ortn irifce ted -. p ~hat~on ' zuc C for US- (toc).,ici any mqe~toffe-use or
periodic vercflca!ioas siil L.- zvailabL-' "'n -en iat'Ici of cempiter progiias shell be documented per- (gUid eiPPM 7.AY4'

6) If SAP/lIRE i- NOT considered pwvric:PPM 2.02 sectlo 4A,..2 vtqu esC "Computer prograrr-s may be t, t1lze icrdesisiani-is calculatio 1 vi wo veriti the pi ~ograiti torea C pp~ic -tion provided
0 1 he computer program hs been verifiedi to -!o toat it produce s correct solutions for the encoded tnatheintic-i ,

model withn define limt for ech -atieter tmploye, and
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Title: I(b)(4) lse wid Contro of Design Ar~aysis Software

* The eniwded nathematicul mocel hoa bmet wown m pxiducte a val~d s,.,WUoL tov the p'bysictd iybiew awscuited
With ther pwnwula appl cbtion

$ Progmms shfiwli vttl'4=x ly sxvt: blc -- amk calcie. ximm 7bc.- samript cal htins niety be by -way uf M12( t r

included an appendix 'A the base ci'MrJ iin

iAnd '"ComTputc p1, s snah I-vnr' - tc na re ouhi tg n. e,,.- ducuraetW, and appro.,d by authorizod pwvimapi

PPIM7 N qc, iori4 J. I q i t:- er cwti~f J -dcrr4-' . wci %A- w it 7 (1, ,AW vc %\entfl%'1o
equi,.alcnt pcedureb 4ii Iv --k3r'~ x t- t' -4r.(! m- %:u w I.

Use of MAKKOV MOi. Fs

K PPM 7-C4, wefiw-. -, i rt.z 51 t ii br ve-M ,N" armi %%',tcd wih dictv i ofa rigr romnitisurate witli
thour C'pcvz-o4l a.1irie~~~6 c"pmplc t Tt*~t cane detv- -,tt: for *ftw&s-' vols "IR be aacocrdaece Wit-h
PPM'7.01" aind Section 4.2 mc'uv "Tl' I i.ujct. DXocwnewi! Control Group (PIC, 'qhII r'a n a log, the Sw~itre
TooN~l Prject LN, ts~rn --1 ofi Thoe ii.d afwa o -, DocunitA, g'e-rtkd for the Areo-nex internal
&of tweve tool hall be nuniber- wn ,av:ex *..ac d) PPM 4t

ICorresponding -NQA-1 Reqirernent: , j, Su' -, '

IWTP Source DocumwtdNumiber: Spb~Adtr49 IPA A

IDescription of Ad %e rse Condition

~t t.!~ ~ -71
in ~'ie ce.kuizti~on Fv&...~ bce ~/~!L C1~p~ 19~ ~ b Am. ~g 7i1 rit.~i~) ZC,: - ~sfr~i Lo~ &eAY~- "J$fae~

AM1RECL4JOO3JL (4 J %,uch i a deliverable to the WT?,

11) tfmt~wy to the rcqureiTrenIz, the Milk- ki d iw,% cOIwtwL e? "V. ewf to th-, f<A ATCI 1300 k, dm11 the SiI.dtm'ii.
nor was the SIL .Ien Matown do11i1w'I lbatedj rt the ?A-.
&ixuwy to the equ -t noN -41" is ~~

31 ('om~r} to dw~ roqi'I irirzI&, W MAiI E and MAROVe.fls .sed -n the masto~rhat (ftippr~owd forii w

in safety related ralcultawnsi I~4) Coniary w the em ents, diea. -t L" il.)01.,: 1",,' 'n . -- t0 * IPLCR uImcer L,4 4fi, wrator mnai g fut er S API UTF
softw amr placed on a MIpstrr Disk.

~)Co nt-Y to~ am re4 i ent%. ter e i s w ( t) ic )f SAl R E appt voa,. do. mfer~atj i ol - er,9cssiiin fto r ntep&i d e
or U19,nrctiorew f;r rUse.

(t) Contrary to the rc'tireita. SAPHIRE v. -,K4 w-dew .oflwurio agzo net c ontro'.; I i -. * no olxtv e
ev a of !.*''d~ O te~jiW', .. d .t L; dve 'r AUR wen;Jetpd

17) 'There? -wisno V&\' of Aar kov it ~iiox iuts u h

Identified by:j~b6 Title: S'.-1,vrte Q'A Fugiieci Date: ,mle,2" I 5 1I
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Title (b)( IUse and Control of Desiqr Analytss Software

IVnlidated by- [(b)(6) Titit: Sr( Date: June 1(, ff15

I
AI M-rse Condition Evaluation

-fl
IClass~ication: 0 N,. stm1at El "Ot2ificant

Impact evaluation-

Does the ad~ crx cc ndi Ci npatA itra ! oo th a ~ ye V. iT
10 Ye.s-) in WT?-CRl I NCR CDP

10N() - No irnract (Justifiatui r k'(wred Nn ilenth eiippcI WIT

I s& stop woA~reqit.u-e'itventO ti iditw f- yIT r~ltIa-g ir the Wpw pziud'cii line-? l Y'es 0 1-4
I Is a top shipmnt rt qui dto m-ve~i~o, Ei tr'u r'r~ tne r~ V-k2. Tli -j Yce ED No

IRestiriction(s):

Supplier Response Direction

Supplier shall 1) Oixu'2nt the az ,;' ccdo t., uk. -octtt w.twn in, j^1 2detut I im- O1vul*d , z~i~ act, 4-
and tpwixte4 complewno date u. b-,e :orec vve ortlal co a~v cilon d. aILt nd 2) forwart taec,_r.ect.,e aznion

I JO ,nt to 1 qucabhelLom bt Augdst,31,2015 In ~d~t@ ~ .~eIL~ c~orco~r~ -and rt-mi dial .:.,: ir

relit' m the adverw cunditon, theccir,&xvwi e~ cAx~ the Fr'owv~~ce iems-

Cause uinalysfn

E Idvr t of condition

0Action to wrwt the c'auw~ aa d rviu. n xu-&cD

Upon ;eo~~nof th~c adveme r, A !*. Ora, W4 9- IT, lar VIAlJ -,A Ve F t.p k""J CIS~ f Kcli 41cOCLiVC aCbtw43 dOCUVni iY rn 111

applicabie obc. v: tv ecz Li gub~ramte A-A i u -;4, ,Ane ad% . codi~, j MMU~kaaut~e~t lc~
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Title. (b)(4) aUe nd Control of Destgnk N'eiy-,1 Softwaret

ca Action Verification

Supplier Cx rrective action plan received (eCCN)

Supplier ix rrective action plan verx ied acceptable (- CCN

Supplier corrective actions completed (Fe CC N')

Supplier coret~fw? actions verified complete and SCAR closd C( N)

Supplier Corrective Action Report Closure Approval

I --
Concurrence by:

.~- I, Mile

Verified by.
I Date

Uaitv &rn~et3IApproved by: 
I ~fl~T__

I(b)(6) htI~ Pa.I
Revision History:

[eidYI4 Reasom forIl an
3 bumal Lsbuc
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